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SURPRISE, SURPRISE or SOMETHING FOR XMAS? 	by M Rutherfoord 

On the 16th December 1991, at only 1 week's notice, the PTT issued 
two new stamps "Mountain Lakes" and an FDC, but with no pre-release 
sales. The object appeared to be to boost their A/B post system in that 
the 80c red and 50c blue should be more easily seen when sorting into 
the fast and slow bins. However, I feel two errors have been made, 
first as the "A Prioritaire" label is blue then the "A" stamp should 
also be blue, not red. Secondly that the letters "A" & "B" should be 
part of the stamp design, then one would not have to write it on the 
envelope or use a label. This handwritten A or B ruins many otherwise 
good cancellations. I wrote to the PTT with my suggestion (see below } 

but have, as yet, had no reply. 
This means that the present 50c Cat and 80c Owl are not likely to be 

reprinted, the latter is not even 1 year old; 
Printing Details - these two attractive stamps have been printed on 

the new Goebel machine, but only in offset, no steel engraved cylinder 
(shorter preparation time). The paper is the usual white fluor with 
matt gum. Four sheets printed per cylinder rotation. 

FDCs - the plain "Bern 1 Annahme" cancel was used on the covers on 
sale, or on those which were sent in. However, two useful specials 
could be made with the PTT covers and with only one stamp at a time, 
sent to 6088 Melchsee-Frutt, in Obwald south of Sarnen with the 50c for 
the K-cancel 466a of Ivlelchsee 1900m and to 6565 S. Bernadino GR with 
the 80c for K 298c, for the Lago Moesola at 2065m. There is no longer 
a cancel at the Hospiz just next to the lake. 

The issued stamps 
	 My suggestions 

50c blue 80c red 80c blue 50c red 
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ANSWERS TO A MEMBER'S QUERY see page 61 August 1991 

Mr L E Stiles writes that he has compared notes with Mr Hubbard and it 
was thought that their joint comments would be of interest to members. 
Cover No. 1 - from the postage charged, the letter must have weighed 
between 60 & 80g. The postage rate being 30c for the first 20g and 20c 
for each additional 20g or part thereof in July 1943. Notice that the 
cancellation of the 25c Small Landscape is partly covered by the 50c 
Historical_ and, since all the cancels are of the same date and time, 
it would appear that the following happened: the letter franked with 
the 1942 PJ set was taken to the Post Office to see how much more 
postage was required. It was decided that a further 25c was necessary 
and this was paid by the 25c Small Landscape which was affixed and then 
cancelled with the PJ stamps already on the cover. The clerk then re-
alised the PJ stamps were invalid and marked them with 'rings' (the 
usual way of indicating invalid stamps). A further 65c was payable so 
the 50c Historical and a 15c Small Landscape were added and cancelled. 
The other point about this cover is that it has only been censored by 
the UK and this may be explained by Dutton (HNL1976 p38) namely that 
a route via Genoa was available at this time as an alternative to that 
via Germany. Dutton talks about airmail as he has no record of surface 
mail going this way and it also suggests this route was available for 
surface mail before 1st May 1945. 
Cover No. 2 - I have a similar cover to the one shown and it would seem 
that the postage due stamps were used to make up the postage rate and 
not as a tax.:In both cases it seems the letters were taken to the Tele-
graph office partly franked and the amounts needed to make up the rates 
were added there (in postage dues) as presumably only certain values of 
ordinary postage stamps were held. The stamps already on the covers 
were cancelled at the counter on receipt and the additional ones were 
cancelled by the clerk who added them which could account for the two 
sizes of canceller. The rate on Geoff Hubbard's cover is 1Oc post plus 
40c Express. On mine it is 10c post, 20c Registration & 60c Express. 
The Zurich telegraph office had a large and a small canceller, but of 
eleven covers between 1923 and 1941 only one, in 1925, has the large one. 
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A 'beginner's' question from Mr A Young of Kent 

I have in my collection the cover shown below. It is unstamped but is 
postmarked 31st August 1861 from Neuchâtel to Motiers. What was the 
postal system at this time? Does the large '10' denote the postage 
payable on receipt? The'date of 1861 was after the establishment of 
the Federal post. Why no adhesive stamp? I am sure this item is not 
unusual, but I would be interested to know the background. 

Sadly we report the sudden death of Mrs Connie Scholey of Chiswick 
London W.4. A keen and enthusiastic member for over 30 years ) she 
had a special interest in postal stationery and Postbus items. 
Her presence at the London meetings added much to the occasion , 

and her pithy comments will be missed. 	 F p 

1 A MPS 
FOR 

SWISS STAMPS 

L.S. ARMSTRONG 
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER 

Recent articles in the Helvetia 
Newsletter have indicated some 
of the many sidelines which can 
be explored. 

If your interests lie in this 
direction, or if you prefer to 
keep to more straightforward 
collecting, you still need the 

benefit 'of being able to look at 
material in your own home, with 
the time to search for those items 
which best fit in with your own 
studies. 

Let me, therefore, send you 
selections on approval or against 
your Want Lists. 

485 MARINE ROAD, 
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF 
Phon. (0524) 414055 

SWISS COVERS 

YES I AM STILL DEALING IN SWITZERLAND 

AND LIECHTENSTEIN 

WANT LIST'S WELCOME 

I ALSO BUY GOOD ITEMS 

IAN GILCHRIST I.G. STAMPS PO BOX 15 

HARROGATE HG1 1SL 
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SWITZERLAND  
Swiss revenues perfectly illustrate the political system and way of life of this popular country. Stamps have been  

issued by three very distinct levels of Government and therefore fall into three totally independent groups:  

1 Issues by FEDERAL Authorities including stamps for taxes such as Passports,  

Financial Transactions, Bank Drafts, Military Police, Consular Services, Tobacco, etc.  

1915 Bank Drafts; 8 diff values 
1915 Financial Transactions, 4 values 
1915/16 Consular Services. 4 values 

f1.25  
f2.50  
£4.00  

2 Issues by CANTONAL Governments for Poster Displays, Bankruptcy, Cheques, Police Duties (such as  
Frontier Passes and Customs & Excise), taxes in various fields of commerce, Administrative Fees, Salt Tax,  

Freight Letters, Alien Control, Share Dealings, etc.  

Basel City Police Stamps, all imperf with full margins, offered Wm mint  

1861. 1862. 1870 or 1874 (Other years available) 	 £6.25 each  
1921 ■ O5  40.41, 42.47 & 48 used 	 £6.00  
1935 NOS  76, 78, 79, 81, 82 & 84-87 (scarce) used 	 £15.00  

Fribourg:  

Visa en Lieu de Timbre Gradué N OS  1, 3, 4, 5, 8 & 10 used 	(12.00  
ditto 	 Ws 17, 19, 22, 25 & 27 used 	L10.00  
Visa en Lieu de Timbre de Dimension N° 5  1. 3 & 5 mint/used 	f7.00  
Timbre Mobile Gradué N°5  1, 4, 9, 11, 15, 17. 23 & 24 used 	(12.50  
Acres sous seing Privé N° 5  IB-3B & 6B - 13B mint/used 	£17.00  

3 Issues by MUNICIPAL Town Halls for Entertainment, Funerals and Town Hall  

levies on numerous local activities (we particularly like the Tax on Exemption  

from Fire Brigade Service!). The Ticino—Italian part of Switzerland—is particu-
larly rich in issues by really small communities, and while the majority of towns  

and villages use the same stamp for many years, some have dated annual issues.  

   

 

111emeinAe 1  

Grbiilu'Cts.311  

 

 

............ 

Bid (Ct Berne) 1902/1920 Document Stamps N OS 3, 5, 7. 21 & 25 used £2.00  
tiitzelfluh (Ct Berne) 	1910 Council Tax N °S 2 & 3 used 	f6.00  
Madretsch (Ct Berne) 	1903 Fee Stamps 5 values mint 	 £5.00  
Sumiswald (Ct Berne) 	1905 Council Tax N° 5  7 - 12 mint/used 	15.50  
Wahlern (Ct Berne) 	1908 Fee Stamps N" 5  1 - 4 used 	 £2.00  
Kreuzlingen (Ct Thurgau) 1920 Council Tax NO 5  6, 8 & 9 used 	£3.00  
Zurich City (Ct Zurich) 	1893/1906 16 different values, used 	f8.00  

Collectors of Swiss revenues use two popular catalogues. Forbin's 1913 edition is small but interesting and  

available in photocopy; Schauffelberger's 1949-50 edition is very comprehensive and priced in Swiss francs—
prices and catalogue numbers we still use today. 40 years on! These catalogues are offered as a pair, post paid UK  
(surface overseas), for (16.50.  

We can offer a wide range of approvals—please ask for an Enrolment Form  

All prices include UK VAT at 17.5%—illustrations about 50% real size  
Special introductory offer—all of the above only £120 

PTS APS  

H.L. Katcher  
The Amateur Collector Ltd  

P.O. Box 242, London N2 OYZ  
Tel: 081-348 0296 Fax: 081-347 8397  

RPSC  

THE 1992 PRICE CHANGE SUPPLEMENT WITH MANY  
SPECTACULAR CHANGES IS IN PREPARATION. IT  
SHOULD BE AVAILABLE BY THE END OF JANUARY.  
PRICE: £2.50 ($5.00) POST FREE.  



First-day cover stamped with two 'People at 
Work' definitives. For each value a specially 
designed First-day Cover will also be available. 
Unstamped covers will be available for 50 c. 
each at all philatelic salespoints from 
2.12.1991. 

Sale 

Post offices and 
philatelic salespoints: 
from 24.1.1992 

Advance sale: 
from 17.1.1992 

Validity: 
unlimited 
from 24.1.1992 

Printing 

Recess/offset 
by PTT Stamp 
Printing Office, Bern 

Size: 
29x24mm 

Cylinder 
circumference: 
6 sheets of 50 stamps 
(recess only) 

Paper: 
white, fluorescent; 
mat gummed 

Designer  

Walter Haettenschweiler, 
Zug 

Engraver  

Pierre Schopfer, 
. La Chaux (Cossonay) 
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24.1.1992 

DEFINITIVE STAMPS: «ANIMALS» 
Two more values are being added to the Animals' definitive series. They depict a cow 
(supplementary value) and a turkey (priority letter-post items up to 20 g for over-seas). 
The stamps were again designed by Basle graphic artist Celestino Piatti and steel engraved 
by Max Muller, Berne. 

10 c. COW 
Although Switzerland has long ceased to be primarily an agricultural country, cattle raising 
is still important. Four different breeds are native to Switzerland, the Simmental Spotted, 	 Advance sale: 
the Brown, the Black Spotted and the Eringer. In addition, there are of course various 	 from 17.1.1992 
cross-breeds. Validity: 

160 c TURKEY 	 unlimited 
from 24.1.1992 

The domesticated turkey originated in Central America and reached Europe via Spain at 
the beginning of the 16th century. Turkeys are the biggest type of poultry bred in Switzerland — 	 Printing 

the heaviest can weigh up to nearly 20 kilos — though in this country they are mostly raised 	 Recess/offset 

for ornamental purposes or for pleasure. 	 by PTT Stamp 
Printing Office, Bern 

Size: 
24 x 29 mm 

Cylinder 
circumference: 
6 sheets of 50 stamps 
(recess only) 

Paper: 
white, fluorescent; 
mat gummed 

Designer 
First-day cover stamped with two Animals' 
definitives. Unstamped covers will be available 
for 50 c. each at all philatelic salespoints from 
2.12.1991. 

Sale 

Post offices and 
philatelic salespoints: 
from 24.1.1992 

Celestino Piatti, 
Duggingen 

Engraver  

Max Muller, Bern 

DEFINITIVE STAMPS: «PEOPLE AT WORK» 
The 'People at Work' series of definitive stamps, devoted principally to traditional occupa-
tions, continues with two values. — The recently changed parcel rate structure would have 
called for several new higher-value stamps. However, not wishing to cause collectors too 
much expense, we have limited the present issue to the two values that will be most 
frequently used and are strictly necessary for postal reasons. 
All the stamps in the series are designed by Walter Haettenschweiler, Zug, and steel engraved 
by Pierre Schopfer, La Chaux (Cossonay). 

Fr. 2.80 COOK 
Food and eating, whatever the habits or culture, have always been key concerns of human 
life. However, it is the artistry and skill of the cook that turn meals into feasts for the eye and 
palate, without neglecting the requirements of a modern healthy diet. 

Fr. 3.60 PHARMACIST 
Man's most precious asset is his health. For centuries pharmacists have helped people 
to maintain their health through a sensible lifestyle or to restore it when they fall ill. Pharma-
cists thus make an important contribution to effective health care. The stamp shows a 
pharmacist making up a prescription. 

PTT 
- Wertzeichenverkaufsstelle • Servizio filatelico 

- Service philatélique • Philatelic office • 3030 BERN 

Telefon 031 - 62 27 28 / Telefax 031 - 62 73 08 
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MEETING REPORTS 

At the meeting of Northern Group members in Leeds on 7th December 1991 
Mr D Cairns presented a most interesting talk about Swissair over the 
last 60 years. He began by describing how the airline was formed, giving 
details of the number of planes, flight crew and passenger seats for 
what were in those days daytime flights only. He then described the de-
velopment of the airline, its new aircraft, the introduction of night 
flying, the night airmail service, and the first all-year-round service 
to London in 1936. 

He then talked about the airline during the Second World War and its 
development policy from 1945 when routes to other parts of the world 
were introduced. He spoke about the move from Dtibendorf to Kioten and 
the development of Zurich as an international airport and then the in- 
troduction in 1971 of the first jumbo jets. He concluded his most inter-
esting talk by giving details of the Swissair fleet in 1991, the intro-
duction of the new MD 11s and the working agreements which have been 
made with other airlines. 

His display illustrated most beautifully the history of Swissair and 
included many photographs of its early planes and staff to the new MD11s 
and a wealth of beautiful covers. 	 R A H 

At the London meeting of 11th December Mr Claude Mistely welcomed some 
16 members at his inaugural meeting in the Chair. Apologies had been 
received from Mrs Dawson and V J Mitchell. A special welcome was given 
to Kit Jarman whose naval duties enabled him to make his first visit to 
a meeting in 6 years of membership. The programme for the meeting was 
for all members participation, the letter F, again we had some inter-
esting selections from the following (in order of showing): 
M 0 Bidmead - Canton Fribourg, pre-stamp covers with various manuscript 
and handstamp markings of origin and tax of Fribourg itself and other 
places in the canton; route marks, Franco, Franco Grenze, special 15 tax. 
F Pickard - Fifty and First Day with the new landscape stamps issued on 
16.12.91. Fifty centime postage covers and commemorative cards. 50c 
Europa stamp with special cancel of 5.2.91 time 11.03 (Luzern) What was 
the significance? Answer immediately from Mr Hoddenott "Anniversary of 
the date and time the Station caught fire." 
B Hoddenott - Freight advice cards, Ferrovia Retica, First issued 1961, 
Furka with postcards showing various means of transport over the pass 
and the opening of the tunnel. 
C Jarman - Foreign or False Pretences, not Swiss material but a very 
interesting parcel cover sent from India. Surplus clothing despatched 
in a cotton bag by seamail complete with customs declaration forms and 
bearing eleven Frama-type labels of 77 rupees each. 
D Slate - Fluelen, the 5c Industrial Landscape issue; Free Gratis labels 
of the Franco Prussian War; Franco vignettes; Franchise stamps (charities). 
G Hubbard - For Sale - a box of goodies: 
M Kuriger - First Flight from Zurich to Tehran, a personal interest cover. 
C Mistely - First Day Covers; Fighters on Bundesfeir cards; Famous 
Scenes on stamps; Finsteraarhorn sheet of 25 stamps; 1938 Flight Icarus 
also Flaws and Faults; 1926 (7th December) First Swiss Flight. 
Mr Mistely closed the meeting thanking the members who had contributed, 

and sending seasonal greetings to all members of the Society. 	M 0 B 
February 1st Northern Group Annual Competition. 
February 12th London, PJ and Bundesfeir cards, led by D Slate & C Mistely. 
February 22nd Sussex Group, Letter "F", all members, plus Queries. 
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DID YOU KNOW ? by M Rutherfoord 

- that on the 3rd February some rates go up, but the A/B post remains, 
as expected. The B post rate reduction starts now at 3000 instead of 50, 
so that means all club secretaries will have to put the normal 50c on 
their letters instead of 40c. The express fee, inland and foreign, goes 
from SFr.5.- to 8.-. All bulk mailings go up roughly 10%, this might 
reduce the amount of junk mail. Inland parcels go up by 400 for the 
lowest weight of 1kg, then progressively less as the weight increases 
until it is only 10% for 20kg. We now see that the two new stamps which 
appear on 14th January are for unregistered parcels of 1kg and 2kg, 
namely SFr.2.80 and SFr.3.60 respectively. Awkward shapes and delicate 
contents now cost SFr.5.-  on top of the registered rate. Registration 
of parcels rises from SFr.1.- to SFr.1.50. 
- that the PTT definitive stamp programme is in a mess, partly caused 
by the ever-changing rates, and partly because new series of definitives 
are being squeezed in too early, and then old truncated series are left 
in service. There are now no less than eight definitive series, or bits 
of, on sale today, not counting coil and ATM stamps. Taken from the 
latest PTT sales list, they are: 

1961 three Evangelists, 5.-, 10.-, 20.-. 
1977 one Folklore 40c (not needed after February 1992; 40c animal 

removed from 24.1.92 issue). 
1980 one Architecture Fr.3.50. 
1982 fourteen Zodiac, Fr.1.00 to 4.50. 
1986 twelve Mail Transport, 5c to 90c. 
1989 three People at Work, Fr.2.75 to 3.75 (two more on 24.1.92). 
1990 three Animals, 50c to 800 (two more on 24.1.92). 
1991 two Mountain Lakes, 50c and 80c. 

Quite a few of the above are hardly used anymore and cannot be found 
in many post offices. Also a number of the Transport values were never 
ordered by post offices as they still have enough stock from previous 
issues, e.g., Folklore. This means that if you want to stock up, do it 
now. 
- that at the 6/7th December auction of Hans Schwarzenbach all 1351 lots 
were taken, with a remarkable WWI Soldier Stamp study collection going 
for SFr.48 000 (plus 18%)! The starting price was SFr.3000.- 
- that if you write to G Honegger, Kurzestrasse 1, CH-8716 Schmerikon , 
he will send you a copy of his new catalogue "Alt-Schweiz 1992". This 
old-established firm deals with classical material only. 
- that the SVP have noticed some other events which no longer attract 
a MPO, Federal Schttzenfest and Turnfest. The latter was last held in 
Luzern in 1991 and had 70 000 spectators. Also the Morgarten Battle 
Remembrance 1315 has had a MPO cachet from 1938 until 1984, though only 
three designs were used; for the last 20 years it was the not very 
exciting picture of the 1907 monument erected at the spot. 
- that Felix Ganz was the acknowledged expert on all aspects of Swiss 
cancellations, especially the ordinary date cancellations of the period 
not covered by the A & E eight-volume opus. The SVP are now publishing 
his 80-page monograph on his life's work, from his typewritten notes, 
in German, and all his illustrations of the various types of his system. 
An unequalled study of Swiss cds, which must remain the most comprehen-
sive collection in existence anywhere. Copies, A4, can be obtained from 
me, with a UK cheque for £12- inc. p & p, at Hurdäckerstrasse 40, 
CH-8049 Zurich. Delivery February/March 1992. 
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ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES PROGRAM 

1 9 9 1/ 1 9 9 2 

On sale beginning of October.  

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND SPECIALIZED CATALOGUE 1991/92 

-the 24th  edition- completely revised, 1034 pages 
and approximately 3800 illustrations and spezial 
enlargements on fine art paper. With hand-hold 
register and a appendix with United Nations and 
Campione d'Italia. 
Text in german with introduction in english and 
french. Will be available at the very beginning of 
october. An exclusive book 	 sFr. 85.-- 

Postage for Europe (registered,reduced tax and no 
priority). 	 sFr. 7.60 

Reserve YOUR copy in time.  

The pocket edition of the ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN  
Zunstein  CATALOGUE 1991/1992  is now available. With more information, 

in full colour, enlarged to'512 pages. The official catalogue 
riehberistein  of the SBHV.°The philatelic reference book for young and old." 
	  Introduction in english and french. 

1992 	 french-binding sfr. 17.50 
spiral-binding sFr. 20.--  

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN-EUROPE VOL. 1 (a-i) 1990/1991  
Andorra (frz.+span. Post), Belgium, Denmark, Färöer, 
Greenland, Dant'zig, altdeutsche Staaten, Deutsches Reich, Berlin, 
Germany (East. and West),'Finnländ,. Aland, France, Gibraltar, 
Greek, GreatEritain,"Alderney, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey, 
Ireland, Iceland, Italy, with more information. Additional 
with list of CEPT-issues and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Introduction in english. 	still available 	 sFr. 49.-- 
Postage for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 
no priority) 	 +sFr. 7.60  

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE. VOL. 2 (11-z) 1991/92  
Yugoslavia, Crete, Croatia, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Malta, 
Memel, Monaco, Montenegro, Nederland, Norway, Austria, Portugal, 
Azores, Madeira, Samos, San Marino, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, 
Tharazes/ Trieste, Turkey, State of Vatican, United Nations 
Geneva/Vienna, Cyprus/turkish-cypriot. Post. With more 
information and with supplement of new editions and price 
 modifications for vol. 1. Additional with list of CEPT-issues 

flE and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Available now 	 sFr. 51.-Postage 
for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 	 +sFr. 7.60  no priority) 

EASTERN EUROPE WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE END OF THE YEAR.  

For all ZUMSTEIN-CATALOGUES  please apply to your local stamp dealer 
or to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd., 38 Bedford Street 
Strand, LONDON WC2E 9EU. 
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our pastel account (Giro) 
BERN 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you. ZUMSTEIN + Cie., propr. 
Bertsch + Co., P.O.Box, CH-3000 Bern 7, Switzerland,Tel:(031) 222215, 
Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH, FAX: (031) 21 23 26. 

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain 
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB 
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INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS TRACING SERVICE 1914-18 by Ian Gilchrist 

In 1869 at a Conference held in Berlin, a number of resolutions were 
passed. One of these contained guidelines for the International Committee 
of the Red Cross which stated, "In the case of a War, the International 
Committee will instrument a correspondence and tracing centre in a suit= 
able locality, which in every respect will facilitate the exchange of 
communications between the Committees and the Tracing Agents". It is 
already known that such an Agency was formed in Basel and Geneva during 
the Franco/Prussian War of 1$70/71 and an Agency also existed in Trieste 
during the Russian/Turkish War. 
On the 21st August 1914 ,opened the "International Agency of Relief 

and Information for the Prisoners of the First World War". This Committee 
was originally housed in 3 rue de l'Athénée, Geneva. Due to the shortage 
of space new premises had to be found and, finally, on 12th October 1914 
the Municipal Authorities provided the 'Musée Rath' on the Place Neuve. 
One of the primary functions of the Committee was to provide a service 

of information to relatives of prisoners;-or misplaced persons. A major 
priority was to locate prisoners of war. 

To aid a speedy and efficient system the Red Cross produced a series 
of gummed labels which were affixed to their letter of enquiry. 

These labels were generally in two parts. The left-hand side of the 
perforated label asked the recipient to affix the other half to the 
front of the envelope containing the reply. The right-hand label was 
coded in such a way that by the use of various colours and reference 
numbers a speedy sorting of the mail was possible when received by the 
Red Cross. -1> 
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The information was referenced to the files of Prisoners and hisplaced 
Persons. Labels were used for tracing civilians. Labels for Treasury and 
Committee matters were also used. 

It should be said that these labels had no postal validity. By inter-
national agreement the letters were carried post free; the labels did 
help the postal authorities to identify the mail. 

There were five major groups of labels. 
1. E.S.F.F. = Enquétte Spéciale Fichier Franpis. These were on green paper and were generally used for members of the allied forces and are 
mainly found dealing with French personnel. They are also to be found 
with further overprints for Belgian use and are found in two sizes. 
2. .E.S.F.A. = Enquétte Spéciale Fichier Allemand. These were on pink 
paper and are generally found used for German and Austrian forces, 
although they can be found for French use. 
3. CIVIL = Civil persons. These are generally on blue or yellow paper, 
and also exist in large and small types and cover all nationalities. 
4. TRESORERIE = Financial matters. These labels appear in one size and 
are on red paper, and are generally overprinted with numbers. To date 
numbers 1 to 25 have been identified. 
5. COMITE = Committee matters. These are on pink paper and only appear 
in one size, and are generally found on official organisation letters. 

Types 1 to 5 are generally found with the left-hand label giving the 
instructions to affix the right-hand part to the front of the envelope 
in either German, French or English. 

Smaller type labels are also to be found in pink or green with the 
instructions in all three languages on the same label. In addition, 
labels exist printed in Polish. The Red Cross also produced a number of 
envelopes printed with the wording 'Service Francais E.C., Service 
Allemand T.F., or Service Allemand E.R.". 

It is also possible to find different types of labels used on the 
same envelope; 

EXCHANGE PACKET  

WHEN THE RAIN BEATS AGAINST THE WINDOWS AND THE WIND 

WHISTLES DOWN THE CHIMNEY, WHY NOT SORT OUT SOME 

MATERIAL FOR THE EXCHANGE PACKET ? 

From STAMP COLLECTING p 13, March 24th 1951 

Leeds Philatelic Society 
The Society was founded in 1890 and still has at least one of 

its founder members, for at the Annual Dinner held recently 
an aluminium plaque was presented to Mr. E. Egly in com-
memoration of his completion of 60 years' membership of the 
Society. The plaque is adapted from the frame of the Swiss 
stamp current at the time of Mr. Egly's birth (in Switzerland) 
and bears his portrait in the centre, as will be seen from the 
above illustration. 

The actual presentation was made by Mr. J. Digby Firth, 
the second oldest member, who paid tribute to the long and 
valued service that Mr. Egly had performed for the Society 
and for Philately in general. 

Mr. Egly was for many years honorary secretary of the Society 
and has held almost every other office. His name is well 
known at Congress and wherever collectors meet. 

In expressing his appreciation for the plaque Mr. Egly said 
how nice it was of his fellow members to remember his Diamond 
T,,l,aor. 

HONOURED AT LEEDS 
(See story below) 

PTT  Post _ Poste Posta 



help please? 

Keine sole, Strasse h ZOrich 
Aucun'e rub r'3c.7s morn 8 iur:ch 
Questa 	̂on esiste a Zurig3 
No such street in Zurich 

February 1992 
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We do get answers to some QUERIES, so send in some more and see: 
Mr Young's question on page 3 of the January issue - M Rutherfoord 
On the 1st of January 1852 the young Confederation unified its currency , 

and postal rates, which remained until 1st July 1862. From Neuchâtel 
to M tiers is about 20km, i.e., too much for a 1 Loth letter for the 
1st rayon at the rate of 10c shown, so it must have been a 2  Loth letter 
for Rayon 2, i.e., more than 2 hours or 9.6km. Note that 1 Loth was 
15.6g. the 3rd Rayon was for distances of more than 10 hours, or 48km, 
and the rates were 15c for the first ti Loth and 5c for each additional 

Loth. This amount to be collected from the recipient. There was no 
"To Pay" tax at that time. In fact for many years it was considered an 
insult to use a stamp on a letter, as if the recipient was too poor 
to pay for the letter. 

MEMBERS ARE ASKED TO REMEIM'IBER THAT THEY SHOULD NOT  MAKE ANY MENTION 

OF THE SOCIETY ON LETTERS TO SOCIETY OFFICERS. The Hon. Secretary 

continues to receive many like this. From the point of view of security 

the Hon. Editor must have been compromised years ago: DON'T DO IT. 

TWO MORE QUERIES, from Mrs H J Davis, can anyone 

First a cover from China 10.1.1984 which has an 
unusual rubber stamp in four languages, German, 
French, Italian & English 'No such street in 
Zurich'. Has it been recorded before? 

I have two postcards written by two different people to a Russian lady 
and both have been stamped with a rubber stamp of a Zebra. 

One is from Geneva to Vevey 12.XI.1902 but the Zebra is over the 
stamp and postmark and does not copy well. 

The second is from Vevey to Vevey 2.IV.1904 and re-addressed to 
Russia. In this case the Zebra is stamped in the clear. 

Can anyone suggest the significance of the Zebra? I have assumed 
that it was applied by the recipient. 
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SPRING  

1992  
25th February-1st March  
BOTH HALLS, Royal Horticultural Society  
Greycoat Street & Vincent Square, London, S.W.1  

SC. JAMES'S PARK STN 

	 T̂ ' Vf  

V iCTORIA  

G ^^cy` ` 	C y 

^f 	LCAR PARK  

e, 	 9°O (^^^ STAMPEX 1  

STAND 49  
Where you can not only see superb SWISS  
material but also meet fellow collect-
ors of Switzerland and members of the  
Helvetia Society.  

COME AND SEE (among many other"Goodies")  
THE LEEMANN HOTEL POSTS - the most  
extensive assembly of this fascinating  
section of Swiss Postal History ever  
offered for sale at one time.  

At present we also have a very fine  
stock of early Covers, some Essays not  
previously seen on the market and an  
unparallelled collection of very fine  
Strubels.  

COME AND BROWSE!  

H.L. Katcher  
The Amateur Collector Ltd 

 

P.O. Box 242, London N2 OYZ  
Tel: 081-348 0296 Fax: 081-347 8397  



 

CONGRES SUISSE 
Du 

TOURISME 
B ERNE 

25- 27 MAI 1934 

 

Monsieur 
Maurine Benoit 
Fisoherwen 21 

BERNE I 
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NORTHERN GROUP REPORT - An afternoon with a Pro Patria theme was the 
display given by lr Hoyle to Northern Group members in Leeds on the 
4th of January. Subjects covered in his talk and display included 
stamps and covers from 1938 to 1956, Bundesfeier Cards, examples of 
the 1st August badges, Rtitli 1st August cancellations, the Swiss Path , 

the Swiss National Anthem, Pro Patria booklets, a study of the Pro 
Patria farmhouse stamps, and the 1991 Rtitli Bundesfeier Ceremony. R  A H 
LONDON GROUP MEETING of 8th January - The Chairman and ten members only 
were present. Apologies were received from G W Hubbard, D Dawson, 
A Payne and LE Stiles. We also learned that Mrs Rawnsley was again in 
hospital, also Mr Eusebio, and sadly that Mrs Constance Scholey had 
died on the 19th December 1991. 

The meeting was listed as "Short Displays - All members". We were 
short of displays, but found very interesting items in the material 
provided by three members. Mr D Slate showed varieties in the Pro 
Juventute and Pro Patria Issues, some well known, others not so. It 
does help to identify in the future when seen clearly displayed as 
these were. Mr F Pickard showed covers from Switzerland to the rest of 
the world. I think A to Z was complete from Aden to Zanzibar, ordinary 
mail and Air mail. The main purpose was to show the cost of the postage 
by single, mixed and multiple frankings. Some of the covers bore censor 
ship markings, a different aspect. Mrs M 0 Bidmead was only showing 
something because of fortuitous items received in the morning's post: 
The Alpnach Luzern Schiffs Bureau cancellations, and more interesting 
news on the Razor Blade Saga from Switzerland, as a result of something 
noticed in a Norwegian exhibit at the last Stampex/BPF. The details 
were passed to Mr Guinand who has instigated further enquiries on the 
new information. 	 M 0 B 
QUERIES ON COVERS, August 1991 & January 1992 

To cancel collectors the 'Benoit' 
letters are well known. Maurice was a 
PTT official who rose high in the 
service and was a member of the SVP 
until his death about 5 years ago at 
the age of 80. He never did an 
"illegal" combination on his covers , 
but doubtless used his official 
influence to make sure that the 
cancellers used for "arrival", 
"redirection" and others suited his 
purpose. Thereby producing many inter 
esting covers which command higher 	4 
prices today. That on page 61 last 
year is typical, legal but special. 	- 
It is addressed to Roger Benoit (his ' 
son, I think, also a SVP member). 
The name has been modified, but the 
address is correct: The letter last 
month shows the same "tricks". The 
figures show his usual way of puttingi 
the stamp well to the left so that 
the slogan is readable, for which we 
are all grateful 

M Rutherfoord 

-Förderung der 
Holzverwertu n g 
SCHWEIZ. KONGRESS 
BERN 27.-31.OKT.1936 
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Following the presentation at the Chippenham Seminar last year the 
Society approached Mrs. Rawnsley to establish whether her 
exhibition entitled "Transit Marks of Switzerland" could be copied 
and produced as a booklet. With her permission we have 
investigated the costs for reproducing the study. As many of the 
pages need to be in colour the booklet can not be cheap, but we are 
sure will provide a most informative and useful reference. 

The booklet will contain 50 sheets including 25 in colour and will be 
bound. If you would like a copy of : 

TRANSIT MARKS OF SWITZERLAND 

Please write or telephone the Treasurer address and no. at the top of 
the Newsletter by 29th February 1992. 

The price will be in the region of £18 to £20 including postage to a UK 
address. Postage costs to Overseas members would be extra 
depending on their location and method of sending. 

These costs represent the actual costs incurred to reproduce the 
booklet and no profit is being made by the Society. 

J.•S. ARMSTRONG 
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER 

Recent articles in the Helvetia 
Newsletter have indicated some 
of the many sidelines which can 
be explored. 

If your interests lie in this 
direction, or if you prefer to 
keep to more straightforward 
collecting, you still need the 
benefit of being able to look at 
material in your own home, with 
the time to search for those items 
which best fit in with your own 
studies. 

Let me, therefore, send you 
selections on approval or against 
your Want Lists. 

485 MARINE ROAD. 
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF 
Phone (0524) 414055 

STl\ 6\/1 PS 
FOR 

SWISS STAMPS 

SWISS CO VERS 

YES I AM STILL DEALING IN SWITZERLAND 

AND LIECHTENSTEIN 

WANT LIST'S WELCOME. 

I ALSO BUY GOOD ITEMS 

IAN GILCHRIST I.G. STAMPS PO BOX 15 

HARROGATE HG1 1SL 
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Did you know? 	 by M Rutherfoord 

- that the UPU in Bern have confirmed to me that at the Washington 
Conference of autumn 1989 it was decided to recommend to all postal 
administrations that the UK two-tier system be introduced for internal 
and external mail, i.e., no 'printed matter' nor 'postcards', and that 
the blue 'A prioritaire' label replaces the 'Air Mail' label, specifi-
cally for the 1st class, everywhere. This to take effect from January 
1991. Switzerland was the first, followed by Luxembourg, Denmark, Sweden. 
- that not unsuprisingly the PTT did not accept my suggestion for A and 
B stamps, as the UK system of 1st & 2nd class stamps "cannot be applied 
to Switzerland". The new stamps are still seldom seen as all POs are 
first using up their stocks of cats and owls. Nevertheless the red/blue 
anomaly has been noticed by a number of commentators. 
- that there are 1200 Frama ATM machines in Switzerland now. The last 
200 to be supplied had the ten-digit button system, and now all the 
rest are 'being converted to this more convenient type. No changes are 
needed when the rates go up: However, I know of only two where a phone 
card can be used to obtain stamps, perhaps more will follow. 
- that the world-wide DHL organisation provides good customers with a 
complete computer system including two printers so that air-waybills 
can be easily made out using the memorized data. From this terminal the 
progress of each item can be followed instantaneously across the world. 
The PTT cannot match that, but their EMS service costs only a fraction 
of DHL et al. Who remembers today that the EMS service started when, the 
GPO introduced their Datapost service many years ago as their answer to 
the private couriers operating in the UK? 
- that recent statistics show that the number of Swiss POs rose this 
century from 3550 to a peak of 4033 in 1968. The rate of growth fell 
during both world wars and also in 1935. The total in 1990 was 3800. 
Seasonal POs reached a peak in 1955 with 83, and have now dropped to 20. 
- that I thank all those members who sent me a Seasonal Greeting, and 
my apologies to all those still waiting for an answer to a ouestion. 
Don't hesitate to remind me, I might have a good excuse. And my thanks 
to those putting the main stamp 70mm from the RH edge of the cover. 
- that some years ago the PTT introduced an international Reply Paid 
service, and I asked I;embers to keep their eyes open for an example 
for me. Now your Editor has found one, and from the Philatelic Bureau 
in Bern, in dark blue (see below). The text is rather minimal in French 
(the international postal language) so it is not quite clear that the 
postage is not required from any country. 
- that for the new 10c Cow stamp the French have a better matching FD 
cancel than the Swiss, 

M. o.. .MwncNr 

Non 
No 

N,.nw. 
 stamp toquinnt 

REPONSE PAYEE 
SUISSE 

ti. 

Wertzeichenverkaufsstelle PTT 
Service philatélique PTT 
Servizio filatelico PTT 
'Philatelic Office 
Parkterrasse 10 	. 
CH-3030 Bern 
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On sale beginning of October.  

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND SPECIALIZED CATALOGUE 1991/92  

-the 24th edition- completely revised, 1034 pages  
and approximately 3800 illustrations and spezial  
enlargements on fine art paper. With hand-hold  
register and a appendix with United Nations and  
Campione d'Italia.  
Text in german with introduction in english and  
french. Will be available at the very beginning of  
october. An exclusive book 	 sFr. 85.-- 

Postage for Europe (registered,reduced tax and no 
priority). 	 sFr. 7.60 

Reserve YOUR copy in time.  

	 The pocket edition of the ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
Zumsbein  CATALOGUE  1991/1992  is now available. With more information, 

in full colour, enlarged to 512 pages. The official catalogue 
wchbenstein  of the SBHV."The philatelic reference book for young and old." 
	 Introduction in english and french. 
1992 	 french-binding sfr. 17.50 

spiral-binding sFr. 20.--  

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN-EUROPE VOL. 1 (a-i) 1990/1991  
Andorra (frz.+span. Post), Belgium, Denmark, Färöer, 
Greenland, Danzig, altdeutsche Staaten, Deutsches Reich, Berlin, 
Germany (East. and West), Finniand, Aland, France, Gibraltar, 

s : ;_Greek, GreatEritain, Alderney, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey, 
uell Ireland, Iceland, Italy, with more information. Additional 

with list of CEPT-issues and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Introduction in english. 	still available 	 sFr. 49.-- 
Postage for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 
no priority) 	 +sFr. 7.60 

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE VOL. 2 (j-z) 1991/92  
Yugoslavia, Crete, Croatia, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Malta, 
Memel, Monaco, Montenegro, Nederland, Norway, Austria, Portugal, 
Azores, Madeira, Samos, San Marino, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, 
Tharazes/ Trieste, Turkey, State of Vatican, United Nations 
Geneva/Vienna, Cyprus/turkish-cypriot. Post. With more 

^^^^• information and with supplement of new editions and price 
zumme ri modifications for vol. 1. Additional with list of CEPT-issues 

and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Available now 	 sFr. 51•-Postage 
for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 	 +sFr. 7.60  
no priority) 

EASTERN EUROPE WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE END OF THE YEAR.  

For all ZUMSTEIN-CATALOGUES  please apply to your local stamp dealer 
or to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd., 38 Bedford Street 
Strand, LONDON WC2E 9EU. 
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our postel account (Giro) 
BERN 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you. ZUMSTEIN + Cie., propr.  
Hertsch + Co., P.O.Box, CH-3000 Bern 7, Switzerland,Tel:(031) 222215,  
Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH, FAX: (031)  21 23 26.  

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain  
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB  



TABLE 29.1. 	RATES TO AND  FROM SWITZERLAND.  
VIA GERMANY AND THE LOW COUNTRIES, 1660 TO  1840. 

Dec 1660 i12 Charles 2 

between London and Geneva, paid to Mantua: 
9d single, 1s6d double, 2s3d treble, 2s8d ounce. 

1  Jun  1711 (9 Anne1  ciP1: 

is0d single, 2s0d double, 3s0d treble, 4s0d ounce, 
plus inland charge, to or from London. 

5 Apr 1801 (41 George  3, c7): 

1s4d single, etc, plus inland at 1501 scale, to or from London 

Mar 1805 145 George  3,_q11): 

1s6d single, etc, plus inland at 1801 scale, to or from Londo n 

Jul 18.12 (52_George_L_ 

1s8d single, etc, plus inland at 1801 scale, to or from London 

5 Dec  1839  ilondon Gazette.. 	Nov 1839): 

rates as 1812. but multiple charges by weight, per table 1.1 . 

10 Jan 1840 (Post Office notice. and 384 Victoria. c98).: 

1s8d to'} ounce, 3s4d per ounce, plus 
2d to't ounce, 	4d per ounce, inland beyond London . 

Prepayment was required for letters outward from Britain, inward 
letters were paid on delivery. 

Letters to and from Switzer-
land via France - Rates to 
Geneva via France were stated 
in Thomas Gardiner's "Survey" 
of 1677. Although omitted by 
the 1711 Act, Swiss mail through 
France was quoted in the London 
Gazette (July 1748) ; from 1777 
directories usually showed 
rates for Switzerland as for 
Italy via France, and it seems 
likely the route was used at 
all periods, wars permitting. 
The Franco-British agreement 
of 1836 applied for Swiss 
mail via France. 

Different rates for Geneva 
in the 18th century - Geneva 
remained outside the Swiss 
Confederation until the Napo-
leonic Wars ended. It seems 
different rates were charged 
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British Isles, 1570 to 1840", an invaluable work for postal historians 
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PA13 4LL at £15- plus post and packing. 

Switzerland does not figure prominently in Britain's overseas postal 
history, but letters seem to have passed between the countries from 
early times. The first recorded charges, to Geneva by way of Mantua, 
show what nowadays seems a rather odd routing, but that was no doubt a 
reflection of the practicalities of the period. From the 1711 Act 
charges by the routes through Germany were straightforward, and the 
same as for Northern and Central Europe (table 29.1). 
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TABLE 29.2. 	RATES TO AND FROM SWITZERLAND, 
VIA FRANCE, 1677 TO 1840 

At least during 1762-1783 charges for Geneva were as for Franc 
for which rates see table 26.2. 

by 1677 	Thomas Gardiner's "Survey of the Post Office" ). 

London to Geneva, paid to Lyons: 
1sOd single, 2sud double, 2s9d 1 4-ounce, 3s9d ounce. 

after  1711 (notices I directories: as Italy under 9 Anne, c10 ) 

1s3d single, 2s6d double, 3s9d treble, 5sOd ounc e, 
plus inland charge, to or from London. 

5 Apr 1801 (under 41 George 3. c71: 

lsld single, etc, plus inland at 1801 scale, to or from London . 

Mar 1805  feeder  45 George 3,  c11): 

ls9d single, etc, plus inland at 1801 scale, to or from Londo n. 

Jul 1812 (under 52 George 3.  c88): 

ls11d single, etc, plus inland at 1801 scale, to or from Lcndo n 

20  Jul 1836 (Post Office notice, ano 1 Victoria  c34): 

1s2d single, etc, plus inland at 1801 scale, to or from Londu n. 

5 Dec  1839 (London Ga ette, 22 Nov 1839): 

rates as 1836, but multiple charges by weight, per table 1.1 . 

10 Jan 1840 (Poet  Office notice, and 364 Victoria c96 ) 

1s2d to 	ounce, 2s4d per ounce, with no inland charge. 

All the above were the rates to or from the Franco-Swiss border; 
prepayment was compulsory outward, inward mail paid on delivery. 
From 1836 prepayment to destination was allowed, and the charges 
were than as given in table 26.4 and appendix 2 (unpaid letters 
were not allowed for Switzerland under this scheme). 

• 

TABLE_26,2. 	 RATES TO AND FRg  FRANCE,  1711 TO  WI. 

1 Jun 1711 	(9 Anne.  c10): 

from France: 10d single, etc, plus inland charge from London . 

to Trance: 	without any British charge from London to France, 
but any inland charge to London to ba prepaid. 

Dec 1801 ire  26.2. under 41 George 3,  c7): 

from France: 1s2d single, etc, plus inland charge from London . 

to Franca: 	4d single, etc, plus inlano charge to Dover. 

Jun 1802  X44 George  3. c101): 

to or from France: 
10d single, etc, plus inland at 1801 scale, to or from London 

Mar 1805 (45 George 3, c11): 

1sOd single, etc, plus inland at 1801 scale, to or from London. 

Note: it is doubtful if this rate was ever implemented due to th 
closure of the posts by war during 1803-1814; it is given here a 
the 1805 Act affected subsequent rates. 

Jul 1812 (52 George 3, c881: 

1s2d single, etc, plus inland at 1801 scale, to or from Lond 

Aug 1836  L46 William  4 c25.1: 

As 1812 except, for letters not passing through London: 
6d single, etc, plus inland at 1801 scale, to or from Dover. 

At all periods to 1836, prepayment was compulsory for letters sent 
outward from Britain; inward items were paid on delivery. 
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in the later 18th century; a 
Post Office notice of 1762, and 
London, Dublin and Glasgow 
directories for 1777-1783, 
showed letters to Geneva were 
charged as if to France; at 
this period this meant no 
outward charge between London 
and Geneva. But no further 
references have been seen, and 
the exact dates cannot be given 
for this arrangement; it was 
not shown in directories from 
1790. 

The Franco-British Postal 

Agreement of 1836 

France and Britain agreed new 
postal arrangements in 1836, 
which had a great effect on the 
charges found on letters. Not 
only were rates altered (down-
wards), but the sender now had 
three options regarding pre-
payment. A letter might be 
fully prepaid; totally unpaid ; 

or have postage paid only as 
far as Calais. Use of stamps 
PD and PF to show the extent 
of prepayment was stated in 
the 1836 agreement. 

These prepayment options 
meant postmasters had to have 
tables of the charges between 
Calais and every town in France 
(and other countries as well, 
since similar arrangements also 
applied for letters passing 
through France). Postmasters 
were instructed to mark the 
different components of a pre -

paid rate as "British" and 
"Foreign", at the top left of 
the address panel, and this 
habit is often helpful in 
interpreting these rates. 
Unfortunately it was not usual 
for unpaid charges. 





P.H. STAMPS  
'Harbour Lights', 19 Station Road, Bishopstone,  
Seaford, East Sussex BN25 2RB  
Telephone: Seaford (0323) 899565 Fax: (0323) 897346  

Philatelic  
Auctioneers  

PUBLIC STAMP AUCTIONS  
AT THE  

DOWNS LEISURE CENTRE  
Sutton Road, Seaford, Sussex  

(On the A259 Coast Road)  

VIEWING 	MARCH 21st, 1992 	AU PNION  
9AM TO 1.30PM  

FUTURE AUCTION DATES  
FOR 1992  

May 2nd, June 13th, July 25th,  
Sept. 5th, Oct. 17th, Dec. 5th  

Including a 7 Vol Collection of  
Swiss Soldier stamps and Covers  
from 1904 to 1945 mint/used.All  
typed up collection. Est £2,000. 
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EXCHANGE PACKET  

HAVE YOU ANY MATERIAL THAT COULD BE SOLD ? 
 

IF SO, PUT IT INTO BOOKLETS SIZE 8" X 5" 
 

AND SEND THEM TO THE EXCHANGE PACKET SECRETARY 
 



Printing 

Rotogravure; 
Hélio Courvoisier SA, 
La Chaux-de-Fonds 

Size: 
36 x25,7 mm 

Cylinder 
circumference: 
2 sheets of 50 stamps 

Paper: 
white, fluorescent; 
mat gummed 

SONDERMwSREN 

TIMBRES.POSR sr/cuu 
EUNCOBOUI SPECN:! 

Printing 

Rotogravure; 
Hélio Courvoisier SA. 
La Chaux-de-Fonds 

Size: 
25,7 x36 mm 

Cylinder 
circumference: 
2 sheets of 50 stamps 

Paper: 
white, fluorescent; 
mat gummed 
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50 c. Centenary of International Rhine Regulation 
Serious attempts to protect the inhabitants of the Rhine valley from recurrent floods go 
back nearly a thousand years, but until the 19 0  century efforts were limited to certain 
exposed parts of the winding river course. The situation changed dramatically for the 
worse in the 18th century when heavy timber felling in the Alps resulted in the 
mountain streams bringing down enormous quantities of debris, which the Rhine was 
unable to carry. It became increasingly clear that extensive regulation of the river was 
the only solution to this intolerable state of affairs. 
After centuries of confrontation, disastrous floods led to an era of exemplary good-
neighbourliness between Austria and Switzerland to protect the Rhine valley against 
inundations. The new spirit of cooperation was formalized in a treaty signed in 1892, the 
year in which International Rhine Regulation was born. 
Today the regulation of the Rhine from the mouth of the River Ill to Lake Constance, with 
the two cuts at Diepoldsau and Fussach, is practically complete. The improvements now 
under way at the point where the Rhine empties into Lake Constance are expected to be 
finished by about the turn of the century. The two signatory countries are sharing the costs 
of the joint works equally. So far they amount to about SFr. 110 million. 
The stamp designed by Arnold Wittmer, Gunzwil, features the mouth of the river Rhine in a 
bird's-eye view illustrating that harmony can be achieved between technical development 
and conservation. 

80 c. Fiftieth Anniversary of PRO FAMILIA SWITZERLAND 
PRO FAMILIA SWITZERLAND is an umbrella association grouping numerous bodies 
actively concerned with family affairs. The politically independent, undenominational 
organization was founded in Lucerne in 1942 and is now headquartered in Berne, where 
it pursues and promotes a family-oriented social policy. It is active on several levels, 
formulating its own concrete political proposals and taking part in outside projects, 
with the accent on equal rights for men and women, the working world, social and 
fiscal policy, schools and education, child law, regional planning and living. 
Thanks to its wide range of activities and comprehensive experience, PRO FAMILIA 
SWITZERLAND is now a recognized authority in relations with members of the federal and 
cantonal parliaments and institutions as well as organizations concerned with family matters 
on an international level. This enables it to fulfill its fuction as a link between the population 
and its own active members in the service of the public. 
In relations between family and society, PRO FAMILIA SWITZERLAND takes a specia l 
interest in society's dual role. On the one hand society must enable the family to create and 
maintain conditions of well-being for all its members at all times; on the other it must support 
the family when it is no longer able to meet its obligations towards its members. 
The design by Willi Weber of Wangen, ZH, symbolizes joy and family togetherness. 

90 c. Centenary of the International Chemical Nomenclature 
Conference, Geneva 

April 1992 marks the hundredth anniversary of one of the most important scientific 
conferences ever to be held in Geneva: the first international nomenclature conference 
devoted to organic chemistry, the chemistry of carbon compounds. 
The conference was the result of a worldwide need for a common, systematic nomen-
clature to facilitate communication among chemists and the publication of new research 
findings. For it was a time when the discovery of organic substances — often given 
fanciful names — was entering a period of explosive growth. From just 12000 around the 
year 1880, known compounds increased to some 150000 in 1910 and now number 
about 10 million. It is impossible to imagine the chaos, duplication and misunderstanding 
that would prevail if there were no clear rules of nomenclature. 
Credit is due to the organizers of the Geneva conference of a hundred years ago for their 

timely recognition of the problem and bring-
ing it to a successful resolution. This event, 
which also represented the first major inter-
national chemistry conference, culminated in 
the formulation of the 'Geneva Nomenclature'. 
It soon gained universal acceptance and has 
served as the basis for all recommendations of 
the International Union of Pure and Applied 
Chemistry (IUPAC) ever since. 
The design by Burkard Waltenspiil illustrates 
chemical notation by means of the empirical 
and structural formulae and three-dimensional 
structure of the difluorobutane molecule. 

500th Anniversary of the Discovery of America 
The European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) has 
asked its members to devote their 1992 Europa stamps to the 500th Anniversary of the 
Discovery of America. The two Swiss stamps feature designs by Orio Galli of Caslano. 
The discovery of America is inseparably linked with the name of Christopher Columbus. 
The Italian navigator from Genoa, seeking a westward route to India in the service of Spain, 
discovered some of the Caribbean Islands (though not the American mainland) on his first 
voyage of discovery in 1492, but thought they were part of «West India». He commanded a 
fleet of three caravels: his flagship the Santa Maria, the Pinta and the Nina. 
Vikings had first landed on the northeast coast of America 500 years earlier and founded 
small settlements there. These were later abandoned because of climatic changes, and the 
discovery soon faded from memory. 
50 c. Caravel 'Santa Maria' The 50 c. value depicts the whole American continent with the 
basic latitude and longitude lines and a drawing of the Santa Maria. 
90 c. Statue of Columbus The stamp shows a statue of Columbus superimposed on 
a map of Central America with the route of the navigator's first voyage. The statue is 
based on a sketch by Vincenzo Vela (1820-1891). Both are on exhibition at the state-
owned Museo Vela at Ligornetto in Canton Ticino. 
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THE NORTHERN GROUP held its annual competition in Leeds on 1st February 
and members produced a total of 24 entries which were judged as usual by 
the members. The results were: 
hero-philately & winner of the Highsted Cup - Mr D Hope with an entry 
of Airmails to the USA, 1939-1945. 
Postal History & winner of the Moore Bowl - Kr D Cairns with 19th century  
postmarks of the Ticino. 
Philatelic - Mr P Vaughan with Ferforated Sitting Helvetia. 
Postal Stationery - Y_r I Gilchrist with The Red Cross. 	 R A H 

LONDON MEETING of 12th February 1992 - The Chairman welcomed the President 
and 15 members and gave apologies from Messrs Payne & Ager and Mesdames 
Dawson & Rawnsley. Bundesfeier Cards and Pro Juventute Cards and Envel-
opes were the topics for the evening, both topics having a charitable 
surcharge incorporated in them. 
The Chairman opened with a very concise résumé of the early history 

and events of the areas we now know as Switzerland which led to the 
signing of the Rutli Oath and joining together in 1291 of the Three 
Forest Cantons - Schwyz, Uri and Unterwalden. Ultimately by 1815 there 
were 22 Cantons linked together in the Federation Act of 1848. In 1979 
Jura became the 23rd Canton. A Bundesfeier Committee was formed in 1909 
to celebrate the 1st of August as the National Day, and issued cards to 
mark the occasion. Later this committee became known as the Swiss 
National Committee for the Celebration of the lst of August, and the 
annual Bundesfeier cards came into being in 1910. From 1910 to 1937 the 
cards bore imprinted stamps and then without stamps to 1960. The PP 
stamps started at the same time and continue with the surcharge. All 
aspects were covered in the display. Other material was shown by Messrs 
Houtris, Pashby and Slate. 
Mr Slate displayed a few selected items and two large albums for the 

members to browse through with this explanation: Some 300 PJ cards were 
issued between 1912 & 1960 without stamp imprints of which the majority 
show Swiss paintings of the 19th and early 20th century. Between 1926 
and 1930 17 different envelopes were issued in the three languages. 
From 1931 to 1960 a further 49 envelopes were issued each showing a 
different picture and the words Pro Juventute. 

It was a very enjoyable evening, culminating with F Pickard giving 
an appreciative vote of thanks. 	 M 0 B 

IF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION IS STILL OUTSTANDING this is your last copy of 
the Newsletter: If you don't read this you will never know. 

^. S. ARMSTRONG  
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER  

Recent articles in the Helvetia  
Newsletter have indicated some  
of the many sidelines which can  
be explored.  

If your interests lie in this  
direction, or if you prefer to  
keep to more straightforward  
collecting, you still need the  

485 MARINE ROAD.  
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF  
Phone(0524)414055  

benefit of being able to look at 
material in your own home, with  
the time to search for those items  
which best fit in with your own  
studies.  

Let me, therefore, send you  
selections on approval or against  
your Want Lists.  
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Did you know? 
	

by Tr Rutherfoord 

- that a recent study has shown that a.number of the 57 so-called 
private railways in Switzerland (only about 10 on average of the shares 
are privately owned) should be combined into bigger units to reduce the 
subsidies now being paid by the state, cantons and communes to their 
local service. Only four do not require help, but a number are grouped 
to purchase common rolling stock. The plan for closer fusions mentions 
the following pair: the successful Brig-Zermatt and the loss-making 
Furka-Oberalp. Closure is practically excluded today, even for the 
shortest, the 5km Oensingen-Balsthal Bahn. We will see what happens. 
- that I have discovered the hard way that self-adhesive envelopes are 
horrors. After about 15 years the glued flap turns yellow-brown ruining 
it's own front side and the next cover in the box, if any. There seems 
to be no cure. Bolting the door after the horse I now tear off all these 
glued strips, sometimes in time. It can even stain the stamp, but of 
course cancel collectors, if they have a lot of business letters, are 
mostly affected. This type of sealing actually started in the early 40s 
here, As the shelf life is limited most envelopes are still lickable, 
and this is more suitable for the automatic sealing machines too. 
- that for lake steamer fans there is a book on "Saving the DS Bltimlisalp' 
in German, 120 pages, many illustrations, SFr.20.-. Available from 22nd 
May 1992, the day of the second maiden voyage, after the restoration. 
- that those who would like a copy of the 1992 list of all Swiss POs 
should send me a UK postal order or cheque for £2.50, which will include 
the alphabetical and numerical postcode booklets; or X3.- in Treasury 
bills for US addresses. Delivery about May. 

that the Swiss "Luftpost-Katalog" has been completely revised and 
computerised for publication in 1992 (last issue was in 1984, red cover). 
It will not show the new phonecard as this philatelic editor has banned 
them. This shows the old JU 52 which is used for flights over the Alps, 
and the card is for promotional use. You can't phone over the Alps for 
the SFr1 . - face value (see below) . 
- that the PTT have announced that six to eight new phonecards will be 
issued in 1992, including some with stamp motifs. 
- that rather belatedly I have found out that in 1984 the Philatelic 
Academy of Bavaria published a useful little brochure on ""W I Intern-
ment in Switzerland", in German, by H Sulser. Figure 15 shows some 
freezing kilted Scots unloading a food train. 
- that another useful booklet has been published by K Gerbert, revised 
edition A5, "Die Poststempel des Kantons Graubunden, 1850-1965", excludes 
Chur, Davos and St Moritz, but the very best list available of all POs 
and the cancels used (by type). Send a £5- note to him at: Kappeler-
strasse 27, CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel, if you want one. 

CHIPPENHAM SEMINAR 25th April 1992 

If the note is still on your desk 
then get the cheque in the post now 
to Mrs W Lamble, 14 Brooklands, 
TOTNES TQ9 5AR. Do it NOW: It is no 
good leaving it until tomorrow or 
you will miss some excellent displays 
and a chance to meet other members 
of YOUR Society. 
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ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES PROGRAM 

1 9 9 1/ 1 9 9 2 

On sale beginning of October.  

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND SPECIALIZED CATALOGUE 1991/92 

-the 24 th  edition- completely revised, 1034 pages 
and approximately 3800 illustrations and spezial 
enlargements on fine art paper. With hand-hold 
register and a appendix with United Nations and 
Campione d'Italia. 
Text in german with introduction in english and 
french. Will be available at the very beginning of 
october. An exclusive book 	 sFr. 85.--  

Postage for Europe (registered,reduced tax and no 
priority). 	 sFr. 7.60 

Reserve YOUR copy in time.  

	  The pocket edition of the ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
Zumstein  CATALOGUE 1991/1992  is now available. With more information, 

in full colour, enlarged to 512 pages. The official catalogue 
of the SBHV."The philatelic reference book for young and old." 
	  Introduction in english and french. 

1992 	 french-binding sfr. 17.50  
spiral-binding sFr. 20.-- 

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN-EUROPE VOL. 1 (a-1) 1990/1991  
Andorra (frz.+span. Post), Belgium, Denmark, Färöer, 
Greenland, Dant'zig, altdeutsche Staaten, Deutsches Reich, Berlin, 
Germany (East and West), Finnland, Aland, France, Gibraltar, 

GreatEritain, Alderney, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey, 
utm4Ireland, Iceland, Italy, with more information. Additional 

with list of CEPT-issues and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Introduction in english. 	still available 	 sFr. 49.--  
Postage for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 
no priority) 	 +sFr. 7.60  

ZIIMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE VOL. 2 (j-z) 1991/92  
Yugoslavia, Crete, Croatia, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Malta, 
Memel, Monaco, Montenegro, Nederland, Norway, Austria, Portugal, 
Azores, Madeira, Samos, San Marino, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, 
Tharazes/ Trieste, Turkey, State of Vatican, United Nations 
Geneva/Vienna, Cyprus/turkish-cypriot. Post. With more 
information and with supplement of new editions and price 2trnsban- 
modifications for vol. 1. Additional with list of CEPT-issues 
and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Available now 	 sFr. 51•-Postage 
for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 	 +sFr. 7.60  no priority) 

EASTERN EUROPE WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE END OF THE YEAR.  

For all ZUMSTEIN-CATALOGUES  please apply to your local stamp dealer 
or to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd., 38 Bedford Street 
Strand, LONDON WC2E 9EU. 
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our postel account (Giro) 
BERN 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you. ZUMSTEIN + Cie., propr. 
Bertsch + Co., P.O.Box, CH-3000 Bern 7, Switzerland,Tel:(031) 222215, 
Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH, FAX: (031) 21 23 26. 

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain 
-Printari by RPM Renrc)zraDhics (Chichester) Ltd.. Chichester GB 
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stroke of his pen. The reverse of the form contained instructions in  
the same three languages concerning the procedure for the issuing of  
duplicates and claims. It would appear that further printings of this  
form were made in October 1889 and March 1906.  

The first Tell Boy receipt form, which was also printed on grey-green  
paper, was issued in September 1908 with a printing of 120 000. A 5c  
green Tell Boy (Type II) was printed in relief at the top right. The  
design of the form is similar to the forerunner issue and the text is  
again in three languages. The size of the form is 15cm X 10cm. A funda-
mental difference in this form is that there is now only one hatchment  
area, the value, if any, of the packet is omitted but the space for any  
collection charges is retained. The receipt form is now known as Form  
3150 (figure 2).  

.„.1.41.4 
 

Len in der Schratlierung na 	traçy - •  • or Zahlen offen bleibende Baum 1st mit starkea Querstrichen 
auiulleu. lot'keiue Eiutr• •. .then, so Bind die Striehe quer lurch the gauze 8chraffiaruug nu siehe  

La place Hon occuyée par des chip"res dans la hachure dolt We rep eplie par de fortes barres (_), 	sl'y a  
pee d'indicatiou d faire, ler borres (toluene étre tirees d travers toute La hachure. 

1, epezio Bello agrafio nor, oncupeto de cif .,  des' easoro riempito eon forti linos tom,). So con vi u irydieoeioue'da 
iarai, le Luce davono easere trarciate su tutto lo agrafho.  

\^ 3150.. sl lx. us. l.u,cou. 	-  

A new issue was printed in June 1909 with a printing of 120 000. Thi s 
differed from the previous form in that there are again two hatchment  
areas as originally shown on the forerunner form. In addition the form  
is now headed "Taxpflichtiger mpfangschein" with the French and Italian  
equivalents immediately underneath, while the words Swiss Postal Admin-
istration appear at the top of the form in the same three languages (see  
(figure 3). This issue was known as Form 3151 and lasted just over a year  
The next issue of this form was in August 1910 with a printing of  

200 000 and although still numbered 3151 it had reverted to the 1908  
issue which had only one hatchment area. There were two more printings  
of this form, each of-120 000, in October 1911 and August 191'2. 

In September 1913 this form was again reprinted as Form 3150 but with 
a curious alteration to the Italian texts. "Ricevuta passibile di tassa" 
(Receipt subject to tax) changed to "Ricevuta soggetta a tassa" while 
"L'ufficio postale sotto-scritto dichiare aver ricevuto per la spediz-
ione" (The undermentioned office declares having received for despatch) 
has the inclusion of "di" before "aver". These alterations have no real 
significance as the meaning of the phrases is correct either way, but 
is put in a more idiomatic way. There was a further printing of 120 000 
in March 1914 (figure 4) .  

a 
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HEIMATKUNDE VON ZIEFEN (published in Liestal, 1973) from K Reeves 

Ziefen, at one time spelt Zyfen, is a small village in Baselland near 
Liestal. In the published history of the village, under the heading Post 
and Telephone, the following information was given: 
When the postal system administered by the Canton was taken over by 

the Swiss Federation in 1849 there was a Parish depot in Ziefen, promoted 
at the cost of the Federation. At that time Ziefen was served from 
Waldenburg (BL) by the messenger Jacob Straumann, and later by one 
Heinrich Tschopp, on a round operating on Tuesdays, Thursdays and 
Saturdays. 

On 1st July 1855 a Federal Postal Depot was established with daily 
deliveries. Messengers went from Ziefen to Lupsingen (BL) and Arboldswil 
(BL). In 186:3 a twice daily delivery was established, and from 1874 to 
1920 three deliveries a day were made: 
Until 1881 the modest post office was to be found in a bakery in Unter- 

dorf. From 1881 to 1895 the office was located in Liegenschaf at No. 126 
at the upper smithy, and from 1895 to 1947 it was in Ribigärtli No. 1. 
On 27th April 1970 the new Post building was opened in the middle of 
the village. 

In 1943 the position of postman was ended and the postmasters had to 
deliver the post. Over a period of time various people occupied the 
position until in 1955 
Postal Statistics 

the position of postman was re-established. 

Dispatch of items 	Delivery of letters 

8420 	 1511 

Year 

1869 

Sale of stamps 

--- 
1901 2358 19207 2547 
1921 4343 17058 2845 
1941 4889 25723 2996 
1961 15795 54928 6436 
1969 21792 48299 6434 
1971 23822 61416 7656 

OUR SUPERB STOCK OF 

POSTAGE DUE ISSUES  
IS WAITING FOR YOUR APPROVAL REQUESTS. 

MINT, USED, BLOCKS OF FOUR, COVERS. 

ALSO AVAILABLE ARE 
THE VERY POPULAR 
CHOCOLAT SUCHARD CARDS 

H. L. KATCHER 
The Amateur Collector Ltd. 

The Swiss Specialists 
PO Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England 
Phone: 081 -348 0296 	Fax: 081 -3478397 

 

Our Great Strength Is 
The Ability To Supply 

Items Other Dealers Cannot. 
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SPECIAL FLIGHT CARD QUERY, April 1991 _ from M Rutherfoord 

I was not quite happy with the answer in the August 1991 Newsletter, 
because the PTT did not sell the vignettes, and how did the card get 
from Biel to La Chaux-de-Fonds, if not via Lausanne to get the Air 
cancel on arrival. Anyway I had the chance to show the query to Roland 
Kohl, the expert on all Swiss airmail subjects. In his opinion both 
flew, the first as an ordinary postcard at 10c plus 25c air supplement 
to make the 35c, the second as a printed matter card at 5c plus 25c 
air charge making 30c. The vignette cost 40c by the way. 

The vignette shows the monument which the Pro Jura "Freedom Fighters 
pulled down and destroyed a couple of years ago. 

The pilot, Balenco, flew the plane to Lausanne from La Caquerelle, 
10km west of Delémont. At the time this was only a couple of farmhouse 
on a fairly flat field just to the south of the similar hamlet of Les 
Rangiers where the monument was erected. Nevertheless the catalogues 
always refer to this flight as "Delémont - Lausanne". See the special 
cancellation below. 

However Herr Kohl has a question for TIPS members. During his work 
on the new 'Luftpost Katalog' he came across an anomaly. The small 
individual letters on cancellers are to identify individual usage 
among counter clerks. Why, therefore, should Zurich 56 have had two 
"a" cancellers in use at the same time? The other figure shows some 
examples. Have you any others? Photocopies to the Editor please. 

Incidentally Herr Kohl has no explanation of why Trees and Bees wer e 
used to identify the two NHORA cancellers (Query, August 1991). He 
thinks it was probably what the type-setter had lying in his drawer. 
(Your Editor is not sure that this is the reason. Can any other 
member find a better explanation? Perhaps it was the coat of arms of 
the two communes?) 

Cancellation 
shown 
reduced size 

Note the position of the "F" of the 
word "Flughafen" in relation to the 
bridge of the canceller . 

J.. S. ARMSTRONG 
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER 

Recent articles in the Helvetia 
Newsletter have indicated some 
of the many sidelines which can 
be explored. 

If your interests lie in this 
direction, or if you prefer to 
keep to more straightforward 
collecting, you still need the 

485 MARINE ROAD. 
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF 
Phons(0524) 414055 

benefit of being able to look at 
material in your own home, with 
the time to search for those items 
which best fit in with your own 
studies. 

Let me, therefore, send you 
selections on approval or against 
your Want Lists. 
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Northern Group meeting report - Swiss History 1291 to 1991 was the 
subject of the talk and display given by 1,7r D Hope to members in Leeds 
on the 7th Yarch. Mr Hope used a most interesting and clever blend of 
stamps, cancellations, covers, Bundesfeier cards and postcards to tell 
the story of the development of Switzerland from the "R1tli Oath" to 
the present day. A more detailed report of this display will not be 
given at this time as it will be used to form the basis of a series 
of articles for the Newsletter over the next few months. 	R A H 

NEW ISSUES - Mr Edwards of Purley spotted in the April Gibbons Stamp 
Monthly Supplement that Dominica have issued a set of seven stamps and 
two miniature sheets showing Swiss cog railways including a reproduction 
of the 1983 Swiss Europa stamp. The total face value is $20.50, which 
is about x.4.76. Exactly what the connection is with Dominica we shall 
probably never know, or if they had permission to copy Z 699: 

QUERY from Mr Young, page 3 January Newsletter. Rlrs Bidmead answers: 
Although adhesive stamps to prepay postage had been introduced some 10 
years previously many people did not use them, still leaving it to the 
recipient to pay the charge. The total amount to be paid was inscribed 
in black ink on the front of the letter, in this case 10 centimes. 
Sometimes other figures occur, possibly difficult to decipher, marks 
towards the top left-hand corner refer to weight, when above the basic 
rate, thus affecting the amount to be paid. If the sender has paid the 
postage there may be some form of the word FRANCO on the front, and 
possibly also a diagonal line or crossed diagonals also on the front 
as an indication to the clerk responsible for delivery that no money 
is to be collected. In these cases, unless a "free" official letter, 
the amount which has been paid will appear on the reverse. Even after 
the Universal Postal Union provisions came into force in 1875 people 
were still not pre-paying. The postage due systems came into being, 
either by use of special stamps, special calculations on the letter, 
and in some cases a penalty surcharge to "encourage" people to prepay. 

ANOTHER QUERY answered at last. In the March 1990 Newsletter on page 18 
there was a query from Mr Staples of King's Lynn about a boxed Bern 7AB 
on the flap of a cover. Michael Rutherfoord has come up with this: The 
letter shown is a typical Fritz Blatter effort. He was a PTT official 
who, at very little cost, had an amazing collection of letters sent 
from all over the world, letters he had addressed to himself, which 
were then posted by his foreign correspondents. Usually he stamped his 
private mark on the rear "BERN AB ..." so that he could see when he 
had sent off the letter, and from where. At the Dtibendorf Regiophil 
last year a collector of such letters got Large-Silver on "Fritz Blatter 
1883 -1937". The IEF on the large cds at the rear is probably the Indian 
Expeditionary Force Military P0, transit. 

NEW ISSUES - next month the Pro Patria, Comics and a 
joint Swiss/Austrian Protection of the Alps issue. 

Forthcoming meetings  

25th April - Chippenham, still 
time to get a ticket, ring 0803 856041 
13th May - London, Odds & Ends, 
plus Forgeries display: 

BERN 7  ABI 
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DidY ou know? 	 by M Rutherfoord 

- that the PTT have announced that next year the inland rates (at least?) 
will have to go up again, to bring them out of the red, and about 50 POs 
will be closed. 
- that last month I mentioned that after 15 years the gum of self-
sealing envelopes stained the covers brown, but now I have found many 
damaged after only 5 years: Perhaps humidity has speeded the process 
up, or the gum is of lower quality.The double strip must be cut off the 
back immediately. 
- that for their centenary the Brienz.Rothorn Bahn is getting in April 
the first of a batch of new steam locos built by the Winterthur SLM 
factory (founded by the English engineer Brown last century). The 
Rocher-de-Naye railway and the Austrians are also taking one each and, 
if successful, another nine or so will be made. Outwardly these locos 
resemble their prototypes, but inwardly they are a completely new 
design using the latest techniques, oil-fired high-efficiency boilers 
with electric pre-heating, they are one-man powerful wonders, type H2/3. 
The new K-cancel 40c shows it. (See opposite.) 
- that the new CEPT stamps for Colombus are very good and will be well 
received I am sure. However the three "Comics" stamps which come out on 
22nd May will raise a few eyebrows, but wait and see. 
- that it has taken me considerably longer that expected to put together 
Dr Ganz's notes on his "Typology of Swiss 20th century date cancels", 
sorting out, correcting some small errors, checking queries he had 
raised, cutting out and sticking in dozens and dozens of illustrations, 
rearranging the last few incomplete chapters, and the rest: I have 
certainly learnt a lot. Delivery in April now of the 38 double-sided 
A4 sheets, each page consisting of two sheets reduced to A5. This 
reduction is mandatory for all publications of cancellations here. 
Not beautiful, but I hope still useful, in fact the best available, the 
result of his years of work in a difficult field. 
- that the current exhibition in the PTT Museum in Bern is by Alfred 
Speck of airich on his thematic collection on Music, Literature, 
Theatre in European Culture; until 3rd May. 
- that on 16th March the Genève 2 PO officially started their inward 
coding system, sorting automatically down to each postman. This is the 
fourth such in Switzerland and four still to come; Zurich this year 
and Basel, Lausanne and Luzern next year. 
- that the PJ committee say their sales in 1991 were up 235 on 1990, 
and the net profit jumped 37% to SFr.120 000, which will be used this 
year mainly in the Zurich region for needy families and children. 
- that occasionally incorrect dates occur in cancellers, such as 
39.19.99. These are curiosities, they show how the digit wheels are 
arranged in the canceller. If high prices were to be paid for such 
items then they would be mass produced by PTT staff, illegally. However, 
I found one showing something new, an incorrectly assembled pair of 
year wheels. It was probably not noticed until 1982 came along. 
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ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE VOL. 2 (j-z) 1991/9 2  
Yugoslavia, Crete, Croatia, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Malta, 
Memel, Monaco, Montenegro, Nederland, Norway, Austria, Portugal, 
Azores, Madeira, Samos, San Marino, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, 
Tharazes/ Trieste, Turkey, State of Vatican, United Nations 
Geneva/Vienna, Cyprus/turkish-cypriot. Post. With more 
information and with supplement of new editions and price 

h modifications for vol. 1. Additional with list of CEPT-issues 
and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Available now 

for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 
no priority) 

EASTERN EUROPE WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE END OF THE YEAR.  

For all ZUMSTEIN-CATALOGUES  please apply to your local stamp dealer 
or to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd., 38 Bedford Street 
Strand, LONDON WC2E 9EU. 
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our postel account (Giro) 
BERN 30-334-1  for prepayments. Thank you. ZUMSTEIN + Cie., propr.  
Bertsch + Co., P.O.Box, CH-3000 Bern 7, Switzerland,Tel:(031) 222215,  
Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH, FAX: (031) 21 23 26.  

sFr. 51.-
Postage  

+sFr. 7.60  
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ZUMSTEIN 	CATALOGUES PRO  

9 9 1/ 1 9 9 2  

On sale beginning of October.  

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND SPECIALIZED CATALOGUE 1991/92  

-the 24 th  edition- completely revised, 1034 pages 
and approximately 3800 illustrations and spezial  
enlargements on fine art paper. With hand-hold  
register and a appendix with United Nations and  
Campione d'Italia.  
Text in german with introduction in english and  
french. Will be available at the very beginning of  
october. An exclusive book 	 sFr. 85.--  

Postage for Europe (registered,reduced tax and no  
priority). 	 sFr. 7.60  

Reserve YOUR copy in time.  

The pocket edition of the ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN  
CATALOGUE 1991/1992  is now available. With more information,  
in full colour, enlarged to 512 pages. The official catalogue  

of the SBHV."The philatelic reference book for young and old."  

Introduction in english and french.  
french-binding sfr. 17.50  
spiral-binding sFr. 20.--  

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN-EUROPE VOL. 1 (a-i) 1990/1991  
Andorra (frz.+span. Post), Belgium, Denmark, Färöer, 
Greenland, Dantzig, altdeutsche Staaten, Deutsches Reich, Berlin, 
Germany (East and West), Finnland, Aland, France, Gibraltar, 

,_,...Greek, Great^iritain,Alderney, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey, : Ireland, Iceland, Italy, with more information. Additional 
with list of CEPT-issues and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Introduction in english. 	still available 	 sFr. 49.--  
Postage for Europe (registered, reduced tax,  
no priority) 	 +sFr. 7.60  

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain 
11rin1Rd by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB 
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No. 5 	 MAY 9 9 2 	 46th year 

POSTAL MECHANISATION IN SWITZERLAND 	by M Rutherfoord 

Putting the cart before the horse I feel I have to put on paper what 
is happening now in Switzerland, and leave to a future article the 
historical details. Postal history starts this afternoon they say. 

For more than 17 years the old Telefunken plant made its yellow 
matrix coding marks on millions of letters in Bern 1, Schanzenpost. 
See Figure 1 and Table 1. Girls manned (?) the twelve desks (as they 
have done ever since). 

Table 1 - 
Matrix coding, 
yellow, two out 
of five, eight 
bars. Only in 
Bern from 
October 1968 to 
January 15th 1986 
Read from left 
to right. 
Example: Ident 
(desk) 7 and 
Postcode 8049. 

Figure 1 - shows 
ident 9 (below the 
'ul' of Sulzer) 
and postcode 8401. 

In the meantime the new era of the Linear Bar Code had come, to Geneva 
first, in 1984 from the same German firm, but now taken over by AEG. 

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 46th year No. 5 pp 33-40 don May 1992 ISSN 0951-0001 
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They have delivered all subsequent installations, and will be active  
here until well into 1994, updating the older plants. Figure 2 shows 
a seldom-found cover, first matrix-coded in Geneva then bar-coded in 
Bern for nearby 3360 Herzogenbuchsee. The yellow of the former and the 
reddish-orange of the latter are quite clear in the original; read from 
left to right and from right to left respectively. 
At first, in Geneva and Basel, 	  
only video desks were used, 	iFC 	 ', HEL- And  i.e., the picture of a letter  

P°  050 
operator keyed in the four-  

	

 Igi 	 
figure postcode written in the 	Figure 2  
address. The letter was then  
coded with 16 red bars for the 	 ^. 

postcode and the desk number  
was also indicated to the left, 
the so-called ident. The letter  
was then sorted to its Swiss  
destination.  

The new Bern installation in  
1986 was a radical change. In  
addition to the video desks an  
automatic reader (OCR = Optical  
Character. Recognition) went on line, mainly for the machine or type-
written addresses, leaving the operators to handle, mainly, the hand-
written addresses. An operator can code a maximum of 4500 letters an  

hour, and the machine can code 30 000 to 35 000 an hour. Manual sorting  
is around 2000 __an_hour,  

Linear Coding - red-orange, two out of five negative, 16 bars (4 start,  
12 active), from 1984 onwards. Read from right to left.  

was shown on a screen and the  

II 	II . 

JI 	q  

h i;  

a) Video; Ge, Bs, Be, La, Lu  
Idents; 1 - 14 (see Table 2) 
L = 60 mm today, was 70 mm 

S 

t2 ' 

=7  

S 	S 	S 	S  
11 1111 11111 	11 	11 1  

9 	4 	0 	6  

b) OCR; Type 1;Ge,La,Zh  
Idents; see Table 2 	 Ident 	 Postcode  
L = 60 today, was 70 mm 
	 S 	S 	S 	S  

II 	11 	1111111 	1111 	II 	II  
27 	 1 	0 	0 	3 

Type 2; Ba,Lu  

 

SSSS 

	

H11111 	IIII 	II 	III  
1 	0 	0 	3  



lue 16 8 4 2 1 Start 

No. 	11 111 1 
23/60 	1 	1 I I I Zurich 

24/70 1 1 	1 Hand Ba 

25/50 	1 1 	I 1 Be 

26/60 	1 1 	I 	1 Be 

27/60 	11 	11 1 Be,Ba,Zh,La,Ge 
Lu 

28/70 	1 I I 	I Be,Ba,Zh,La 
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Type3; Be,StG,ZM 

Postman's round 
S 	S 	S 

	

111 	111 	1 	1 	1111111 

	

9 	9 	1 	0  

Postcode 

	

S 	S 	S 	S 

	

1111111 	1111 	II 	II 

	

1 	0 	0 	3 

OCR readers were delivered to Basel*, Lausanne*, Zurich, Geneva*, and 
Luzern*, then St. Gallen for 11th November 1991, and Zurich Tlulligen 
for 16th December 1991. Note that only those with an asterisk have 
video desks as well (usually there was no room at the others). 

The third phase was introduced in Bern in the spring of 1989 in that 
inward coding became possible, i.e., the number of the postman's walk 
was added to the left of the ident, also 16 bars in the same two of 
five negative code. This information is given on covers in the UK by 
the upper line of blue dots; the 6AN part of our Editor's postcode, 
derived in the AEG system from the first three letters of the street 
name in the address. 

The new installations.in St. Gallen and the parcel sorting office in 
Zurich-Milligen (which also handles bulk mailings of over 3000 items) 
have started off with this facitity, and can read and code all the 
streets of all the other Swiss cities with OCR machines. Inward coding 
will be added to the other plants too during 1 992 and 1993. When a 
coded letter from St. Gallen is received in Luzern it need only be read 
and then will be sorted automatically (as in UK) without being coded 
again. 

OCR Machine No. Ident 	 Postcode & Postman's No 

/70 = L = 70mm 
81 

91 

10 1 

111 11I 1311 

12 1 1 	. 1 Basel 	14 1 1 1 	I Geneve 

Video Desk Nos. Ident 

2 	1 	1 

3 	111 

4 	1 	1 

5 	1 	11 

6 	11 	1 

7 	1111 	
1 
Be, La, Lu 

Value  0 1 2 4 7 Start 

11111  

1 	1111 

2 	1 	1 	1 	1 

3 	1 

4 	11 

5 	1 	1 

6 	I 	I 	1 
7 	111 

8 	1 	1 1 

9 	1 	1 	1 

0 	111 

Table 2  
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At the moment the situation is as shown on page 34 with video in five  

cities, and OCR in eight places, i.e., those five and three without  
video, namely Zurich HFO Sihlpost, Zurich-MUlligen, and St. Gallen. 
Three different linear coding patterns are seen today (in addition to 
the video type) as is shown in the examples. Type 1 will drop its ident 
when inward coding is introduced, in March 1992 for Geneva 2 and in 
September/October 1992 for ..irich_1, followed by Lausanne 1. Type 2 is 
premature in my understanding of the system, for Basel 2 and Luzern 2, 
as this is the type used when the inward code is not used on a letter 
from Bern 1 to any outside place (or from St. Gallen 1 or Zurich alligen). 
Type 3 is the full coding where the postman's walk falls in the area 
covered by a sorting machine reader. 

Switzerland: AEG coding installations  (Linear, 16 red-orange bars for 4-digit postcode)  

Genbve 2 Basel 2 Bern 1 Lausanne 1 Ziir.ich 	1 
(old) 

Luzern 1 St.Gallen 1 Zurich- 
Mulligen 

Zurich 1  
(new) 

video desks  12 (14) 12 8 8 8 Bulk mailing 32 
Tests 16. 	4.84 16. 	7.84 . 	6.86 18. 	7.88 30. 	1.90 only,above 

3000 items  
Aug 92  

Operational 4. 	6.84 1.10.84 1. 	9.86 12. 	9.88 5. 	3.90 Sept 92 
2 more  

1. 	6.88  

OCR units  1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 4  
Tests .10.87 . 	6.86 9. 	8.88 23. 	8.88 14. 	2.90 30. 	9.91 7.10.91 Aug 92 
Operational 7. 	8.89 15.11.87 1. 	9.86 12. 	9.88 26.10.88 5. 	3.90 11.11.91 16.12.91 Sept 92 

2nd.in 93? till Sept92 
Inward-coding  16. 	3.92 93 3. 	4.89 93 --- 93 11.11.91 16.12.91 4. 	1.93 

ILV (OCR & 
video comb.) 

93? Sept 92 

Fine sorting 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 4 
inachin@  
140 bins 

Facer-cancel-  1 AM 771 1 AM 771 1 AM 771 1 AM 771 1 AM 771 2 NEC NS-6F 
(Japanese)  ler  

Operational 29. 	5.78* 2. 	6.80 8. 	6.83 1. 	5.81 10. 	9.90 1. 	6.92  
3. 	6.84  

* Ge 1 	till  
10. 	2.84  

I have heard that a new style ö.f ident is to be introduced for OCR 
machines, so this is a field where one must keep one's eyes open. In 
the past some peculiar things have happened: 

If you have any queries, or would like some examples, please write. 
The samples would be free, only the return postage need be sent. 

Comics As a child of the 20th century, comics were long treated rather conde- 
VV//!!^^ VVJJ scendingly, despite their worldwide popularity. However, the comic 

strips, or strip cartoons, originally featured in newspapers and maga-
zines captured readers' imaginations and rapidly caught on. If the 'thirties' were the golden 
age of high adventure stories (science fiction, westerns, thrillers)- associated with the birth of 
new heros - it was not until the 'seventies' that comics gained adult respectability and the 
medium finally won due recognition as a new art form. 
At home somewhere between movies and literature, comics have succeeded in creating a 
'language' of their own in a combination of words and pictures. With their amazing 
graphics repertoire, they mark a turning point in our visual perception. Their rich variety 
of types and styles shows that comics are the ideal medium for matters of topical interest. 
Comics are now university material; museums, exhibitions and seminars are devoted to 
them. The 'Festival International de la Bande Dessinee de Sierre' (Sierre International 
Comics Festival), established in 1984, prompted the PTT for the first time to turn to this 
new genre for some of its issues. 25 Swiss artists were invited to design a set of three stamps. 

50 c. Bernard Cosendai 'COSEY' The 50c value breaks down a landscape into six 
components to illustrate the 'strip' nature of a comic. 

80 c. Philippe Chappuis 'ZEP' The 80c stamp shows the artist in the throes of 
inspiration as the idea for the comic takes shape. 

90 c. Yves Robellaz ALOYS' Finally, the scene on the 90c stamp, with its colourful 
ctandc for a fully fledged comic.  

 

Sale  

 

 

from 22. 5. 1992,  
while stocks last  

Validity:  
unlimited  
from 22. 5. 1992  

Printing  

 

 

Rotogravure;  
Hello Courvoisier SA,  
La Chaux-de-Fonds  

Size:  
36x25,7 mm  

Cylinder  
circumference:  
2 sheets of 50 stamps  

Paper:  
white, fluorescent;  
mat gummed  
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PXO PAT 	22.5.1992 
It is not always easy to tease out 
what is typically Swiss in tradi-
tional and present-day arts and 
crafts. It is impossible to over-
look the numerous international 

influences. Even the older objects which are generally counted as folk art betray a kinship 
with the traditions of Switzerland's neighbours in their forms and manners of decoration. 
It was the inhabitants of the arable regions of the Swiss central plateau who in the 18th cen-
tury first achieved a modest level of affluence and artistically shaped their domestic environ-
ment and sometimes even the tools of their trade and regional costumes with demonstrative 
intent. If the years following the French Revolution were understandably not conducive to 
the development of an identity-building folk art in the burgeoning towns, they nevertheless 
saw the beginnings of tourism as a new means of making a living in the hitherto impov-
erished pastoral regions of the Alps. From the middle of the 19th century, the new-found sense 
of identity of these regions is particularly evident in the rustic painting of Appenzell 
and Gruyères. Typically regional arts and traditions subsequently came into high regard 
throughout the country and played a big part in highlighting national, regional and local 
differences on patriotic occasions of all kinds. 
The years after the first world war brought not only economic changes but also a shift in 
attitudes to things traditional. New international styles and ways of thinking began to 
overlay the home-grown ones. The economic and political stresses of the thirties brought a 
noticeable revival of interest in the past. Traditional pottery, woodcarving, weaving and 
regional dress, together with popular theatre, folk song and folk dance, once again became 
valid expressions of a distinctive identity. After the second world war, such significant 
cultural manifestations were dismissed as quaint and folksey. 
Not until the late seventies did typical regional culture begin to take its place on an equal 
footing alongside international styles. The increasing number of new local museums and the 
growth of interest in traditional utensils, implements and other aspects of folk art bear 
witness to this changed attitude of mind. 
It is no coincidence that during those years traditional Swiss arts and crafts became popular 
as almost never before. The new artisans borrowed forms and motifs from the old folk art and 
worked them in both old and new materials. Their products are often objects of daily use 
in both town and country or serve to add a special decorative note to home or workplace. 
The products of old and modern folk art are among the few visible identifiers of a common 
Swiss cultural identity on the everyday level. 
The year 1992 sees the start of a new four-year series of Pro Patria stamps. It is devoted to 
Swiss arts and crafts and presents a cross -section of the country's rich legacy of folk art. 
Ninety percent of the proceeds from the premium on these stamps will go to the 1992 National 
Day Collection, to be used by non-profit institutions concerned with the preservation of 
Swiss cultural life and heritage and filling gaps in Switzerland's social-security network. The 
remaining 10 percent is earmarked for special cultural or social projects on a national scale. 

50+20 c. Heimberg earthenware plate (Historical Museum, Thun) 
Pottery from the village of Heimberg near Thun is among the best-known of I8ti' and 
19th century Swiss folk ceramics. The plate shown comes from the museum in Thun 
Castle. The generous, purely ornamental design dating from about 1780 is relatively rare. 
70+30 c. Detail from a paper cutout 
(Museum of the Old Pays d'Enhaut, Château-d'Oex) 
The motif depicted on the stamp figures in most of the coloured or black-and-white 
paper cutouts made by Johann Jakob Hauswirth (1809-1871), a charcoal-burner of the 
Pays d'Enhaut. His bouquets of flowers and scenes of cows being driven up to the 
Alpine pastures frequently feature a heart and at its centre a symmetrical arrangement of 
two carnations and two stags with their antlers touching the twigs of a fir tree. 
80+40 c. Cream spoon from Gruyères (Gruyères Museum, Bulle) 
The elegant, richly carved maplewood cream spoon from Gruyères is used in the 
mountains for eating soup, traditional dishes and of course cream. In the local folk art, 
the bird and heart symbolize love and marriage. 
90+40 c. Carnation from a Grisons silk embroidery (Rhaetian Museum, Chu') 
The design shows an embroidered carnation in a 1780 saddlecloth from Samedan. The full 
corner motif comprises a tulip and marguerites in addition to the carnation in a heart-
shaped arrangement. The coloured silk and wool ornament is embroidered on a blue 
woollen cloth in satin (flat) and chain stitch. 

This joint issue by Switzerland and Austria is meant to emphasize the Alpine countries' 
common concern for the protection of the Alps and preservation of the Alpine region as far 
as possible in the natural state. 
The mountains with their many and varied recreational areas represent a particularly 
precious asset for both countries. But they are increasingly threatened by tourism, sport, 
transit traffic and a range of environmental influences capable of inflicting permanent 
damage on the unique Alpine landscape. Degradation of the environment must be halted 
before it is too late. The purpose of the stamp is therefore to draw attention to the urgent 
need to protect the Alps and to promote a more responsible attitude to this problem beyond 
the confines of the two countries concerned. 
The stamp, designed by Prof. Ferdinand Dorner, Vienna, shows the position of the Alpine 
countries astride Europe's north-south axis and how this central location affects land links 
to other European countries. 

from 72.5.1992, 
while stocks last 

Post offices: 
until 30.9.1992 

Philatelic salespoints: 
until 3'1.12.1992 

Sale 

Size: 
28 x 33,4 mm 

Cylinder 
circumference: 
2 sheets of 50 stamps 

Paper: 

white, fluorescent; 
mat gummed 

Designer 

Printing 

Rotogravure; 
Hélio Courvoisier SA, 
La Chaux-de-Fonds 

Dario Traversi, 
San Pietro 

Advance sale: 
from 15. 5.1992 

Validity: 
unlimited 
from 22.5.1992 

Sale  

while stocks last 

Post offices and 
philatelic salespoints: 
from 22.5.1992 to 
31.5.1993 

Advance sale: 
from 15. 5.1992 

Validity: 
unlimited 
from 22. 5.1992 

Printing 

Rotogravure; 
Hélio Courvoisier SA, 
La Chaux-de-Fonds 

Size: 
28,6 x 39,2 mm 

Cylinder 
circumference: 
2 sheets of 50 stamps 

Paper: 

white, fluorescent; 
mat gummed 

Designer 

Prof. Ferdinand Domer, 
Vienna 
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MEETING REPORTS  

London meeting of 11th March 1992. In the absence of the Chairman, 
Claude Mistely, Geoff Hubbard took the chair to welcome 12 members. 
Apologies were received from Messrs Kuriger, Stiles and Hewson. 
Although the programme stated World War I & II we had a display of 
Soldier Stamps and related material. Douglas Houtris led the display 
with WW II material representative of various units and internment 
camps. On the table we were able to examine his three splendid Locher 
Soldier Albums, the Locher and Sulser Catalogues, with Postal Stationery 
and then examine the selection he put up. John Ager took us back to WW I 
and refreshed our memories of the origins, the brainchild of Capt F Bieri 
of the 38th Infantry Battalion in June 1915. In his display he had 
selected varieties, imperfs and perfs, various papers, overprints of 
the change of dates of issues, a sheet of 154 (11 x 14) stamps, the 
reproduction of vignettes, including the Carnet de Timbres by Nescafe, 
stamps used on covers, and military postcards. Robert Johnson concen-
trated on material relevant to the Canton of Ticino - Carte Postal 
Militaire Postal Stationery Cards which had some excellent pictorial 
ones. He had one interesting internment cover of an Italian Camp under 
the Red Cross International at Thierrans in Vaud which caused much 
discussion before the problem was solved. Derrick Slate produced two 
large albums which members were able to glance through and saw other 
material relevant to the two periods. 	 M 0 B 

London meeting of 8th April 1992. The Chairman welcomed the President, 
12 members and a visitor to the meeting - competition night for the 
Helvetia Cup and the Moore Trophy. 

There were four entries for the Cup but none for the Lawrence Moore 
Postal History Trophy. The entries were: Postal Stationery, V J Mitchell; 
Hotel Posts, D Dawson; Postage Dues, G Hubbard; Revenues/Fiscals, F Pickard. 

The voting was by the members and the winner was Derek Dawson with 
his Hotel Posts, and Geoff Hubbard was the runner up. It was interesting 
that there was not a straightforward "postage" stamp entry. The evening 
closed with discussion and suggestions for next season's programme. M 0 B 

Northern Group Annual General Meeting 4th April 1992. The following 
officers were elected for the season 1992-3: Chairman Mr D Hope; Vice 
Chairman Mr D Ripley; Chairman Elect Mr J A Eastwood; Treasurer Mr 
J A Eastwood; Secretary,.. Press Secretary, and Librarian Mr R A Hoyle; 
Yorkshire Philatelic Asscoiation Delegate Mr M Proctor. The syllabus 
for next season will be published in the Society Programme. 

Sussex Group meeting 4th April 1992. Our President, Mrs Lee, gave a 
display of Postal History and Postage Dues to members at Brighton. 
Mrs Rawnsley was able to attend and appeared much improved to be back 
among philatelists. 

Chippenham Seminar 25th April 1992. The Chairman welcomed the President 
and 27 members to an excellent day of stamps and information. Bob Johnson 
took a trip from North to South of Ticino. Doug Houtris showed how easy 
it was to plate the UPU 10c issue of 1900. Brian Redpath took us back 

through the Soldier Stamps of both Wars. After lunch there were short 
displays ranging from SCADTA to the Brienzer Rothorn Railway, and many 
queries were answered both by and for those present. A selection of books 
from the Society Library were on display and were eagerly perused. 
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Did you know? 
	

by M Rutherfoord 

- that if you are a compulatelist you will be glad to know that by 
writing to Charles J Peterson, Box 5559, Laurel MD, USA 20726, you will 
learn all about the "Compulatelist", a quartely publication which pro-
vides helpful hints, reports and product reviews on the application of 
computers to philately. As they say, its news when mouse bytes modem. 
Published under the aegis of the American Philatelic Society. 
- that the PTT has issued stamp sales figures for 1990, and for the 
Folklore definitives of 1977. The Genève 90 block sold only 1 387 000: 
In the last 30 years only the Red Cross Centenary sold less - 784 785. 
Now the final accounts for the exhibition itself can be published, and 
they won't be rosy,:red in fact. 
- that the 60c, Z679, sold least of the folklore (13m); the second of 
the Sport Stamps made only 5.6m (first 13m), so what will the figure 
be for the third on the 23rd of August? 
- that at the SVP auction on 28th March a machine slogan reached the 
sensational price of SFr.1100.-, No.2.2.79z with the spelling 'L'hospe-
dale', instead of the correct 'L'ospedale' (used in Lugano 3 on 1st 
October 1970). The example is one of only five, and was found in a 
sales packet by a member who knew more Italian than the PTT, and more 
than the person who put it in the sales packet. A nice collection can 
be made of the incorrect Italian slogans of Switzerland. 
- that the 40c Escalade was issued a few weeks ago in rolls of 10 000, 
and now the 50c Postman (not the cat:) as well; special supply to the 
junk mail firms, but available to all. Order direct from the PTT please. 
- that in all PTT publications, except the very first note, the A & B 
stamps have the names of the lakes transposed. Zumstein and the 
Helvetia Newsletter got it right. 
- that the 'Glatt Valley Railway', as named by the English planning 
engineer, Zurich to Uster (and as the first stationmaster used to call 
out "Rapperswil, Vienna, Budapest, Constantinople"), celebrates it's 
140th year with a brochure by Werner Neuhaus. This is his tenth on the 
railways of Zurich, SFr.9.- each, or SFr.80.- the lot. Tösstalbahn next. 
- that the "Sihltalbahn" (SZU now) celebrates it's centenary on the 3rd 
August this year with steam trips, fetes at various stations and the 
rest. The first planners saw it as the start of a connection to the 
Gotthard, but Thalwil won. 
- that one should not miss the new 'Best Stamp of 1990/91"  contest. For 
an entry form write to "Philatelie, CH-3030 BERN" now. 
- that for the first time a Japanese cancelling machine will be used 
in Switzerland, two in fact at the new Zurich-Sihlpost. They also sort 
to size of cover and face it before cancelling with a 28mm town die. 

J.S. ARMSTRONG 
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER 

Recent articles in the Helvetia 
Newsletter have indicated some 
of the many sidelines which can 
be explored. 

If your interests lie in this 
direction, or if you prefer to 
keep to more straightforward 
collecting, you still need the 

485 MARINE ROAD, 
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF 
Phone(0524)414055 

benefit of being able to look at 
material in your own home, with 
the time to search for those items 
which best fit in with your own 
studies. 

Let me, therefore, send you 
selections on approval or against 
your Want Lists. 
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ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES PROGRAM  
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On sale beginning of October.  

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND SPECIALIZED CATALOGUE 1991/92 

-the 24th  edition- completely revised, 1034 pages 
and approximately 3800 illustrations and spezial 
enlargements on fine art paper. With hand-hold 
register and a appendix with United Nations and 
Campione d'Italia.  
Text in german with introduction in english and 
french. Will be available at the very beginning of 
october. An exclusive book 	 sFr. 85.-- 

Postage for Europe (registered,reduced tax and no 
priority). 	 sFr. 7.60 

Reserve YOUR copy in time.  

The pocket edition of the ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
zumein  CATALOGUE 1991/1992  is now available. With more information, 

in full colour, enlarged to 512 pages. The official catalogue 

_I'iedtenstein-  of the SBHV. "The philatelic reference book for young and old."  Introduction in english and french. 
1992 	 french-binding sfr. 17.50  

spiral-binding sFr. 20.--  

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN-EUROPE VOL. 1 (a-i) 1990/1991  
Andorra (frz.+span. Post), Belgium, Denmark, Färöer, 
Greenland, Dantzig, altdeutsche Staaten, Deutsches Reich, Berlin, 
Germany (East. and West), Finnland, Aland, France, Gibraltar, 

y_:-  Greek, Greatbritain, Alderney, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey,  
:Ireland, Iceland, Italy, with more information. Additional 
with list of CEPT-issues and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Introduction in english. 	still available 	 sFr. 49. -- 
Postage for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 
no priority) 	 +sFr. 7.60  

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE VOL. 2 (j-z) 1991/92  
Yugoslavia, Crete, Croatia, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Malta, 
Memel, Monaco, Montenegro, Nederland, Norway, Austria, Portugal, 
Azores, Madeira, Samos, San Marino, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, 
Tharazes/ Trieste, Turkey, State of Vatican, United Nations 
Geneva/Vienna, Cyprus/turkish-cypriot. Post. With more 
information and with supplement of new editions and price 

13 E+it1t modifications for vol. 1. Additional with list of CEPT-issues  
and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Available now 

for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 
no priority) 

EASTERN EUROPE WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE END OF THE YEAR.  

For all ZUMSTEIN-CATALOGUES  please apply to your local stamp dealer 
or to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd., 38 Bedford Street 
Strand, LONDON WC2E 9EU. 
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our postel account (Giro) 
BERN 30-334-1  for prepayments. Thank you. ZUMSTEIN + Cie., propr. 
Hertsch + Co., P.O.Box, CH-3000 Bern 7, Switzerland,Tel:(031) 222215, 
Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH, FAX: (031) 21 23 26. 

sFr. 51.-Postage 

+sFr. 7.60  

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain  
printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB  
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46th year 

THE SWISS MOBILE POST OFFICES 1937-1987 	by Adriano Gervasi 

Historical introduction - The idea of creating 
• `- 	 mobile post offices able to provide a postal 

service wherever it was needed originated at the 
beginning of the 20th century. In 1914, during 
the National Exhibition in Bern, a publication 
was presented about the development of the Swiss 
postal service until 1912 and a special 'Military, 
or Army postal service' operated with a mobile 

car moved by horses. The field or military mobile post office was 
equipped with letterboxes, tables laid together and a counter. The 
First World War delayed any spirit of enterprise and only in 1934 was 
a new effort made by the regional Postal Directorate of Zurich to create 
mobile post offices. As cars became more and more important the Zurich 
Directorate suggested building mobile post offices, able to be driven 
and to operate in all parts of the country. The Director of the General 
Directorate of the PTT in Bern, in a letter dated 1st March 1935, in-
formed Zurich that it was not possible to construct such a car because 
it would be too expensive. But, nevertheless, it is very probable that 
in the meantime many projects were investigated, the details and docu-
ments unfortunately are not available. Then on the 15th February 1937 
the General Directorate of the PTT decided to construct the first MPO. 
In the very short time of 2-3 months Mobile Post Office No. 1 was ready, 
and during 1937 the car was in action in 112 localities. The construc-
tor was Mr Eggli of Lausanne. The cost of the finished car was 38 207 
Swiss francs. From 1937 to 1982 another seven MPOs were built. Today, 
1992, the Swiss PTT possesses four MPOs and two trailers. Three MPOs 
built in 1937, 1938 and 1939 were withdrawn or sold. 

It is very probable the the necessary impetus to construct the MPOs 
came from reports from the French and German Postal services as in 1935 
and 1936 the two postal administrations had operated mobile post offices 
We can suppose that these reports encouraged the management of the 
Swiss PTT in Bern. 
Employment and task for MPOs - MPOs are used when required. Mostly they 
operate at events where there is likely to be a large number of people, 
such as at major exhibitions and fairs, sports events and philatelic 
meetings, but also increasingly during alterations or reconstructions 
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1937. FOR MOBILE 
POST OFFICES: Des. 
B. Reber. Photo-
gravure. Granite Paper. 
Perf. 11%. 
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of local post offices, as well as in emergencies such as fire, floods, 
strikes and other situations . After the fire at Luzern railway station 
in 1971 an MPO was used as the ticket counter, and in Flttelen (Uri) 
following the flood disaster. In 1972 the Italian postmen attempted a 
long strike and Italian customers travelled from Milan and a wide area 
of the country to the Swiss post office in Chiasso. The rush was con-
siderable and an MPO was used to help the local post office. During the 
Christmas festival an MPO can be used to carry out a lot of extra work. 
Very often the post office of Geneva 12 - Champel, needs the help of 
an MPO. In 1985 an IMO was on duty at the Swiss/German frontier at 
Well for the sale of the Swiss car vignettes needed on Swiss motorways. 
An MPO has also been used in foreign countries, as in 1957 when one 
was used as an information counter in Dusseldorf by the Swiss Tourist 
Office. In 1979 another operated in Bari (southern Italy) also for 
information. In 1978 one travelled to Belgium and in 1979 another went 
to Luxembourg. The examples given illustrate the many possibilities of 
integrating the MPOs into the national economy. 
Philatelic items issued only for sale in MPOs during their operations. 
Postcards  
No. 120 10c violet, picture brown, MPO on the left facing right. 
No. 121 10c violet, picture blue-black, mobile telephone office. 

First day of issue 12th March 1937. 
No. 122 10c grey-black & yellow, on the left a post horn on grey ground 

No. 121 
	

No. 122 

Stamps  
No. 210 10c black & yellow, black & red fibres in paper, three lines 

from margin to mountain peak. FDC 5th September 1937. 
No. 276 10c black & yellow, blue & red fibres in paper, eight lines 

from margin to mountain peak. FDC 6th July 1946. 
No. 314 10c green & yellow, the Grisons in winter, village of Zuoz . 
No. 315 20c red & yellow, the Valais in summer, near Sion. 

FDC (for both) 8th October 1953. 	
1953. FOR MOBILE POST OFFICES: Des. H. 
Thoni. Photogravure. Chalky Granite Paper. 

1946. FOR MOBILE POST OFFICES: 
Redrawn design of No. 210. Photogravure. 
Chalky Granite Paper. 

Cetalooue ZU STEIN/ 
	

Picture size 38 x 22 mm.: 
there are 8 lines between 

The AMATEUR COLLECTOR 
	

the mountain peak and 
the frame line. 



MPO No. 2 was built in 1938 and withdrawn 196 
From 17th February 1'955 MPO No. 1 was put on 
reserve and No. - 2 was re-numbered No. 1. 
No. 1 was sold in 1968 for 2500 Sfr. 

R - ladin  
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Cancellations  - the postmarks of the individual MPOs are given under 
the descriptions of the particular vehicle. Otherwise there are four 
different types of MPO postmark. Each MPO has a basic cds, size 27mm 
until 1960 and then from then on 29mm. In use the basic cds cancels 
the stamps and on the left of it is a rectangular cancel to indicate 
the place of use. Then at very important events such as fairs and 
large meetings there is a special postmark. 

Schweizenscher  
Zwei Taoe•Marscn  
11112. Mai 1991  
Bern 	 .  

ZÜRCHER 
SECHSE- 

LÄUTEN 
1991 

Zunft St.tiiklaus 

Description of the individual MPOs and their basic cancels.  The cancels 
are shown reduced. As the cars are used throughout Switzerland there 
are cancellers in all four national languages, German , French, Italian 
and Romanche (sursilvan & ladin). 

MPO No. 1 was built in 1937 
and withdrawn in 1955. 
Cost 38 207 Sfr. 

3. IV. 1937 	3.11, 1939 
until 	until 

11. XII. 1938 13.IX. 1959 

12. 11I.1937 22. IV.1939 
until 	until 

13.VIII. 1938 26. X. 1958 

2. X. 1937 
until 

16. X. 1938 

150VI11.1946 2.VIII.1937 26.VI.1956 
until 	until 	until 

10VIII.1950 15.VI11.1938 27.VI.1954 

F 

26. 11I .1938 11.I I.19 38 31. \J.15 3 2 	-- 
until 	until 	until 

,,. VTT 	,ran ,. 	IITTT 	̂.7 TY 10 5 ; 	1i_i:'II_1939 

18. XII. 1961 
	7. (X.1960 

until 
	 until 

28. VIII.1966 
	

4. 1X,.1966 

1P -  nnntinued 



ormuucn  
runt UrOCn1c 

 	I.., 
Deklarierter Wert 
Valeur déclurée 

Valore dichiarato 

M....• arm me 
..•,.l.. Me M w ••••• 

MYM —• aMrr 
per .a........ V ...•. 
MAIM -Me • d!. 

Nlcht Bing east 
Impayd 

Non pagato 

resin • a 
uddtlg Muds Irutlt 
Zergek Uha Riavio 
Neon Mr..Ock.a tig 
Nov.. ads. as vane 
Noon mdir. a 

Rechtzeitig retosiert. 
Refuse d tamps. 

Rtgutate a toapo. 

Nicht abgeholt. 
Non réclamé. 

Non ritirnto. 
Gestorben. 

Decédé. 
Decesso. 

058 
T 058 

H. L. KATCHER 
The Amateur Collector Ltd. 

The Swiss Specialists 
PO Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England 
Phone: 081-348 0296 	Fax: 081-347 8397 
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Ed. Ruttimann 

DIE POST•VERMERK-ETIKETTEN 
DER SCHWEIZ 

von 1882 his 1943 

POSTAL INFORMATION (IDENTIFICATION) VIGNETTES . 

We have been fortunate in acquiring an amazing stock of these which we suspect to 
be the stock of the late Ed.RUttiman, the author of a rare illustrated book of 
these fascinating cinderella items. 	With this stock was a signed copy of his book 
(No.32 of the numbered edition 1-50). 	The 127 illustrations are in 4/5 original 
size of Vignettes issued between 1882-1943. 

These colourful Vignettes, most of which are now very rare, are practically all 
UNMOUNTED MINT and are a highly interesting insight into the Swiss Postal System 
EXPRESS, URGENT, AIRMAIL, INSURED VALUE, BOND, C.O.D.,ANIMAL, FRAGILE, SPECIAL 
DELIVERY, GONE AWAY, INCORRECT ADDRESS, DECEASED, UNKNOWN, CEASED TRADING , 

REFUSED, NOT COLLECTED, NOT PAID FOR, DELAYED and others. 

We have made up groups of different Vignettes including imperf, perforated, 
rouletted with and without imprint. Lots start as low as £11.50 and go up to 

£115.00 depending on quantity and rarity. In the groups the average price is about 
£1.35 for the more common, rising, of course, for the rare and very rare items. 
When ordering please state approx. value required. 

Clients purchasing from these selections will be entitled to buy photocopies of 
the Ruttiman book at the special price of only £5.00. (If you wish to buy the 
book but no Vignettes the price is £8.00 post paid). 

A second stock of this nature is unlikely to exist 
making this a very limited opportunity to add a page 
or two of really unusual items to a collection - at 
very modest cost. 

Our Great Strength Is 
The Ability To Supply 

Items Other Dealers Cannot. 
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Felix Ganz was the acknowledged expert on all aspects of Swiss can- 
cellations, especially the ordinary date cancellations of the period 
not covered by the A & E eight-volume opus. The SVP have now published 
his 80-page monograph on his life's work, from his typewritten notes, 
and all his illustrations of the various types of his system. An un-
equalled study of Swiss cds, which must remain the most comprehensive 
collection in existence anywhere. Copies are available now from our 
member Michael Rutherfoord. Send a UK cheque for £12-, to include p&p, 
to him at: Hurdackerstrasse 40, CH-8049 Zurich. 

Additions to the Library include the following books: 
Postwesen in Helvetien. 1793. Die Post: Ein 'Geschäft' ftir wen? 
J F von Ryhiner. by Thomas Kioti. Having seen this book makes me 
regret that I cannot speak, or read, the German language. There are 
some 700 pages and, at the end, a summary in English, French and 
Italian. There are though maps, portraits, photographs of buildings, 
diagrams and fact tables which it is possible to follow. 
Von Ryhiner, as I understand, was the equivalent of an accountant 

and had some connections with the Fischer posts. It was apparent that 
there were problems in the late 1700s with the Fischer regime, and its 
ramifications and how the franchise and the farming of the posts worked, 
both in Switzerland and outside its borders. Ryhiner investigated from 
the first days, studied the merits and faults alike, scope for any 
improvements and extensions. He gave his guides as to how the service 
should be run and, but for Napoleon, may have set up reforms. The 
Fischer regime finally ended in 1832 in Bern (earlier elsewhere) when 
the Cantonal authorities took over. However von Ryhiner's work was 
consulted when the Federal posts were established after Confederation. 

M 0 
British Postal Rates to Europe. 1836-76 by Geoffrey Oxley FRPS L. 
In the March 1992 Newsletter appeared relevant Swiss extracts from 
David Robinson's book 'For the Port and Carriage of Letters 1570-1840. 
The ink was not dry before another book was received, that by Geoffrey 
Oxley, published through the Postal History Society. There is thus an 
overlap at the beginning, the Franco-British Postal Agreement of 1836, 
and thus some repetition of facts as the same sources within the Post 
Office Archives have been used in the research. The cut-off date of 
1876 is when the UPU regulations came into force. 
By 1840 regular mail routes were well established, as were the charges 

for different types of mail, simple letters, overweight letters, news- 
papers, samples, registrations, official and Free franking. All were 
based on the weight factor, which in GB was -oz for a simple single 
sheet letter, but in France and much of Europe this base was Ioz or 7*g; 
Switzerland was in this category. In the section headed Destinations are 
tabulated chronologically changes in rates, weights and some routes. 
We find Switzerland here showing the differences for mail via France 
(the usual route) and via Hamburg, and at times the Low Countries, 
based on different weight factors. The odd war and revolution affected 
things: To summarise, it is a useful reference book, good to have in 
the Library, and a great help to newcomers to postal history, especially 
to those unable to carry out their own research in the Post Office 
Archives. The book is available for purchase from the Postal History 
Society or the usual dealers. 	 M 0 B 
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Mr G D Wilson  
It is with deep regret that we report the death of Mr G D Wilson of 
Leeds. Mr Wilson joined Helvetia in 1967 and for 20 years was an active 
member of the Northern Group. Until bad health forced his early retire-
ment the group held their meetings at the school in Leeds where he was 
headmaster. 

His main interest was postal history and he gave many displays to the 
Northern Group and contributed several articles to the Newsletter. In 
1986 he signed the Register of Distinguished Yorkshire Philatelists at 
their annual convention at Otley. In 1990 he was elected an Honorary 
Life Member of Helvetia for his services to the Northern Group. R A H 

London Meeting of 13th May 1992  - Claude Mistely was in the chair for 
the last meeting of the season and presented apologies from Mmes Lee and 
Dawson, and Messrs Houtris, Mitchell and Stiles. 

The meeting was in two parts, the traditional Odds and Ends and Recent 
Acquisitions, but also items from the Christie Robson Lowe Forgery 
Collection, that part dealing with the Sperati Reproductions. This too 
the form of a narrative report giving, among other things, the salient 
enlargements for spotting the errors. So we had the Zurich 4 & 6, the 
Geneva Double, Large and Small Eagles, the 1849 Vaud, 1850 Neuchatel, 
then the Rayons. Cancellations, Federal Grills, the PP & PD cancellers 
a mixed lot of cds. The final selection was of the clandestinely-made 
Official overprints of 1918 on Tell, Tell Bby and Helvetia concluding 
with the remark "All genuine 0/Ps bear the guarantee of Zumstein on 
the reverse". 

Then to other things. J Acker showed us a study of some modern stamps 
which had taken his interest because of the design, subject matter or 
printing. P Dawson had a query about a Basel Airport cancel of 1932. 
R Johnson had some new issues of Ticino change of address telephone 
cards. D Slate went to the mountains of Switzerland with stamps, post-
cards, cancellations and cachets of the Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau areas . 

F Pickard showed Zumstein Upright Air Vignette Cards and a progress 
proof of the 1932 Disarmament Conference . small stamp. C Mistely had a 
number of half sheets/panes of the definitive issues of the Téte-b&che, 
Se tenant and other booklet sheets. M Bidmead brought news of the recent 
International Philatelic Exhibition at Granada. Our President, Mrs Lee, 
was competing in the FIP Championship Class. Entries of Swiss philately 
were eight, six from Switzerland, one from Denmark and our American 
friend Harlan F Stone (sitting Helvetia, Large Gold Award), but 17 had 
entered other country exhibits and six thematics. Overall there was a 
very strong emphasis on entries of Central American and South America. 

M 0 B 

J.-S. ARMSTRONG 
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER 

Recent articles in the Helvetia 
Newsletter have indicated some 
of the many sidelines which can 
be explored. 

IS your interests lie in this 
direction, or if you prefer to 
keep to more straightforward 
collecting, you still need the 

485 MARINE ROAD, 
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF 
Phone(0524) 414055 

benefit of being able to look at 
material in your own home, with 
the time to search for those items 
which best fit in with your own 
studies. 

Let me, therefore, send you 
selections on approval or against 
your Want Lists. 
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DID YOU KNOW? 	by M Rutherfoord 

- that at the end of May Jakob Gnägi left the PTT on pension. For 30 
years he has been in charge of the Philatelic Section of the PTT Muse 
which included organising all the dozens of exhibitions held there and 
keeping the Swiss stamp exhibit up to date, as well as the world col-
lection of stamps sent in by all the UPU member states. A philatelist 
in his own right, his numerous contributions to the SBZ and his book 
"Die Ztircher Kantonalmarken" of 1984, to prove it. Peter Meier, also 
a philatelist, takes over. 
- that from the 11-14th June the Regiophil XXIII will be held in 
Neuchâtel, in the ice rink, which should keep things cool. 
- that the big event for 1993 is the WIBRA in Winterthur, 6-9th May, 
the third trilateral meeting of Austria, Germany and Switzerland. Also 
the 9th Exhibition for Juniors. Three postcards and three covers will 
be sold. All visitors to the above Regiophil will get, free , one of the 
postcards; normal price 60c. 
- that Zumstein in the May BBZ comments on the prizes for the Best Stamp 
contest; curious that nothing philatelic is to be found under the 100 
good prizes: Will the winning stamp also be the biggest, as last time 
with the oversize Tinguely? 
- that the 10Fr booklet with ten additional, to the 5Fr booklet, 50c 
stamps is no longer to be found. Also the full sheet of ten blocks of 
four of the 1991 700 years centenary stamps: The booklets can still be 
found however if you are lucky. 
- that the Austrian PO has brought out a 87.- stamp for the Rhine 
Correction, as did Switzerland on 24th March 1992 with a 50c, but much 
better visually, an excavator at work, showing Austrian & Swiss flags. 
- that the new SBB/CFF timetable came out on 1st June, 340 000 printed 
or you can have it on a disc for SFr28.-, so combined with your PC and 
printer you can produce your own special timetables with all trains 
from X to Y to Z. 
- that next year the Verband starts a new scheme "Swiss Champion". 
Instead of each member competing for himself only, five members of a 
club can, in effect, compete for a club championship. A new idea and 
worth a try. 
- that I noticed in one of the few cancel record books in the PTT Muse 
a curious hand roller cancel 'Oberlikon'. On the left a normal Swiss-
made hand cancel. On the left a German-made roller cancel (they made 
all such), crossed out and the note'Zurtick' (return). I can imagine 
what happened: the engraver had never heard of the place, and as the 
capital letters A, © and V have in Germany the two dots as part of the 
printed letter, but in Switzerland the dots for the first letter of a 
word are written as an 'e', as in Oerlikon and Aegeri. So the engraver 
thought that the 'b' was missing, making an impossible name: 
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ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES PROGRAM 

1 9 9 1/ 1 9 9 2  

On sale beginning of October.  

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND SPECIALIZED CATALOGUE 1991/92  

-the 24th  edition- completely revised, 1034 pages 
and approximately 3800 illustrations and spezial 
enlargements on fine art paper. With hand-hold 
register and a appendix with United Nations and 
Campione d'Italia. 
Text in german with introduction in english and 
french. Will be available at the very beginning of 
october. An exclusive book 	 sFr. 85.-- 

Postage for Europe (registered,reduced tax and no 
priority). 	 sFr. 7.60 

Reserve YOUR copy in time.  

The pocket edition of the ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
mein  CATALOGUE 1991/1992  is now available. With more information, 

in full colour, enlarged to 512 pages. The official catalogue 

i schivelz 
echtenstei   of the SBHV."The philatelic reference book for young and old." Introduction in english and french. 

1 992 	 french-binding sfr. 17.50  
spiral-binding sFr. 20.--  

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN-EUROPE VOL. 1 (a-1) 1990/1991  
Andorra (frz.+span. Post), Belgium, Denmark, Färöer, 
Greenland, Dantzig, altdeutsche Staaten, Deutsches Reich, Berlin, 
Germany (East. and West), Finnland, Aland, France, Gibraltar, 

; Greek, GreatEritain, Alderney, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey, 
^ Ireland, Iceland, Italy, with more information. Additional 

with list of CEPT -issues and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members.  
Introduction in english. 	still available 	 sFr. 49.-- 

 Postage for Europe (registered, reduced tax,  
no priority) 	 +sFr. 7.60  

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE VOL. 2 (j-z) 1991/9 2  
Yugoslavia, Crete, Croatia, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Malta, 
Memel, Monaco, Montenegro, Nederland, Norway, Austria, Portugal, 

 Azores, Madeira, Samos, San Marino, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, 
 Tharazes/ Trieste, Turkey, State of Vatican, United Nations  

	 Geneva/Vienna, Cyprus/turkish-cypriot. Post. With more 
.information and with supplement of new editions and price 

11 modifications for vol. 1. Additional with list of CEPT-issues  
and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members.  
Available now 	 sFr. 51.-postage 
for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 	 +sFr. 7.60  no priority)  

EASTERN EUROPE WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE END OF THE YEAR.  

For all ZUMSTEIN-CATALOGUES  please apply to your local stamp dealer  
or to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd., 38 Bedford Street  
Strand, LONDON WC2E 9EU.  
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our postel account (Giro)  
BERN 30-334-1  for prepayments. Thank you. ZUMSTEIN + Cie., propr.  
Bertsch + Co., P.O.Box, CH-3000 Bern 7, Switzerland,Tel:(031) 222215,  

Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH, FAX: (031) 21 23 26. 
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Recently, via our secretary, I received a letter from an aerophilatelist, 
(not a member of HPS) with a couple of enquiries relating to the 1st 
Africa Flight to Cape Town undertaken by Walter Mitteihoizer during 
the winter of 1926/27. Those members who know something of this flight 
will be aware that it was intended that items of mail should be carried 
to Naples, Athens and Alexandria; there were also a few items originat- 
ing at Naples for Athens (about 10) and Alexandria (about 100). The 
flight was to have commenced on the 28th November 1926 and all the mail 
from both Zurich and Naples bears this date on the initial cancellation.' 
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However, because of bad weather conditions the Dornier "Mercury" sea-
plane did not take off from the Lake of Ulrich until the morning of the 
7th December, arriving at Naples the next morning after an overnight 
stop at Pisa. 
Probably because of the 10 days delay in the commencement of the flight 

the mail carried by Mittelholzer for Alexandria was off-loaded at Naples 
and transferred to the steamship "Esperia" for direct passage to Alex-
andria, rather than via Athens by air when further delays could poss- 
ibly be encountered. I am assuming that the intention behind this trans -
fer was to enable mail destined for places beyond Egypt to connect with 
scheduled sailings to the east and south. But my correspondent poses 
the question, "Was the mail for Alexandria originating in Naples also 
carried by the "Esperia"? If so, it would be wrong to claim that these 
items were flown covers and had any connection with Mittelholzer's 
flight:" I must admit that I had never given this any serious thought, 
since I don't possess one of these rare covers, but the enquirer has a 
valid point. 

After studying the information given in the "Schweizerisches Luftpost -

Handbuch" I am of the opinion that these particular items were actually 
flown from Naples to Alexandria via Athens, and the irony of this is 
that the "Esperia" and Mittelholzer both arrived at the Egyptian port 
within 24 hours of each other. The flier. left Athens on the 13th of 
December after no undue delays and arrived at Aboukir, off Alexandria , 

8 hours later after first landing on a lagoon near Damietta in order 
to ascertain his exact positions With regard to the Ztrich-Alexandria 
mail, the Handbuch tells us that these items display differing receiv- 
ing marks dated either the 13th or 14th December 1926. The three covers 
I possess are dated the 13th but different cancellers have been used in 
each case (see the illustrations). However, the information given in 
respect of the Naples-Alexandria mail is more specific in that one re -

ceiving mark only is indicated, namely "ALEXANDRIA F.14.DE.26-10A". 
I am therefore surmising that these items were unloaded from the sea -

plane shortly after Mittelholzer touched down in the late afternoon 
of the 13th, hence a receiving mark distinct from the bulk of the 
Alexandria mail. 
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The second query from my correspondent asks whether there are any 
records of the number of letters or cards carried beyond Egypt, other 
than those returned to Switzerland? I myself know of no such records, 
but items were certainly carried to other destinations. One of my three 
covers with the Alexandria receiving mark was destined for the Swiss 
Consul-General in Cape Town but unfortunately carries no Cape Town 
receiving mark. However, my correspondent has supplied me with photo- 
copies of four items with the Alexandria receiving mark of the 13th 
December but destined for other places beyond Egypt. One, a postcard, 
is addressed to Calcutta, India, but with no final receiving mark. 
The other three are to South Africa with back stamps indicating their 
arrival at Cape Town on or about the 10th January 1927. One also has 
a back stamp "PORT SAID. 15.12.26" which adds strength to my suppo-
sition that onward sailing schedules had to be met. One thing is certain, 
none of the South African mail was carried all the way by air, and 
certainly not be Mittelholzer who did not arrive at Cape Town until 
the 21st February, almost 6 weeks after the Cape Town letters had been 
delivered. 

1..S. ARMSTRONG 
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER 

Recent articles in the Helvetia 
Newsletter have indicated some 
of the many sidelines which can 
be explored. 

If your interests lie in this 
direction, or if you prefer to 
keep to more straightforward 
collecting, you still need the 

485 MARINE ROAD. 
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF 
Phone (0524) 414055 

benefit of being able to look at 
material in your own home, with 
the time to search for those items 
which best fit in with your own 
studies. 

Let me, therefore, send you 
selections on approval or against 
your Want Lists. 
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THE SWISS MOBILE POST OFFICES 1937-1987 (continued) by Adriano Gervasi  

MPO No. 2 - This car was built in 1939 for use during the Swiss National  
Exhibition. It was the third MPO to be built and was re-numbered after  
1 & 2 were changed. It was withdrawn in 1968.  

19. III. 1960  
until  

13. IX. 1987  

17. VI. 1960  
until  

29, V, 1987  
(x 13.IX.1987 )  

6. V. 1961  
still used  
1992...  

MPO No. 4 - This car was built in 1964 and first used during the Swiss  

National Exhibition in  
Lausanne.  
It is the largest MPO  
belonging to the PTT and  
cost 350 000Sfr.  
It can be enlarged for use  
so that it is like a normal  
post office and the public  
is protected against bad  
weather thus 'waving it  
suitable for long-running  
events.  

't is so large it can not be used on alpine roads and does not  

operate in the Grison or in southern Switzerland.  
Because of this restriction it does not have any postmarks in either  

Italian or Romanche.  



11. IX. 1965 
still used 
... 1992 ... 

U F 

MPO No. 5 was built in 1969 and first used at the Basel Fair. 
yam- 

30.VIII.19é9 
still used 
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Cancellations used by MPO No.4 

12.XII.1964 
until 

31.XII.1964 

TRAILER TO MPO No. 4 
This trailer has six 
telephone cabins and 
can be used alone 
without the MPO if 
necessary to reinforce 
the telephone service. 
It also has a 'press-
circular' service, a 
stamp-vending machine 
and a letter box. 

TRAILER TO MPO No. 5 - This was built at the same time as M10 lo. 5. 
It has two counters, a stamp vending machine, and a letter box. 
It also has two cancellers, one German and the other French. 

31. VIII.1969 
still used 
...1992 ... 

11.IX.1971 
still used 

...1992 

(The concluding part of this article will follow. 
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BASEL-STADT GRENZPOLIZEI  

Our member Gene Kelly writes that he has now found most of the flaws 
in reference to these stamps but would like the assistance of members 
for additional information and photocopies of the following: 
of the 1927-1939 issue - perf h e in the 1.8Ofr value 

- perf 13 of the 3Orp, 1 fr, 2.50fr or 3fr values 
- any imperf used, other than the 1fr 
- any value changes other than 2.50 on 5Orp 

of the 1946-1970 issue - 2fr or 3fr of the issue with the border around 
the accounting number 

- 2, 3, 4 or 7fr of the issue without  the border 
arounf the accounting number 

If you have any of the above in your collection he will pay for the cost 
of photocopying and postage - please list the colours: - and send to: 
Gene Kelly, Zelgstrasse 7, CH-8253 DIESSENHOFEN, Switzerland. 

25.8.1992 The World of the Circus 
Circus — a magical word, one of the best-known in the world, a word that electrifies young 
and old, rich and poor, with its promise of fun and thrills. Everyone loves the circus. Which 
is not surprising: it is after all one of the oldest forms of entertainment. You are right 
there at the ringside, the show is live; there are no technical tricks, no electronic wizardry. 
With its bareback riders, trained animals and a wide range of acts, the circus provides 
good old-fashioned entertainment. 
The four stamps createdby Rolf Knie, St.Gallenkappel, express the feelings he associates with 
the circus atmosphere. And for Knie as a painter, performer, and scion of a leading circus 
dynasty, the associations are deeply personal. In his own words: 'You can't describe feel-
ings, words are inadequate. When you're there in the big top, it does something to you. The 
animals, the smells, the music, lots of people with a shared experience — there's nothing like it 
in the world. I designed the stamps with this unique atmosphere in mind.' 
50 c Clowns on the trapeze, 70 c Sea lion with Auguste, 80 c Chalky the Clown with elephant, 
90 c Lipizzaner with harlequin. 

Pro Sport Stamp 1992 The third Pro Sport premium issue features an un-
finished work by Jean Tinguely, who died in 1991. It depicts an assortment of symbols 
and elements representing a wide variety of sports, thereby underlining the diversity 
of the sporting world. At the same time the stamp pays tribute to one of the best 
known of Swiss artists and one who always had a very close affinity with sport. 
Ninety percent of the premium goes to the Swiss National Sports Federation to support 
sports for all in local dubs, the remaining ten percent will be used for special cultural 
and social work in connection with the sports movement. 

MEMBER'S ADVERT - FOR SALE - SWITZERLAND - FISCAL STAMPS 
100 different Kantone and Gemeinden stempelmarken US $25 
200 different Kantone and Gemeinden stempelmarken US $50 
Gene Kelly's catalogs of the Fiscal Stamps of Switzerland 
Vol. 1 Kantone of Schaffhausen, St. Gallen, Thurgau and 

their Gemeinden US $25 
Vol. 2 Kantone of Ulrich, Basel-Land and their Gemeinden 

US %35 
Vol. 3 Proofs, Printer's Waste and Counterfeit US $27.50 
Vol. 4 Supplement to vole 1, 2 & 3 US 027.50 
Prices are cash. Add $8 for bank charges if paying by cheque. 
Gene Kelly, Zelgstrasse 7, CH-8253 DIESSENHOFEN, Switzerland 
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DID YOU KNOW? 
	

by M Rutherfoord  

- that with 200 000 results in, the PTT could reveal at the Regiophil  
in Neuchâtel on 11th June that the 700 years block of four had the  
greatest number of votes in the Best Stamp contest. Yet again it is the  
'biggest' stamp issued in 1990/91.  
- that the present show in the PTT Museum is devoted to a thematic  
collection on 'Birds' by Herr Peter Schneider. The birds are all shown  
arranged in their families.  
- that in the new Zurich Sihlpost which opened on 1st June, the two new  
Japanese CFCs (culler-facer-cancellers) can also sort out A & B letters,  
if the respective stamps have the appropriate optical features. These  
stamps are not yet available, so all the letters (as all over Swit-
zerland) have to be sorted by hand, after cancellation.  
- that the new rates for 1993 will reflect the lower percentage of 17%,  
instead of the predicted 25% of A letters, i.e., the B letters will be  
more expensive to make up the difference.  
- that with the new railway timetable of 31st May 1992 a number of  
changes took place. Figure 1 shows the last day of the private TPOs of  
the Waldenburg line. The old TPOs can still be seen at the two terminii,  
rather worn out, compared to the new passenger coaches. One, I think,  
will now be broken up.  
- that the SBB closed down two lines, the Solothurn-Herzogenbuchsee,  
and the Beinwil-Beromunster, see figure 2 for the last day of the station  

cancel. The two lines will continue with sporadic goods traffic only.  
- that one of the 'Self-service' POs of Zurich closed down with the  

pensioning of the postmaster, see figure 3.  
- that you all know about the four new high-value GB stamps with their  

unique security features; extended perf holes, different colours of  

castles under UV light, and the gold-to-green Queen's head. This special  

ink is made in Lausanne, and by accident I found an old red frank of  

this firm, see figure 4.  

Fig. 1  10ANP0 ,  

3a- 5.920037  

Fig. 2 	 Fig. 3  
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Michael Rutherfoord is at present in hospital in Zurich and sent in 
his column from his hospital bed: Any member who wishes to send him 
a 'Get Well Soon' card should address it to: Hurd.ckerstrasse 40, 
CH-8049 Zurich. We wish him a speedy recovery. 
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ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES PROGRAM 

1 9 9 1/ 1 9 9 2 

On sale beginning of October.  

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND SPECIALIZED CATALOGUE 1991/92 

-the 24 th  edition- completely revised, 1034 pages 
and approximately 3800 illustrations and spezial 
enlargements on fine art paper. With hand-hold 
register and a appendix with United Nations and 
Campione d'Italia. 
Text in german with introduction in english and 
french. Will be available at the very beginning of 
october. An exclusive book 	 sFr. 85.--  

Postage for Europe (registered,reduced tax and no 
priority). 	 sFr. 7.60 

Reserve YOUR copy in time.  

The pocket edition of the ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN  
zurnebeih  CATALOGUE  1991/1992  is now available. With more information, 

in full colour, enlarged to 512 pages. The official catalogue 
bemth  of the SBHV."The philatelic reference book for young and old." 
	  Introduction in english and french. 

1992 	 french-binding sfr. 17.50  
spiral-binding sFr. 20.--  

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN-EUROPE VOL. 1 (a-i) 1990/1991  
Andorra (frz.+span. Post), Belgium, Denmark, Färöer, 
Greenland, DanXzig, altdeutsche Staaten, Deutsches Reich, Berlin, 
Germany (East and West), Finnland, Aland, France, Gibraltar, 
Greek, GreatSritain, Alderney, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey, 
Ireland, Iceland, Italy, with more information. Additional 
with list of CEPT-issues and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Introduction in english. 	still available 	 sFr. 49.-- 
Postage for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 	

+sFr. 7.60  no priority) 

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE VOL. 2 (1-z) 1991/92  
Yugoslavia, Crete, Croatia, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Malta, 
Memel, Monaco, Montenegro, Nederland, Norway, Austria, Portugal, 
Azores, Madeira, Samos, San Marino, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, 
Tharazes/ Trieste, Turkey, State of Vatican, United Nations 
Geneva/Vienna, Cyprus/turkish-cypriot. Post. With more 

,, information and with supplement of new editions and price 
4 @p1 modifications for vol. 1. Additional with list of CEPT-issues 

and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Available now 	 sFr. 51.- Postage 
for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 	 +sFr. 7.60  
no priority) 

EASTERN EUROPE WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE END OF THE YEAR.  

For all ZUMSTEIN-CATALOGUES  please apply to your local stamp dealer 
or to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd., 38 Bedford Street 
Strand, LONDON WC2E 9EU. 
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our postel account (Giro) 
BERN 30-334-1  for prepayments. Thank you. ZUMSTEIN + Cie., propr. 
Bertsch + Co., P.O.Box, CH-3000 Bern 7, Switzerland,Tel:(031) 222215, 
Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH, FAX: (031) 21 23 26. 

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain 
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB 
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LUZERN-ALPNACH *SCHIFF* 	 by C W E Coles 

Two articles appeared in the Newsletter in 1973 on the subject of the 
Ship Posts of Lake Luzern. In the first, by D G Wilson & G , G Ritchie, 
(p.70 9/73) was stated ". . . one other ship mark of Lake Lucerne should 
be mentioned. This is worded LUZERN-ALPNACH *SCHIFF*. . . This was a 
short-lived service, being reported for 1904 to 1908. The only copy 
seen by ourselves is dated 29th September 1906." The second, by the late 
Felix Ganz, referred to this postmark (p.79 11/73) ". . . another very 
elusive item indeed. My copy is dated 1905. It was superseded by the 
Luzern-Engelberg-Luzern Bahnpost cancellation • . . These combination 
SPO/TPO devices were carried in the postal satchel of each postal em-
ployee making a combined ship-train run to Engelberg or vice versa. Thus, 
in spite of saying 'Bahnpost' these cancellers, through December 18, 
1964 when the direct rail line from Luzern to Engelberg via Hergiswill-
Stans was inaugurated, were used on the Lake Lucerne steamers". 

I recently found theLUZERN-ALPNACH *SCHIFF* postmark dated 13 July 
1904 on a picture postcard from Stanserhorn to England on which was 
written "slept at the above hotel last night • • • going to Englburgh 
(sic) today". I noticed that both the datestamps have the figure "40" 
after the date. Looking through a quantity of Swiss railway postmarks 
I found a ppc of a steamer alongside the pier at Alpnachstad on which 
was written "We are waiting for the steamer at this lovely spot • • • 
we shall be nearly 2 hours now going back on the lake". The card has a 
hotel cachet of Hotel Pilatus, Alpnach-Stad and the datestamp 'Ambulant 
No. 40T for 22.IV.08. Did this datestamp replace the Luzern-Alpnach 
*Schiff* and has the number 40 in all three any significance? Accord-
ing to R L Christian in his "Swiss Railways and their Cancellations" 
the Luzern-Engelberg-Luzern datestamp was not used until 1913, so there 
was a gap between 1908 and 1913 to be filled. 
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SWISSAIR 1931 - 1991 SIXTY =RIOMS YEARS: 	 by Dennis Cairns 
(With grateful thanks to Swissair for their assistance.) 

"For the business year 1931, we expect to see an efficiently organised 
conjoint operation." This was the nub of the letter dated 30th May 1930, 
from Colonel Arnold Isler (Federal Air Office Director since 1920 and 
the pilot of the DH3-Haefli which made the first official Swiss postal 
flight on the 30th April 1919) to the then two major Swiss air carriers, 
Ad-Astra Aero and Balair. Neither of these two companies was in a healthy 
financial situation and both were relying heavily on subsidies from the 
Federal Government. The pressure exerted by this letter caused the man-
agement of Ad-Astra, led by Walter Mittelholzer, to enter into serious 
discussions with Balair under the directorship of Balthazar (Balz) 
Zimmerman, with the following over-riding consideration: 
"The small Swiss air traffic business suffers from uneconomic double-
tracking; in respect of administration matters such as accountancy, pol-
icy formulation, subsidy requests and IATA issues there exists unhealthy 
dualism, absorbing manpower that could be better employed in a conjoint 
operation. More rational use could also be made of crews and airplanes. 
It is realised, however, that the benefits of a merger will only be felt 
in approximately 1 year's time." 
The two directors had, some 2 years previous to receiving this letter, 

already broached the possibility of an eventual merger but without any 
firm conclusion. The outcome of the latest discussions brought about by 
Colonel Isler's letter was that a merger of Ad-Astra and Balair was 
effected and on the 26th March 1931 Swiss Air Transport Ltd. came into 
existence with a working capital of 800,000Sfr. 
What did the two firms bring together by way of aircraft and manpower? 

The bulk of the fleet consisted of eight 3-engined Fokker F-VIIb planes 
(depicted on the 20c air stamp Z 38), plus one single-engined Dornier 
"Merkur", a Messerschmitt M-18d and a Comte AC-4;.in total 86 passenger 
seats. Aircrew consisted of ten pilots, which included the two directors, 
seven radio operators and eight flight engineers. At the end of 1931, 
Swissair's total staff was a mere 64: The schematic map (figure 1) shows 
the extent of the new company's scheduled internal and international 
routes in that year, the latter always in conjunction with other Euro-
pean operators. The length of this network was some 2630 miles and the 
routes were flown only between March and October, during daylight hours 
only and subject to the vagaries of the weather. Obviously, during that 

first year of operations, 
some services which had been 
initiated in earlier years 
by the two parent companies 
were continued, but from the 
aerophilatelic collector's 
point of view only three new 
services on which mail is 
known to have been carried 
were introduced by Swissair. 
All three commenced on the 
1st May 1931; Bern to Berlin 
via Ztirich, Stuttgart and 
Halle, Geneva-Lyon-Paris 
and Zurich-Basel-Paris, both 
of these latter routes with 
an Imperial Airways service BI- 
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connecting Paris to London. In total on these three inaugural flights 
only a tiny quantity of mail is known to have been carried. The cover 
from Basel to Birmingham (figure 2)dated 28th July 1931 could have been 
carried either by Swissair as far as Paris or by Imperial Airways who, 
since 1925, had operated a regular service between London, Basel and 
Zurich. 

During that first season of the new company's existence, Swissair  
carried 10 282 passengers at an average speed of about 95 m.p.h. But  
because of the limitations already mentioned imposed on flying at this  
time, there was no appreciable gain over the European express trains  
which, of course, ran throughout the night and indeed throughout the  
year. Therefore during the winter months when scheduled services were  

suspended the pilots who had worked with Ad-Astra Aero and Balair began  

to familiarize themselves with some of the new "blind flying" instru-
ments which were just beginning to appear on the European flight scene,  

the hope being that they would become less dependent on weather states.  
It was through the acquisition of two Lockheed "Orion" single-engined  

monoplanes (30c air stamp Z39) from the USA that Swissair made its  
first major contribution to European aviation. This plane carried just  
four passengers and in some respects was rather a retrograde step,  
since it had a crew of just one - the pilot, operating solely on visual  
ground contact in a half-open cockpit. On the other side of the coin  
however, the "Orion" had a cruising speed of around 170 m.p.h. almost  
twice that of any existing plane in Europe.  
Following its introduction on the 2nd June 1932, on the Zurich-Munich- 

Vienna route when some 100 postal items were carried on the outward  

flight, the "Orion" achieved exceptional standards of regularity, both  

on that route (later to commence from Geneva) and between Zurich, Munich  

and Berlin. In the following year 1933, on the 1st May, the "Orions"  
were used, first on a short-lived experimental service between Zurich , 
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and Milan when a few items of mail were carried in each direction and, 
on the same day, an express service between Zurich, Basel and Frankfurt. 
This latter service was to have important implications on the carriage 
of airmail items. The normal airmail surcharge for letters and cards to 
European destinations from Switzerland had been 20c. With the introduction 
of this express service to Frankfurt which, at that time, was a clearing 
post for much airmail to and from a wide range of European cities, the 
Swiss PTT introduced a reduced _surcharge of 10c. Covers flown at this 
reduced rate bore the VOL-EXPRESS cachet (or EILFLUG in German) as shown 
in figure 3, although it was not until May 1934 that a night mail service 
was introduced, but not with the "Orion", between Basel and Frankfurt 
(figure 4). In his book "Flying Adventures" Walter Mittelholzer describes 
a typical night's work on this particular service, leaving Basel at 
around 11 p.m., making use of both radio and visual beacons, arriving at 
Frankfurt some 14 hours later; 2i hours sleep before leaving for Basel 
at 4 a.m. with inward mail and arriving just as dawn was breaking. 

Figure 3 

VOL EXPRESS 
Zurich - Base! -Frankfurt M 

(aurtaxe réduite) 

Figure 4 
NACHTFLUG 
-VOL DE NUIT 
Basel-Frankfurt 

Today it is commonplace to see advertisements for day trips by Concorde 
to Egypt in order to visit the Pyramids. How audacious it must have 
sounded in 1933 when Mittelholzer announced his intention of pushing the 
"Orion" to its limit by attempting a day trip non-stop to Tunis, returning 
via Rome. On this occasion a flight engineer occupied one of the passen-
ger seats and quite a substantial quantity of mail was carried, most of 
it ,on the round trip. Of course, favourable weather conditions were essen-
tial and because of this factor, delays inevitable. The cover in figure 5 
depicts the various markings applied to mail on this flight and shows that 

there was a delay of 32 weeks: The timetable for this feat was as follows: 

Saturday 20th May 1933  

Zurich (Dubendorf) 	dep. 04.00 
Tunis 	  arr. 07.48 	 —- 

dep. 11.00 
Rome 	  arr. 13.45 

dep. 17.30 
Zurich (Dubendorf) .., arr. 19.45  
143:19 P mi l pa _ Plying time 8h 58min. Average speed 187 m.p.h. 
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Herrn 
Werner Holzherr 
Laupenstrasse 33  
B e r n  
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THE FIRST MEETINGS of the new season are upon us:  
12th September Northern Group - Member's displays. Meetings start 1.45;  

14th October - London - Member's displays on the Letter 'G'. 
14th November - Sussex Group - Member's displays on letters G, H & I. 

(An auction can be arranged at any Sussex meeting  

if items for sale or exchange are brought along.)  

Gleanings from auction catalogues - listed under 'Hotel Theme'.  

lot 410 Switzerland 1907 Reg insured wrapper for THE TRANSLATOR fr; 5c,  
25c pmk CHAUX DE FOND/HOTEL DE VILLE cds - also Hotel de Ville  
Reg label - to Sweden - very scarce £60.  

J..S. ARMSTRONG  
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER  

Recent articles in the Helvetia  
Newsletter have indicated some  
of the many sidelines which can  
be explored.  

If your interests lie in this  
direction, or if you prefer to  
keep to more straightforward  
collecting, you still need the  

485 MARINE ROAD,  
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF  
Phone (0524) 414055  

benefit of being able to look at  
material in your own home, with  
the time to search for those items  
which best fit in with your own  
studies.  

Let me, therefore, send you  
selections on approval or against  
your Want Lists.  

Figure 5  
Mittel-
meerflug  
Swissair  
20.V.33  

(to be  
contd)  
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THE SWISS MOBILE POST OFFICES 1937-198? (concluded) by Adriano Gervasi 

MPO No. 6 was built in 1982 and is the latest of the Swiss MPOs. It is 
more manoeuvrable than MPOs Nos 
4 & 5 and can be driven over 
alpine roads chiefly to southern 
Switzerland, crossing the St. 
Gotthard tunnel, and also along 
roads in mountain valleys. 

G 	F 	 I 

1E1036- n 
1 

24.IX.1983 18.X.1986 
still used still used 

...1992... ...1992 0 .. 

Technical details of the fo 	and the two trailers 

Facts /MPO 3 
	a 

4 5 6 Trailer 

Built - Year 1956 1964 1969 1982/3 1969 

Size 
- Ready to 10.64x2,50 12,0x2,50 11,75x2,50 11,62x2,50 4,85x2,10 

start x 3,15 m x3,25 m x3,0 m x3,25 m x3,0 m 
- Ready for 13,15x4,90 13,4x7,50 13,06x5,25 12,75x3,25 6,30x5,10 

service x 4,65 m x3,25 m x7,0 m x5,10 m x3,13 m 

Weight 10 t 16,5 t 13,5 t 16 t 3,33 t 

Climate Heating Heating Heating Heating Heating 

Air cond. Air cond. Air cond. Air cond. 

Airing 

Telephone 1 cabin publ. 
1 board app. 

1 cabin publ.1 
1 board app. 

cabin publ, 
3 board app. 

1 cabin pubs. 

2 board app. 

. -- 

1 board app. 

Workshop- 
Places 

3 counters 4 counters 3 counters 3 counters 

with interco. . 

2 counters 

+ 1 cancell. + 2 cancell.. 2 cancell. 2 cancell. 1 cancell. 

counter counters counters counters counter 
+ 2 workseats + 4 workseat 1 workseat 1 workseat -- 

Stamps 
Wending mach. l 1 2 2 1 

Letter-Box 1 1 1 2 1 

All the Mobile Post Offices have a wash hand basin, all kinds of 
machines and a good safe. They have as well all the printed forms 
and necessary postal prescriptions. 

In many places a watchman spends the night in the car, as a care-
taker. The cars each have a pneumatic mattress, sleeping bag, three 
blpnkets and a pillow for the use of the watchman. 

The details of the trailer to MPO No. 4 are given previously. 
When the first mobile post office went into operation in 1937 no one 
could have foreseen what a. tremendous success it would be. Today the 
MPOs can be seen at most major events throughout Switzerland. 
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Did you know? 
	

by M Rutherfoord 

-that I thank all those who sent me "Get Well" notes following my 
week's stay in hospital. All well now, heart running at normal speed 
again; it had been too fast. Our editor is to be congratulated on de-
ciphering my handwriting correctly. 
- that the 1992 edition of the Schw. Luftpost-Katalog is now at the 
printers. It has been computerised, up-dated, revised, extended to 576 
pages and costs 60Sfr; in German with French and English explanations. 
Please order from Vera Trinder or your local dealer. This edition has 
a grey cover; the previous one in 1984 was red. 
- that the Pro Sport 1992 stamp to be issued on 25th August (see p. 54 
of the July Newsletter) was designed by Jean Tinguely who died last year. 
He was the winner of the 1988/89 Best Stamp contest and this has prob-
ably been done in the hope that it will boost drooping sales of Sport 
stamps, as the FDC and the FD cancel are also by him. 
- that Phonecards (Taxcard in Switzerland) are here to stay; in Germany 
they will be accepted in exhibitions under "General". The 3rd edition 
of the Michel catalogue recognises that the first one came out in 1883 
in Bavaria (repeat 1883), under the name "Telephon-Billet". I_have not 
seen a decision on mint or used. 
- that all mail from Graubunden is now sorted in Zurich; Chur sorts only 
the mail for the Canton. The same arrangement seems to apply to mail in 
the Canton of Aargau. 
- that during the LIRA 92 Vaduz from 1-9th August, in addition to the 
special exhibition cancel, there are also nine daily cancels and, guess 
what, nine postcards are being issued, though some of them are defini-
tive,. Who will collect all the combinations? A new Stamp Catalogue is 
being issued for 20 Sfr, a good buy. 
- that the Swiss-German dialects are being used more and more on cancel-
lations, to the irritation of the French and Italian Swiss who, if at 
all, have learnt "High-German" at school. In the main one can distinguish 
between the sub-dialects of Basel, Bern and Zurich. The latest effort 
of a machine slogan from Basel, "600 Joor Glai- and Grossbasel" means 
'600 years, small and great Basel' i.e., the town on both sides of the 
Rhine; 600 years since the town on the right bank was recognised. 
- that in the official PTT Bulletin it was stated that Bassersdorf was 
to receive a cancelling machine on 1st June. When the covers I had sent 
in did not arrive, I asked at the post office. The answer was "The build 
ing extension is not yet complete,. it will be September or so". But for 
philatelists all the covers sent in were cancelled on the machine during 
June, as shown. Is this correct, as only a provisional hook-up was made, 
and no live mail -was-cancelled? 
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ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES PROGRAM  

1 9 9 1  / 1 9 9 2  

On sale beginning of October.  

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND SPECIALIZED CATALOGUE 1991/92  

-the 24th  edition- completely revised, 1034 pages  
and approximately 3800 illustrations and spezial  
enlargements on fine art paper. With hand-hold  
register and a appendix with United Nations and  
Campione d'Italia.  
Text in german with introduction in english and  
french. Will be available at the very beginning of  
october. An exclusive book 	 sFr. 85.-- 

Postage for Europe (registered,reduced tax and no  
priority). 	 sFr. 7.60  

Reserve YOUR copy in time.  

The pocket edition of the ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN  
zurnsbein  CATALOGUE 1991/1992  is now available. With more information,  

in full colour, enlarged to 512 pages. The official catalogue  
reckbensbein  of the SBHV."The philatelic reference book for young and old."  
	  Introduction in english and french.  
..... 	1992 	 french-binding sfr. 17.50  

spiral-binding sFr. 20.--  

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN-EUROPE VOL. 1 (a-I) 1990/1991  
Andorra (frz.+span. Post), Belgium, Denmark, Färöer, 
Greenland, Dant'zig, altdeutsche Staaten, Deutsches Reich, Berlin, 
Germany (East. and West), Finnland, Aland, France, Gibraltar, 
Greek, Greatbritain, Alderney, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey, 

l Ireland, Iceland, Italy, with more information. Additional 
with list of CEPT-issues and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Introduction in english. 	still available 	 sFr. 49.-- 
Postage for Europe (registered, reduced tax,  
no priority) 	 +sFr. 7.60  

ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE VOL. 2 (j-z) 1991/92  
Yugoslavia, Crete, Croatia, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Malta, 
Memel, Monaco, Montenegro, Nederland, Norway, Austria, Portugal, 
Azores, Madeira, Samos, San Marino, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, 
Tharazes/ Trieste, Turkey, State of Vatican, United Nations 
Geneva/Vienna, Cyprus/turkish-cypriot. Post. With more  

.information and with supplement of new editions and price  

:1t' S^ien modifications for vol. 1. Additional with list of CEPT-issues 
and adress-list of A.I.E.P.-members. 
Available now 	 sFr. 51.-postage 
for Europe (registered, reduced tax, 	 +sFr. 7.60  no priority) 

EASTERN EUROPE WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE END OF THE YEAR.  

For all ZUMSTEIN-CATALOGUES  please apply to your local stamp dealer 
or to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd., 38 Bedford Street 
Strand, LONDON WC2E 9EU. 
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our postel account (Giro) 
BERN 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you. ZUMSTEIN + Cie., propr. 
Hertsch + Co., P.O.Box, CH-3000 Bern 7, Switzerland,Tel:(031) 222215, 
Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH, FAX: (031) 21 23 26.  

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain  

PPM RPnrnoranhics (Chichester) Ltd.. Chichester GB  
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46th year  

CHANGES TO CANCELLERS 	 by Philip Vaughan 

Mr Vaughan writes "In response to the various appeals that have ap-
peared recently for material for inclusion in the Newsletter, I should 
like to draw to attention something that may be of interest to our 
fellow members. 

In late 1990 I was in Switzerland in the Interlaken area and took a 
trip up the Jungfrau. I had not been to the summit since 1974 and I 
took the opportunity to post a few covers and cards in order to acquire 
a few more examples of the "K" cancellation. 

On my return home the said covers and cards were awaiting me and I 
popped them in the "shoe box" along with many other items to be dealt 
with at some future date. Recently I looked them up and compared them 
with the examples from my previous visit in 1974. At first glance they 
appeared the same, but then I noticed that the figure '4s' in the alti-
tude were "closed", whereas previously they were the "open" type. 
Further examination revealed other slight differences. 

To my knowledge this variation has never been mentioned in the "K" 
cancellation catalogue as a sub type. The copies below show the two 
types and I look forward to members comments in due course." 

Also on the subject of cancels Mr C Griffiths writes that he has a  
postcard bearing a LUZERN -ALPNACH *SCHIFF* strike dated 1905 but  

instead of the final figure being '40' on his card it is either a  
'43' or '48'. He asks how this affects the information given in the  
Newsletter last month. Can any member cast any light on this subject?  

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSLJ46th yeariNo. 9ipp 65-72lLondon Sept.1992IISSN 0951-0001 
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SWISSAIR 1931 - 1991 SIXTY GLORIOUS YEABS:(contd) by Dennis Cairns 

The next contribution of lasting note made by Swissair to European avi-
ation was the introduction of the air stewardess. An American-built 16- 
seat twin-engine Curtiss Condor was introduced on the Zurich-Berlin 
route in April 1934, and with it the need for someone to look after the 
passengers and attend to their wishes. Nelly Diener was the first lady 
to be employed and trained for these duties. At the time a Swiss aero-
nautical magazine commented thus: "Following the pioneering introduction 
of the new American speedplanes (i.e., the 'Orions') by Swissair on its 
European routes we find that a stewardess is now being employed to look 
after passengers. The lady in question is a blonde, curly-headed angel 
with long eyelashes • • • The press representatives who were lucky enough 
to be invited to the inaugural flight could not stop singing the praises 
on this Swissair innovation:" Tragically Nelly Diener's career was short-
lived, she died, along with ten others, when the Condor crashed on the 
27th July 1934 near Tuttlingen in Germany. Nevertheless, her successors 
began work on the Douglas DC-2 aircraft which were introduced in the 
following year, and which saw the commencement of a long association 
between Swissair and the Douglas Aircraft Corporation of America. It was 
on the DC-2 that the Swiss emblem, the white cross on a red background, 
first appeared on the tail of the aircraft, a feature that continues to 
the present time. Five of these aircraft entered service during 1935 and 
represented a step forward in achieving the goal of all-year-round flying 
operations. Although passenger capacity was no more than the ill-fated 
Condor, the DC-2 had a cruising speed of 150 m.p.h. In addition to tha 
standard crew of one pilot, a radio operator and a stewardess, the plane 
was equipped with an automatic pilot which could be used not only to 
maintain a given course, but also for take-off in poor visibility. 

Swissair operated the DC-2 first on the Zurich-Basel-London route from 
the 1st April 1935. Small quantities of mail were carried both on the 
outward and inward flights, although the exact number is not known. The 
capabilities of the plane were such that Swissair commenced its first 
winter service along this same route on the 16th December of that year, 
even though the DC-2 was not equipped with proper de-icing facilities. 
Again, an unknown quantity of mail was flown on this inaugural flight. 
Unless one has access to a volume such as the "Schweizerisches Luftpost 
Handbuch" it is often difficult for the aerophilatelist to determine 
whether or not he or she is in possession of an item carried on an in-
augural flight in those pre-World War II days. More often than not there 
was no special cachet or cancellation and unless the sender of an item 
had pre-knowledge of an inaugural flight on a new service and had written 
words to that effect on the envelope, then there was nothing to indicate 
that this was a "first flight cover". Such a case in point is a cover 
in the writer's possession flown on the St. Gallen-Munich route opened 
by Swissair on the 1st May 1937 (figure 6). The cancellation is simply 
"ST. GALLEN * LUFTPOST * 1.V.37-8" and only a few of the 600 postal 
items with Swiss franking are to be found with the Munich receiving 
mark as shown on the illustration. 

It was a tragedy for Swissair that the company lost its two founding 
directors within a few months of each other. Walter Mittelholzer had 
piloted the first direct flight with a DC-2 from Zurich to Vienna on 
the 1st May 1937, and died on the 9th of that month in a mountaineering 
accident in the Tyrol. He was 43 years of age. Balz Zimmerman, who was 
42, died on the 14th October that same year after a very short illness. 
Both of these men had played a very active part in ensuring that Swissair 
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Figure 6 
First Flight 
St. Gallen-
Munich and, 
below, the 
Munich 
back stamp 

acquired the most up-to-date aircraft and equipment which was then 
available. 

In some respects, the early pioneering period of Swiss commercial 
aviation began to pass into history with the introduction of the Douglas 
DO-3, the successor to the DC-2, in 1937. Slightly faster than it's 
predecessor and fitted with a reliable de-icing system, the DC-3 with 
a passenger capacity of 28, enabled scheduled services to operate on a 
more secure profit basis than previously. This was the plane which 
became the mainstay of the Swissair fleet until the early post-war 
years and is depicted on the high value stamp (z 40) of the 1944 Air 
Mail set. 

Between 1937 and the outbreak of the Second World War in September 
1939, Swissair operated a number of services or special flights which 
are of interest to the aerophilatelist. On the 31st May 1938, the first 
series of "Pro Aero" flights were made between thirteen main and re-
gional Swiss airfields. These flights should have occurred on the 22nd 
May but were delayed by bad weather. The idea behind these and similar 
flights in later years was to raise funds to promote the furtherance 
of air transport and training in Switzerland. The cover (figure 7) 
flown from Bellinzona to St. Gallen was forwarded to Romania. It is 
correctly franked with the overprinted 75/50c air stamp obligatory 
for these flights, plus the additional 10c x 3 to cover foreign regis- 
tration. Two Bucharest back stamps are dated the 2nd & 3rd June re- 
spectively. In October that same year Swissair made a special postal 
flight to Stockholm with a DC-3 in connection with the "Swiss Week" 
being held there. 

Figure 7 
Pro Aero flight 
Bellinzona to 
St. Gallen 

(To be continued) 
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A GREAT LOSS TO SWISS PHILATELY 

I was extremely fortunate and proud to have had Frank Bulstrode 

as a friend and member of my staff. 

His knowledge and thirst for research have greatly benefited my 

firm and although, sadly, his eyesight failed him in later years 

we still had verbal contact every two or three weeks to discuss 

new discoveries and material in his specialist fields which 

periodically appear on the market. 

Thanks to him we have, among other things, what to this day in 

many respects is still the best listings of hotel post stamps, 

created by him for the Amateur Collector Switzerland catalogue. 

I personally will miss our chats and all of us at the Amateur 

Collector Limited feel a sense of great loss. 	Frank will 

always be remembered for his remarkable achievements and the 

loyal friend he was. 

H L Katcher and Staff 

H.L. Katcher 
The Amateur Collector Ltd 

P.O. Box 242, London N2 OYZ 
Tel: 081-348 0296 Fax: 081-347 8397 
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OBITUARY 

R F Bulstrode OBE 

It is with great sadness that we have to inform you that Frank Bulstrode, 
OBE, Chairman of the Helvetia Philatelic Society from 1976 to 1986, has 
passed away. He died peacefully in hospital in Worthing on Tuesday the 
28th July 1992. 

In his working life, Frank was very involved with the De Havilland 
Aircraft Company, subsequently obtaining his pilot's licence and flying 
all over Europe. It was during this period that his interest in Swiss 
philately was aroused. An accident costing him the sight of one eye in 
1936 cut short his flying career and he moved to air traffic control to 
become Chief Controller at Manchester Ringway Airport. During the Second 
World War, he served with distinction as a Wing Commander in the RAF 
with responsibility for ATC on Atlantic flights. 

When the war ended, he moved to Prestwick Airport and became President 
of the Caledonian Philatelic Society. He then went to Northolt where he 
met Max Hertsch, now Managing Director of Zumstein. At the time Max 
Hertsch was piloting a private plane, needed to talk to the Air Traffic 
Controller and was astonished to see the Zumstein Swiss Stamp Catalogue 
on his desk: This was the beginning of a life-long friendship. Frank 
was an early member of the Helvetia Philatelic Society. 

After his retirement in the mid-1960s, Frank joined The Amateur Col-
lector Ltd and took over research on hotel posts, proofs and essays. He 
was given courtesy facilities by the Swiss PTT to help him in this. He 
was Joint Editor of The Amateur Collector Catalogue from 1974 to 1990. 
He wrote a number of articles for the "Swiss Philatelist", the "Helvetia 
Newsletter" and other philatelic journals, notably a widely published 
treatise on the 1918/19 Swiss Military Trains to Poland and Romania. 
Frank Bulstrode made an immense contribution to Swiss philately and 

added to the knowledge of the Swiss PTT in the course of his research. 
His collections of specialised subjects were legendary and won many 
awards at philatelic exhibitions in the UK and abroad. He played a very 
active role in the Helvetia Philatelic Society and helped and encouraged 
many members in the development of their collections and in their fields 
of research. We are grateful for all that he did for us and will miss 
him very much. The Society has made a donation to the Worthing Society 
for the Blind in his memory. 

Other Tributes to Frank Bulstrode  

From the President: 
"With the passing of Frank Bulstrode, a much liked philatelic character 
has gone, and I, for one, will miss him very much indeed. 

Frank was a very knowledgeable person, researching his subjects 
thoroughly, always willing to help others and to impart his findings to 
eager listeners. To discuss cancellations with him was an eye opener for 
not only did he know all about the area under discussion, but there was 
usually a personal statement added of what happened to him when he was 
there. I personally will always be grateful for the amount of information 
which I learnt from him and his willingness to impart it to me. 

He was a great character. I will always picture him in his khaki 
knickerbockers and thick woollen socks when we drove to Burnham Beeches 
one day to collect some leaf mould for my garden from one of the - wardens. 
The flowers certainly benefited from the contents of those sacks. On 
the way home, we stopped at a village church where he told me that many 
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members of his family were interred. A country churchyard, birds whisper 
ing, bees humming among the leaves singing in the breeze. Peace reigned, 
may his spirit be at rest in as peaceful an eternal hereafter as we had 
on this day." 	 Alma Lee, RDP, FRPSL 

From the Chairman: 
"I had the great pleasure and privilege to be Vice-Chairman to Frank 
during his period as Chairman of the Helvetia Philatelic Society. He 
became a good friend to me and was an inspiration to us all. I shall 
always be grateful for all that he did for me, not only in the field of 
Swiss philately, but also by enhancing my knowledge of aviation history , 

another of my interests, through sharing some of his early experiences.' 

Claude Mistely 

From the Immediate Past Chairman: 
"Fascinating was a favourite word of his to use._ His avid need for news 
was met by the "Did You Know?" column of the "Nwsletter" and by friends 
of recent years. 

With Frank, it was not necessary to own only the classic stamp. I will 
remember his kind and gentle way of turning a new-found "variety" into 
the common stamp it really was. He always left me with improved knowl- 
edge and now sadly he is gone." 	 Fred Pickard 

The Society is now able to collect subscriptions for membership of the American 
Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS). AHPS issues a bi-monthly publication entitled 
Tell and of course enables you to be in contact with more Swiss collectors. 

Membership for the next year for British members is £16. To take advantage of this 
sterling rather than dollar subscription, please send your cheques to the Treasurer 
whose address is at the top of this Newsletter. Cheques should be made out to the 
Helvetia Philatelic Society. Closing date for the arrangement this year, must be 
31st December 1992. A receipt will be issued. 

Further to the announcement in the February 1992 issue of the Newsletter, 
the production of the booklet "Transit Marks of Switzerland", based on 
Mrs Rawnsley's collection, is well under way. Copies are expected to be 
available in the late autumn for those members who reserved them. The 
final price is not yet known, but a further announcement will be made 
in the October or November 1992 issue of the Newsletter. 

1. S. ARMSTRONG 
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER 

Recent articles in the Helvetia 
Newsletter have indicated some 
of the many sidelines which can 
be explored. 

If your interests lie in this 
direction, or if you prefer to 
keep to more straightforward 
collecting, you still need the 

485 MARINE ROAD. 
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF 
Phone(0524)414055 

benefit of being able to look at 
material in your own home, with 
the time to search for those items 
which best fit in with your own 
studies. 

Let me, therefore, send you 
selections on approval or against 
your Want Lists. 
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Did you know? 
	

by M Rutherfoord 

- that on 1st February 1993 the postal rates go up again; A remains at 
80c, but B goes up to 60c (50c) to encourage the use of the A service. 
Registration (recorded delivery) goes up from 3 to 4 francs, a rise of 
135% over the 1.20 fr. of a few years ago. Foreign mail up by 10%, these 
details and changes to bulk rates will be announced when the Federal 
Council has given its approval. These rises are to cover the losses of 
the PTT buses and the delivery of political newspapers, both services 
being government requirements. 
- that two interesting ,'follow-up' books have been issued by two well-
known philatelists: Dr Ernst Schlunegger with his fourth volume of "Die 
Motive der Schweizer Werbedatumstempel" (description of K-cancels), and 
Franz Oeler's 42 page (A4) update of the 1960 classic by Alfred Miller 
"Die Ortsstempel der Zurcher Aussengemeinden ...". 
- that the political incorporation of the eleven surrounding villages 
into the town of Zurich on the 1st January 1893 was preceded by the 
postal absorption in that the new cancellers were issued on the 1st 
July 1892, a fact discovered by Franz Oeler and worthy of a centenary 
slogan, but the moment was missed. (On 1st January 1934 a further eight 
villages followed, by popular vote, as nearly all were bankrupt.) 
- that an attractive set of 52 playing cards has been issued by a club 
in Basel under the name 'Dominik'. Each card has a Swiss, German or 
Austrian stamp illustration and a type of Happy Families can be played. 
- that in the May '92 issue of the SBZ there was a short article on the 
validity of Swiss stamps which contained a number of errors. This has 
now been 'corrected' by the editor, but with some more errors; It seems 
that this is a difficult subject. 
- that the 'Uri', so well known to tourists the world over, built in 
1901, will soon be afloat again with an oil-burning boiler after a 
complete renovation. Then the Lake of Luzern will have five steam-
driven paddle-wheel ships in service, the biggest such fleet in the 
world. Should be worth a special cancel next year. 
- that this year the Swiss Army celebrates 75 years of pigeon post and 
confirms that this service will be continued due to its cheapness and 
reliability (a statistical comparison with the A & B post is not made). 
No less than 7000 birds are kept by the army in 23 self-contained units, 
with a further 33 000 in reserve awaiting their call-up papers. The 
Soldier Stamps of the various Pigeon-post units are among my favourites. 
Hundreds of pigeons were released at the official opening of the new 
Postal Museum in Bern, and at the opening of the new Zurich Sihlpost 
in May 1992. 
- that Dr J Etter has just written a long article in the NZZ on the 2*c 
stamp of 1918 (Z 136), used only as a make-up value, and together with 
the Tic stamps, discusses all the ramifications and combinations through 
the years, fascinating. 
- that the PTT has put its foot in it with the issue of two new phone-
cards on 15th July, with a surcharge, i.e.; 10 + 2 and 20 + 3 francs. 
On each card is stated that the surcharge is for the WOK, Worldwide 
Childrens Fund, but it turns out that this dubious organisation is 
virtually unknown. Until the matter is cleared up the surcharge will be 
held by the PTT, and the most attractive cards will remain on sale. 
An illustration of the phone card is at the top of the next page. 
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If you have a 'Postcard', see 
p 74 1991 in the Newsletter, 
then since the 24th August you 
have been able to draw up_to 
the equivalent of 500 Sfr per 
day from money machines in 
France that have the sign 
shown below. When will Giro 
customers be able to do this? 

M 	lfa 
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Now available, the new 
ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN CATALOGUE 1993  
in full colour, 512 pages. the official catalogue of the 
SBVH, complete with all stamps issued to the end of this 
year. Introduction in German and French. 'The philatelic 
reference book for young and old' in the NEW 'Libretto'- 
binding (thread stitched, opening flat) sFr. 20.-- 

Still going strong: 
ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE Vol. 1 (a-i) 1990/91  
All countries from Andorra to Italy, CEPT issues and address list of 
A.I.E.P. members. Introduction in English sFr. 49.--
ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE Vol. 2 (j-z) 1 99 1 /92  
All countries from Yugoslavia to Cyprus, with supplement of new 
editions and price modifications for Vol. 1. CEPT issues and address 
list of A.I.E.P. members. Introduction in English. 	sFr. 51.-- 
ZUMSTEIN EASTERN EUROPE Vol. 3  1992 
All countries of former eastern Europe. Address list of A.I.E.P. 
members. 	 sFr. 56.--- 
All prices without postage: 
Postage second class recorded delivery: S/L catalogue 	sFr. 7.30 

Europe, one volume sFr. 12.10 
A new ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE CATALOGUE Vol. 1 (a-i) 1992/93 will be 
published at the end of November 1992. 
For all ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES please apply to your local stamp dealer or 
to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd, 38 Bedford Street, 
Strand, London WC2E 9EU. 
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our postal account (Giro) 
BERN 30-334-1  for pre-payments, thank you. 
ZUMSTEIN & CIE. propr. Hertsch & Co., P 0 Box, CH-3000 BERN 7, 
Switzerland or Telephone:(031) 22 22 15, or FAX (031) 21 23 26. 

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain 
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB 
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NAMELESS TOWN DIES 	 by M Rutherfoord 

In 1977 the PTT allowed the Swiss Bank Corporation to cancel covers 
from their new computer-controlled combined printer-folder-sealer- 
canceller plants, in Zurich, Basel and Geneve, with a red frank die 
having no place name. This was mentioned in DYK of April 1977. 
Additional plants have now entered service and in all 22 cancelling 

machine numbers have been found by collectors, in four main types: 
figure 1, the original type, superseded in 1981 by figure 2 showing 
the postcode (PLZ). Figure 3 has the new machine numbers, grouped by 
postal district, in 1986. The A-post type is shown in figure 4, from 
1.2.91 onwards (B-post not used). All fairly rare. 
However what is of great interest to collectors here are the covers 

which went to foreign countries. At first these were as in figure 5, 
and later as the other types, but in all cases with either 80c, 90c 
or higher postage. The SVP intends to draw up a complete list of all 
types, machines, rates etc. for this interesting area. Any members who 
have examples are asked to send photocopies or data to the Hon. Editor. 
The information can eventually be published in the Newsletter for the 
benefit of everyone. Start looking now. Hope you have a different one 
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after the fall of France. The following table from the "Luftpost Hand-
buch" shows the limited extent of these Swissair services 

1940 	18th March to 25th June 	 Locarno-Rome 
1st April to 11th June 	 Locarno-Barcelona 
30th September to 31st December 	Zurich-Munich 

1941 2nd January to 15th January Locarno-Rome 
1st January to 14th November Zurich-Munich 
19th November to 31st December Zurich-Stuttgart-Berlin 

1942 1st January to 31st December Zurich-Stuttgart-Berlin 
1943 1st January to 30th January Zurich-Stuttgart-Berlin 

31st January to 31st December Zurich-Stuttgart 
1944 1st January to 16th August Zurich-Stuttgart 

Figure 11 
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Figure 10 

Prior to World War II there had been only a small handful of inter-
continental air carriers, the most notable being Imperial Airways (Great 
Britain), Lufthansa (Germany), KLM (Holland), Air France and Pan Amer-
ican Airways (USA). The war provided great advancement in aeronautical 
technology and it was obvious that following the cessation of hostil-
ities in 1945, the role of air transportation was going to increase 
tremendously. It was in this sort of climate that the directors of 
Swissair had to make the decision whether to remain as a small European 
carrier acting as a feeder service for the major air companies, or 
whether to expand into a world-wide carrier. Fortunately for Swiss aero-
philatelists, not to mention others, the directors decided upon the 
latter course: Immediately after the war Swissair acquired two or three 
more DC-3s to augment their ageing fleet, and shortly afterwards placed 
orders for their first 4-engined aircraft, the Douglas DC-4. 

International services were resumed on the 30th July 1945 with flights 
between Genève/Zurich and Paris using the DC-2, to be followed in Sept-
ember by a new service from Zurich to Amsterdam and the re-opening of 
the Zurich-London service with DC-3s. Small quantities of mail were 
carried on each of these inaugural flights. It is not possible in the 
space of this article to list all the new routes, either on an exper-
imental or regular basis, undertaken by Swissair during the 2 years 
after the war. The "Luftpost Handbuch", already referred to, gives them 
in detail. Although mail was carried on nearly all these flights, the 
exact quantity in many cases is not known. However, it is apparent from 
the value rating allotted to mail on a particular flight that usually 
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it was a very few items indeed and today these are pieces that prove  

very difficult to find, let alone acquire:  
One less elusive item (figure 12) was carried by a DC-3 on Swissair's  

experimental flight from Genève to Cairo via Athens on the 27th October  

1946. Franking of 1.30fr is made up as follows: 30c foreign letter rate  

50c airmail surcharge and 50c registration fee for mail outside Europe.  

Two months later a similar proving flight was undertaken by a DC -4, but  
via Lydda/Jerusalem instead of Athens, resulting in the opening of a  

regular service along this route on the 16th March 1947.  
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The year 1947 was quite a momentous one for Swissair. The carrier became  
the "National Airline" although not nationalized, the Federal Government  
and Public Institutions holding only 30% of the shares. (By 1990 this  
holding was just over 20%.) It was also the year when Swissair truly ex-
panded on the intercontinental scene with three long-distance proving flights  
with their new DC-4s. Commercial flights across the North Atlantic had  

been in their very infancy prior to the outbreak of war in 1939, but in  
April 1946 American TWA established a regular service between New York,  
Paris, Genève and Cairo. Just over a year later on the 2nd May 1947  
Swissair made the crossing from Genève, via Shannon and Newfoundland to  
Washington, fog having closed New York's La Guardia Airport. The 2.50fr  

air stamp Z 42 (figure 13) was printed for mail carried on this flight.  
Unfortunately the designer, B Reber, depicted a twin-engine DC-3 instead  

of the 4-engine DC -4 which made the actual flight, as well as giving the  
wrong registration letters, HB-ILA instead of HB-ILI: Regular services  
to the USA by Swissair did not commence until the 25th March 1948, but  
along a more southerly route via the Azores and initially only on a  
fortnightly basis. It is not known if any mail was carried on this first  

outward flight from Genève, but there were only 37 postal items on the  
return flight from New York 3 days later. The more northerly route via  
Shannon and Gander, as pioneered in 1947, was not used on a scheduled  

basis until the 29th April 1949, when about only ten mail items were  

flown on the first regular flight.  
The second of the major experimental flights in 1947 commenced on the  

3rd August and was from Genève to Johannesburg via Cairo, Khartoum and  

Nairobi, while the third flight, on the 10th October and again from  

Genève, was to Rio de Janeiro, Montevideo and Buenos Aires. No special  

stamps were issued for these two flights but mail carried a rectangular  

I A \  
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about these last two flights is that the senior pilots on each DC-4 
were men who numbered among the ten pilots forming part of Swissair's 
original team in 1931. Franz Zimmerman on the South African flight had 
been co-pilot to Walter Mittelholzer on the Third Africa Flight around 
West Africa at the end of 1930. Ernst Nyffeneger, who captained the 
South American flight, pioneered a route between Genève and Basel for 
the carrier Air Union as early as June 1925 and later, between 1926 and 
1928 was flying for NHORA (Navigation Horlogère Aérienne) on their 
service between Basel, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Lausanne and Genève. In 
November 1950 he piloted the Swissair DC-4 on an experimental flight, 
in conjunction with Air India, from Genève to Calcutta. Truly remark-
able careers and what technological changes both men must have seen 
throughout those years: 

Figure 15 
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Since its formation in 1931 Swissair had had its operating base at 
Dubendorf, the combined military and civil airport to the east of 
Zurich. Because of the expansion of air traffic which would obviously 
occur in the post-war years, work had commenced in 1946 on developing 
Kloten as the major civil terminal. Although the airport was not of- 
ficiallyopened until August 1953 (figure 15, Z 313), Swissair transferred 
operations to Kloten in 1948. Today, as anyone knows who has been there, 
Zurich Kloten and Genève Cointrin, with their direct rail links to each 
other and to all major Swiss cities, are among the most up-to-date air-
ports in the world. For those who travel from the UK to Switzerland by 
air today, direct flights from London, Manchester and Birmingham are 
taken for granted, along with connecting flights from other regional 
airports. It is easy to forget that the age of air travel for the masses 
is little more than 40 years old. Swissair's first direct scheduled 
service to Manchester, for example, was by DC-3 commencing on the 5th 
April 1949, but Tourist Class fares were not introduced on their Euro-
pean, North Atlantic, Near and Middle East routes until 1952-53. 

(to be continued.) 

The NORTHERN GROUP began their new season on September 12th in Leeds 
when seven members combined to provide a variety of interesting material. 
Mrs Nell - A selection of colourful Swiss advertising envelopes. 
Mrs Davis - The Great St. Bernard and the Martigny-Orsières and 

Martigny-Châtelard-Chamonix Railways. 
Mr Cairns - Ship Posts of Lake Luzern. 
Mr Eastwood - Early Publicity issues. 
Mr Ripley - A selection of early covers showing transit marks and 

straightline cancellations, and a selection of old cards 
showing Swiss costumes. 

Mr Hope - United Nations stamps and World War II covers with censor 
labels. 

Mr Hoyle - The Brienz-Rothorn Railway. 	 R A H 

Recession hits Swissair - Cut-backs lead to cancellation of free tickets 
r 	++. 	 _ 	 _1- J.- --- __ _ -_ 4 4 	T.1 1- - _ _ 	 ll rt 
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Annual General Meeting 
In accordance with the Society's Rules NOTICE is hereby given that the 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on WEDNESDAY, November 11th 1992 at 
6.30 p.m. prompt at the Victory Services Club, Seymour St., London WC2. 

AGENDA  
1 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on November 13th 1991 and 

published in the Helvetia Newsletter of December 1991 
2 Matters arising from the Minutes 
3 Chairman's Address  
4 Hon. Secretary's Report  
5 Hon. Treasurer's Report and Statement of Accounts  
6 Hon. Packet Secretary's Report  
7 Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 1992/3 
8 Motions and Resolutions 
9 Any Other Business 

NOMINATIONS  
Nominations for the Election of Officers and Members of the Committee, 
i.e., Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer, and (not 
exceeding) TWELVE Members of the Committee, should be sent to the Hon. 
Secretary IN WRITING to reach him not later than Monday November 9th 1992. 

RESOLUTIONS  
Any member desiring to move a Resolution or Motion at the Annual General 
Meeting must give notice IN WRITING, enclosing the text of the resol-
ution, to the Hon. Secretary NOT less than 14 days before the Annual  
General Meeting. 	

September 25th 1992 
R A Hoyle Hon. Secretary 
C P Mistely Chairman 

All Members who can are asked to attend this meeting, when they have 
the opportunity to criticise the running of the Society and to put 
forward suggestions for future policy. 

HELP - do you live near enough to Great Yarmouth and would be prepared 
to give a display to the local Society? We would like to 'Fly the Flag' 
if at all possible. The Hon. Secretary gets requests for speakers from 
Societies around the country and would like to compile a list of members 
willing to give comprehensive displays of Switzerland. Please contact 
him if you can travel to Great Yarmouth (expenses paid). If you can 
travel a reasonable distance in your own area then also please let th 
Hon. Secretary have details as soon as possible. 

The Hon. Packet Secretary is still looking for booklets for the packet 
this season. As soon as possible will ensure that they are seen by the 
greatest number of members and Xmas is the latest date for this season 

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS - Autumn Stampex runs from the 13th to 18th October 

Leeds - October 3rd, Soldier stamps, Mrs V Davis. 
London - October 14th, Letter 'G', all members. 
Leeds - November 7th, Railways, D Ripley. 
London - AGM and Auction. 
Sussex - November 14th, letters G, H & I, all members. 
Chippenham - 17th April 1993, details on your programme card . 
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DID YOU KNOW? 	 by M Rutherfoord 

- that in 1972 the Swiss artist and writer Meret Oppenheim predicted  

the present dilemma with the stamp shown; should Switzerland join  

Europe or not. (See below.)  
- that I have often wondered what had become of the deceased Ruedi Ruegg's  

fantastic collection of old Switzerland, especially the important part  

covering Ztirich. Now I see that it comes up for sale at the next auction  

to be held by Schwarzenbach on the 23rd & 24th of October 1992.  
- that 130 village post offices are scheduled for closure when the  

present public servant is pensioned. As usual to save money, with the  

falling number of letters and other items today due to the worst re-
cession for 50 years.  
- that the 100 year old station of Aathal (Zurich Oberland) is closed,  
but was gently moved 75m to become the new post office: That does not  

happen often. (Aa is the pre-Celtic word for river - reputedly, and is  

found in many names in Switzerland and southern Germany.)  
- that the Swiss sport organisations are not at all pleased with the PTT.  

Only a week before the new 50c+20c stamp came out on the 25th August it  

was announced that the letter rate would go up to 60c on 1st February  
1993, thus robbing the clubs of a steady source of income during the 
planned 3 years of sale. Who will put on an extra 10c stamp on each 
letter? This must affect the number of used stamps for collectors. 
- that thieving vandals have forced the PTT to start removing all the 
telephone coin mechanisms from public boxes so that only phonecards or, 
in future, credit cards can be used. The start is being made in Winter-
thur I believe. 
- that I was never happy about my statement in the January 1992 issue 
of the Newsletter regarding which lake was which, and even the BBZ of 
January 1992 had it wrong so I visited them both: The blue 50c shows 
Lago Moesola on the San Bernadino Pass, and the 80c reddish the Lake of 
Melchsee (I had a short, sharp swim in it). 
- that Zumstein corrects the error in the new 1993 Catalogue, and this 
is not the only piece of correct information in our 'Bible', the book 
of books, the essential tool for all collectors of Swiss philately. 
The spiral 'lay-flat' binding has been replaced by a satisfactory 
stitched binding. At 20 Sfr the best buy in philately. 
- that in the smallest village in the Canton Zurich - Huttikon - the 
firm of Geller and Sons was founded in 1845 as engraver and stamp maker. 
Since 1867 practically all PTT cancellers have been made by them, until 
the very large orders for cancels with the postcode in 1964 could not 
be met. Some of their record books were copied by the PTT decades ago, 
but now all records are to be updated and made available to collectors, 
hopefully in 1993. Many questions can then be answered I am sure.  

Meret Oppenheim (1972).  
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Now available, the new 
ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN CATALOGUE 1993 
in full colour, 512 pages. the official catalogue of the 
SBVH, complete with all stamps issued to the end of this 
year. Introduction in German and French. 'The philatelic 
reference book for young and old' in the NEW 'Libretto'-
binding (thread stitched, opening flat) 

Still going strong: 
ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE Vol. 1 (a-i) 1990/91  
All countries from Andorra to Italy, CEPT issues 
A.I.E.P. members. Introduction in English 
ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE Vol. 2 Lj -z) 1991/92  
All countries from Yugoslavia to Cyprus,' with supplement 
editions and price modifications for Vol. 1. CEPT issues 
list of A.I.E.P. members. Introduction in English. 
ZUMSTEIN EASTERN EUROPE Vol. 3 1992 
All countries of former eastern Europe. 
members. 
All prices without postage: 
Postage second class recorded delivery: S/L catalogue 	sFr. 7.30 

Europe, one volume sFr. 12.10 
A new ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE CATALOGUE Vol. 1 (a-i) 1992/93 will be 
published at the end of November 1992. 
For all ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES please apply to your local stamp dealer or 
to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd, 38 Bedford Street, 
Strand, London WC2E 9EU. 
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our postal account (Giro) 
BERN 30-334-1 for pre-payments, thank you. 
ZUMSTEIN & CIE. propr. Hertsch & Co., P 0 Box, CH-3000 BERN 7, 
Switzerland or Telephone:(031) 22 22 15, or FAX (031) 21 23 26. 

Address list of A.I.E.P. 

and address list of 
sFr. 49.--  

of new 
and addres 
sFr. 51.- 

sFr. 56.--  

sFr 20.-- 
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JUNGFRAU K CANCEL QUERY - front cover of the September Newsletter 

Mrs V Davis and Mr M Rutherfoord have both written about the cancel. 
It appears that the problem was first brought to the attention of the 
SVP by Dr Ganz in 1989. Extensive investigations, including a trip to 
interview the postmaster, revealed the following complicated story, 
which is also given on the last page of supplement 4 to the SVP K handbook 
Canceller K 312, closed 4 without postcode, used from 1.8.62 to 4.12.68. 
From 5.12.68 to 30.12.89 the postcode was added and the open 4 appeared. 
This was numbered 312a. From 3.1.90 the version with a closed 4 was in 
use at the post office. BUT at some time in 1986 a plastic copy was made 
and used in the Philatelic Bureau at Bern for bulk philatelic mailings: 
However, the only one seen so far was for a handout at the Washington 
Exhibition of 20.10.86. It is not known when the canceller was made, or 
if it, or its plastic clone, was used for something else. Congratulations 
to Mr Vaughan, it is important that members keep their eyes open for such 
anomalies; there are lots more about. 
Mrs Davis also asks about the Luzern-Alpnach shipletter cancels as she 

has a Luzern-Fluelen Schiff cancel of 17.X.27 with the figure 25 after 
the date and asks if any more numbers or routes have been reported. In 
the Newsletter for 3/85, p20 are other illustrations of these cancels. 

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain 
Uri n+cra }vv RUM Panrnaranhi nçi (Chi nhaGtcr) T,+r 	(`hi n},co+ov. 
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ASPECTS OF SWISS HISTORY (I) The Oath of the Ruth 1291 by D Hope  

During the 13th century the Switzerland that we know today was under 
the control of various feudal lords, both temporal and spiritual. The 
overall power was in the hands of the Holy Roman Emperor. In the latter 
part of the century a dispute over the succession resulted in consider-
able instability in the area of the Empire. 
At the beginning of the 13th century the Gotthard Pass had been opened 

and this brought Uri and Schwyz to prominence as they held key positions 
on the route. In 1231 Uri obtained the freedom of the Empire and in 1240, 
after a revolt against local dynasts, Schwyz was placed 'under the pro-
tection' of the Empire. It is against this background that the Oath of 
the Rtttli has to be seen (figures 1 to 3) .  

_ 	- 	 c 

The swearing of this Oath at the beginning of August in 1291 is now  
regarded as the origin of the Swiss Confederation, as witnessed by the  
celebrations last year. However, this oath of eternal fealty sworn by  
the representatives of Uri, Schwyz and Obwalden, later joined by Nid- 
walden, refers in its Latin text to an earlier document no longer extant.  

Indeed although the chroniclers of the 15th & 16th centuries include the  

Oath of the RUtli in their accounts of the early history of the Con-
federation the actual document was long forgotten. The Bundesbrief, as  

it is known, did not surface again until 1758 when it was discovered by  
a student doing a post-doctoral thesis. It was finally published in full  
in Luzern in 1835.  

The choice of 1291 as the founding of the Confederation was finally  
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Figure 8 

This is the first in a series 
of articles on Swiss history. 
Part 2 wiil deal with William 
Tell. 
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Figure 10 

Figure 9 
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declared in the year 1891 on the occasion of the 600th anniversary of 
the Oath. August 1st thus became the National Day of Switzerland. The 
Rtitli Meadow itself had been purchased in 1860 for the nation from sub-
scriptions raised throughout Switzerland to prevent any building devel-
opment on the site (figures 4 and 5). 

Figure 4 

The RUtli Oath was also a feature of the nationalist renaissance of the 
1890s. During this period the present buildings of the Federal Assembly 
in Bern were constructed. The entrance hall is dominated by a sculpture 
of the Three Swiss, representative of the Rfitli Oath (figures 6 and 7). 

The Bundesbrief and other documents are housed in the archives at 
Schwyz. The building was inaugurated on 1st August 1936. On the front 
of the building is a fresco by Heinrich Danioth of Uri, symbolic of the 
founding of the Confederation (figures 8 and 9). 

The representatives of the valleys grouped round Lake Luzern had 
called themselves 'Eidgenossen', comrades of the Oath. 'Eidgenossen-
schaft' is still the Swiss-German expression for the federal union (fig-
ures 1C and 11). In the past the Oath of the Rtitli had been seen as a 
first step on the road to freedom and a united Switzerland. Now a more 
accurate assessment would be that the Oath aimed at maintaining what had 
already been gained and not at extending power or territory. 

PROPELLOR AIRCRAFT ARE BACK - The BLS railway company, in conjunction 
with Classic Air, have been running trips from Bern to Sion in DC-3s 
and return through the Lötschberg tunnel. The aircraft have been fully 
refurbished and brought up to modern standards. An unforgettable trip: 
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SWISSAIR 1931 - 1991 SIXTY GLORIOUS YEARS: 	by Dennis Cairns 

It is not readily appreciated that it was only in 1949 that Swissair 
acquired its first aircraft with pressurized cabins. This was the 
Convair CV-240 built by General Dynamics of San Diego, California, a 
twin-engine machine having a cruising speed of 265 m.p.h. and seating 
capacity for 40 passengers. It was used on the short- and medium-haul 
routes, gradually replacing the ageing DC-3s. The successor to the CV-240 
was the slightly larger CV-440 'Metropolitan' which was introduced in 
June 1956. This was the last propellor-driven aircraft in regular 
service with Swissair following the withdrawal of the last three Douglas 
DC-3s on the 31st March 1964. It was not until the 27th May 1954, 
following the acquisition of the Douglas DC-6B, the first truly long-
haul plane, that Swissair commenced scheduled flights to South America. 
The special cover for this event (figure 16) was sold for 1fr with two 
40c air stamps already affixed. This stamp was a special printing of 

the 1948 issue (Z 44). 
But, following the exper- 
imental flight to Johannes- 
burg in 1947, 21 years were 
to pass before scheduled 
services to East and South 
Africa commenced in 1968. 
It was the Douglas DC-6, 
to be followed in 1956 by 
the DC-7 with a cruising 

6'r. John N. Hlghsted 	 , speed of 345 m.p.h., which 
Ashbourne 	 put Swissair well and truly ca prigpi A$ 	Park View Road. Reston among the world' s inter- 
Bradford Yorksh. 	 continental air carriers. 27 Mal 1964 

Inauguration du.ervIcaKpulisrSWISSAIR 	 I With the latter aircraft SUISSE-RIO DE JANEIRO -SAO PAULO 	En; land 

it became possible to make 
non-stop flights to North 
America. 

As with the Lockheed 'Orion' in 1932, Swissair was the first European 
carrier to order the DC-7 and, on the 27th December 1956, the DC-7 
'Seven Seas' was introduced to the North American service, Ztirich-
Geneva-Shannon-New York, returning the next day with a non-stop flight 
to Geneva. A small, but unknown, quantity of mail was carried in each 
direction. Earlier in that same year Swissair celebrated its 25th 
anniversary. Philatelically it was a low-key affair. A simple anniver- 
sary cover bearing the Swissair logo, a commemorative stamp the 40c 
value in the 1956 publicity series (Z 327), and two slogan cancellations, 
one in German used at Zurich, Basel, Solothurn and Winterthur (figure 17 .) 
the other in French used at Geneva. Slogan cancellations relating to 
the development of airmail transportation from Switzerland are many, but 
another advertising feature, not quite so common, is to be found on 
some of the light-weight airmail envelopes of the 1940s and 1950s where 
a Swissair feature, usually the name 'Swissair' and the outline of a 
plane, has been imprinted in the paper itself. Additionally, between 
1947 and 1960, a small variety of airmail labels was issued bearing 
again the name Swissair and sometimes the carrier's logo (see figures 
18 and 20). Some years ago for the long-haul routes, Swissair prepared 
a series of menu cards which carried on the front cover beautiful 
coloured illustrations of the various types of regional architecture. 
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There is at least one member of Helvetia who uses these cards to comp=  
lement displays of the earlier Pro Patria issues:  

When one considers the time span and operational services rendered by  
the Douglas DC-3 between 1937 and 1964, the life of the post-war DC-6s  
and 7s was very short indeed. Even as the DC-7 was coming into service,  

Swissair was already placing orders for its first jet-powered aircraft,  

the Douglas DC-8 and a little later, in 1959, the Convair-990A 'Coronado'.  
The era of the propellor-driven passenger airliner was drawing to a close.  

As a short-term measure Swissair entered into an agreement with SAS  
whereby Swissair leased two Coronados to the Scandinavian carrier in  
exchange for the lease of four French-built Caravelles for Swissair's  
short- and medium-haul routes. All these new jet aircraft came into  

operational service between  

}}44 	_ , ,^., 	April 1960 and January 1962.  
25 ^_ _ 

 r„. a. ,1' 	Mail in varying quantities  
19958

»n

„ ,: 	was carried on most of  
4444. 	± ”` 	the inaugural flights to  

various destinations, near  
and far, by these new  
aircraft. Three examples  
are shown in figures 18,  
19 and 20.  
(To be continued.)  

23th Annirerrary  

March 26, 1916  
Figure 17  

Prop: Geoff Hubbard  EU ROSTAMPS  Tel: 071.794 8078  

Mello F. DOUCOUD  

Swissair  

Senbvs - l6ropoit  

P.O. BOX 940  
LONDON  
NW6 2JP  

For my first advert in our Newsletter, let me offer  

you some items at the at the 'old' exchange rate 
 —  saving about 15%.  

Zum. No. 114 urn £60  
Zum. 163/166 um £130  

Kiloware: Charity mix 	£25 per kilo  
Large/Comms £60 per kilo  

These lots available in part kilo packs pro rata —  

lots are POST FREE and each pack includes the 
 

packing to make the best use of the postal rates.  

Stamps and Postal History of Great Britain, Scandinavia and Western Europe  
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Philatelic salespoints: 
until 30. 6.1993 
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Validity: 
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Printing 

Rotogravure; 
Hélio Courvoisier SA, 
La Chaux-de-Fonds 

Size: 
33,4 x28 mm 

Cylinder 
circumference: 
2 sheets of 50 stamps 

Paper: 
white, fluorescent; 
mat gummed 
Designer 

Bernadette Baltis, 
Zumikon 
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1992 Pro Juventute Stamps 
The current (1991-94) four-year cycle of Pro Juventute issues is devoted to the theme 
«Woods — Part of the Child's World» and is intended to help increase awareness of the 
crucial importance of our endangered woodlands for life on earth. 
Four common trees found in our woods and forests were selected for the 1992 issues. 
Designed by Bernadette Baltis, Zumikon, the stamps show the shape of the leaves and fruit 
against an outline of the tree. The fifth stamp, marking Pro Juventute's 80th anniversary, 
features a Christmas scene. 
Ten percent of the premium on these stamps is earmarked for national child, youth 
and family welfare work; the remainder helps to finance Pro Juventute's numerous and 
necessary activities. 

50 + 25 c: Melchior The stamp shows the head and shoulders of Melchior, one of the 
three Magi. The original is an approximately 70 cm (2712 inches) high jointed puppet 
carved in wood. It dates from the early 18th century (Canton Lucerne) and is part of a 
15-figure Nativity scene traditionally displayed in the Swiss National Museum in Zurich 
during the Christmas season. 

50 + 25 c: Copper beech (Fagus silvatica) The Copper beech thrives in fresh, loose, well-
ventilated, chalky soil. It is susceptible to winter frost, drought and excessive heat and 
is therefore not found in hot dry climates, the far north, etc. In Switzerland the 
beech is widely distributed throughout the central plateau and the northern valleys of 
the Alps but is almost entirely absent form the central Alps. Its presence has given 
rise to countless place names (more than 700 in Switzerland alone). Its fruit, the 
beechnut, was formerly used as feed for swine and for making cooking oil. 

70 + 30 c: Norway maple (Acer plata-
noides) The Norway maple flourishes best in 
fresh to humid and chalky soils in exposed posi-
tions and is thus most prolific in the mixed lime 
forests of places like the Rhöne valley, Lake 
Lucerne, the Walensee and the lower slopes of 
the Jura. It is distinguished by its jagged five-
lobed pale-green leaves and, like all maples, 
the glory of its autumn foliage. The winged fruit 
of the Norway maple contains a small flat nut. 

80 + 40 c: Common oak (Quercus robur) The 
common or pedunculate oak prefers deep humid 

mineral-rich clayey or loamy soil. Its heartwood is stronger and more durable than that 
of any other European tree and is therefore in great demand for housing, shipbuilding 
and civil-engineering applications. The oak features prominently in mythical tradition. 
The Greeks revered it as the tree of Zeus, father of the gods, the Romans as that of Jupiter; 
in Germanic mythology it is associated with Thor, god of thunder and of war. This venera-
tion gave rise to numerous «holy oak» legends resulting, in medieval Christendom, in 
a paradoxical tradition of the oak as both a symbol of the Virgin Mary and a witch's 
tree. The long-stalked fruit of the oak, the acorn, was formerly used for making coffee 
substitute, flour and pig feed. 

90 + 40 c: Spruce (Picea abies) In its original habitat at medium and high mountain 
altitudes, the spruce is a tall and majestic tree. It symbolizes the protective female 
element and was formerly attributed lifegiving, maternal characteristics. Its massive 
trunk was traditionally used for ships' masts and maypoles. Today the relatively fast-
growing spruce is cultivated as a mass product for its versatile timber. It bears suspended 
cones, unlike the upright cones of the silver fir, and its needles sit on leaf pads. 

Centenary of the Central Office for international Carriage by Rail (OCTI) 
The development of international links has always been hampered by a multitude of 
national rules and regulations. Railways are no exception. Over the years the need to 
establish standard rules for transport contracts — including carrier's liability - has led 
to numerous international agreements. These are administered by the Central Office for 
international Carriage by Rail (OCTI), which celebrates its centenary on 1 January 1993. 
OCTI today runs the permanent secretariat of the «Intergovernmental Organization for 
International Carriage by Rail» (OTIF) in Berne. Founded in 1985, OTIF now numbers 
34 member-countries. 
The chief mission of OTIF is to create and maintain a standard up-to-date legal basis for 
the carriage of passengers and goods in direct transit between member-states. Though it 
is concerned mainly with railway traffic, this legal basis can be extended to include direct 
international transport by road, international shipping and inland waterways. This range of 
activities reflects the present steadily growing importance of mixed transport. 
The design by graphic artist Laurent Pizzotti of Lausanne features a passenger and freight
train moving across the outlines of Eurasia and North Africa. 

Rotogravure; 
Hélio Courvoisier SA, 
La Chaux-de-Fonds 
Size: 
36 x 25,7 mm 
Cylinder 
circumference: 
2 sheets of 50 stamps 
Paper: 
white, fluorescent; 
mat gummed 
Designer 

Laurent Pizzotti, 
Lausanne 
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NORTHERN GROUP REPORT - The fascinating theme of Soldier Stamps and 
Military Mail was the subject of the display given by Firs V Davis to 
members of the Northern Group in Leeds on the 3rd of October. 

Mrs Davis introduced her subject by talking about Swiss history from 
1291 and the many battles which took place before Swiss neutrality was 
guaranteed in 1815 following the defeat of Napoleon. She also described 
how the introduction of free mail for Swiss servicemen began, and also 
about the founding of the Red Cross. Her display covered not just the 
'stamps' issued during the two world wars, but included an extensive 
collection of other material including a remarkable display of military 
postcards and cards, postal stationery, and stamps with a military or 
a Red Cross theme. 	 R A H 
LONDON MEETING of 14th October 1992 - At the opening meeting of the 
season the Chairman, Claude Mistely, welcomed two new members, Mr Rideout 
and Mr Cordingley. Apologies had been received from Messrs Stiles, Payne, 
Houtris and Kuriger. Sixteen members and a visitor were present. The 
Chairman announced that Mr V J Mitchell had gained a Large Silver Medal 
in the International Class of Autumn Stampex BPE, plus the Katcher 
Trophy for his entry 'The Cards and Stamps issued for the 1900 UPU Bern 
Congress'. The Chairman also presented Mrs M 0 Bidmead with the Society's 
Chris Rauch Trophy for 1991. 
The evening's programme was based on the letter 'G', to which eight 

members contributed, some showing marked ingenuity. In order of their 
presentation these were: Mrs Bidmead, Geneva, outline of postal markings 
from 1750 to 1850, plus Geneva Razor Blade cancellations. Mr & Mrs Dawson, 
Greens on PJ cards, Stamps, Strubels, Sitting Helvetia, Hotels. 
Mr B Hoddinott, Monte Generoso, 1831 two covers Milan to Gersau, Librarie 
Georgi, Gotthard line photos through the years. Mr E Lienhard, Fiscals 
fron the Grisons, Gemeinde, Gysenflein, Gebichrenmarike, Gratis, photo 
of Grandchildren and two Gold coins (10fr & 20fr). Mr F Pickard, Gather 
together, Nachnahme cards showing rates, a Godsend a book of internal 
rates, the new Zumstein cards, Reply cards, the Return half, all gath-
ered up. Mr Allen, Did you know there are over 60 words in the catalogue 
beginning with G? Six were selected, the front page emblazoned with a 
splendid heraldic style 'G'; Granite paper, Gravure paper, Gardens, 
Games, Geneva, Great buildings. Mrs A Lee, Postal history markings of 
the Grisons - Graubunden. Mr C Mistely, Gathering again, Geneva and 
the 1692 Escalades, the 1914 centenary cards of the 1814 Geneva coming 
into the Confederation, Geneva Motor Show & Europa, the Gotthard 75th 
and 100th anniversaries, and mountain railway to Giornoco. 	M 0 B 
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS - The meeting on December 9th in London is a 
display by the President Mrs A Lee. In Leeds on the 5th December all 
members can contribute to a display of Mobile Post Offices. 

Elsewhere in the Newsletter is an advertisement from our vice-Chairman, 
Geoff Hubbard, who trades under the name of Eurostamps. As well as 
arranging the distribution of your Newsletters - unsung - he can supply 
your Wants in Swiss and european stamps post free and accepts major 
credit cards, but not Amex. 

EXCHANGE PACKET - Material is still required for the packet. It must be 
sent to the Exchange Packet Secretary before the end of the year if it 
is to go out on at least one circuit. Good clean material sells well, 
but not modern first day covers which are a glut on the market. You are 
also asked not to retain the packet longer than the 3 days allowed as 
there are other members on the 1° .t: 
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Did you know?  by M Rutherfoord 

- that on the 25th September the NZZ revealed - a bit too soon for the 
PTT - details of new issues for January 1993, as follows: a new 'A post' 
stamp for 80c but showing only an 'A', thus it is no longer necessary 
to add an 'A Prioritaire' label or an hand written 'A', but the colour 
is still red: For the new 'B' rate a 60c stamp, showing the mountain 
lake of Tanay in the Valais, near Vouvey. A 1 fr stamp showing a mare 
with foal in the Farm Animals series has also been printed. 
- that the first two stamps, for the A and B post, have a type of bar 
code along one edge of the stamp picture, so that for the first time A 
and B post can be sorted optically using the Japanese CFC machines in 
the Zurich Sihlpost. Illustrations will be in the December issue. 
- that Basel 2 is to have their old AEG facer-canceller machine, running 
since June 1980, replaced by a Japanese NEC machine in the spring of 
1993 (as in Zurich). Bern, Lausanne, Geneva and Luzern will follow in 
a year or so, enabling optical A and B post separation to be carried 
out all over Switzerland. The diameter of the town die will remain 28 iim.  

- that transit mark specialists will be entranced by a new work "Rates 
and Marks following the postal agreement Basel-France, 1.4.1829 to 
30.11.1845", in German, 164 A4 pages, with about 200 covers illustrated 
and explained. Available from Hansuli Sieber, Postfach, CH-3312 Fraubrunn( 
- that Zumstein has brought out an updated version of their 1988 Pen 
catalogue of all special and MPO cancels. One of the most important 
catalogues for the Swiss collector; 20fr for a set of updating sheets, 
or 75fr for the complete catalogue. 
- that preparations are under way far the three-country WIBRA exhibition 
to be held in Winterthur from the 1st to the 6th May next year. 
- that instead of the old four-digit SFS machines for the counter labels, 
from April of 1992 new five-digit machines have been supplied, some 336 
in 4 months, and about the same number expected by the end of the year. 
The use of medium and high value stamps is certainly being reduced by 
this labour saving method. See the left hand figure below. 
- that on the 12th October a new Registration label (and receipt form) 
started a 3 week trial in Bern 18 Bumpliz. All text in red, ink-jet 
printed, and note the automatic weighing. Right hand figure below. 

3018 BERN 10 	HELVETIA  
BLiMPLIZ  
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Now available, the new 
ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN CATALOGUE 1993 
in full colour, 512 pages. the official catalogue of the 
SBVH, complete with all stamps issued to the end of this 
year. Introduction in German and French. 'The philatelic 
reference book for young and old' in the NEW 'Libretto' -

binding (thread stitched, opening flat) 

Still going strong: 
ZUMSTEEIN WESTERN EUROPE Vol. 1 (a-i) 1990/91  
All countries from Andorra to Italy, CEPT issues and address list of 
A.I.E.P. members. Introduction in English 
ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE Vol. 2 (j-z) 1991/92  
All countries from Yugoslavia to Cyprus, with supplement 
editions and price modifications for Vol. 1. CEPT issues 
list of A.I.E.P. members. Introduction in English. 
ZUMSTEIN EASTERN EUROPE Vol. 3  1992 
All countries of former eastern Europe. 
members. 
All prices without postage: 
Postage second class recorded delivery: 

A new ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE CATALOGUE 
published at the end of November 1992. 
For all ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES please apply to your local stamp dealer or 
to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd, 38 Bedford Street, 
Strand, London WC2E 9EU. 
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our postal account (Giro) 
BERN 30-334-1 for pre-payments, thank you. 
ZUMSTEIN & CIE. propr. Hertsch & Co., P 0 Box, CH-30C0 BERN 7, 
Switzerland or Telephone:(031) 22 22 15, or FAX (031) 21 23 26. 

Address list of A.I.E.P. 
sFr. 56.-- 

S/L catalogue 	sFr. 7.30 
Europe, one volume sFr. 12.10 
Vol. 1 (a-i) 1992/93 will be 

of new 
and addres 
sFr. 51.-- 

sFr. 49.-- 

sFr. 20.--  

zumstein 

schnNe¢ 
ixilkensbein  

1993 
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LAKE LUZERN SHIP MARKS - Our member L E Stiles writes concerning the 
numbers following the date on these marks. He says he has the following 
Luzern-Fluelen 5.XI.00-4; 17.VI.10-12; 26.VIII.19-14; 26.VI.37-10; 

27.XI.37-1; 23.III.49-26; 16.IV.56-26; 21.I.57-26. 
Luzern-Alpnach 7.VIII.07-40. 
He goes on to say: From the evidence I have it would appear that these 
numbers indicate a particular trip made. In support of this, the time-
table for winter 1953/4 includes numbers in the 1-15 (odd) range for 
trips from Luzern to Flttelen and numbers in the 2-28 (even) range for 
trips from Fluelen to Luzern, and this numbering continues to have been 
more or less maintained in the timetables for winter 1971/2 and summer 
1983. Further, I have one of the series of postcards of old travel 
posters from the Zurich Museum for 'Dampfschiffart Vierwaldstattersee' 
of 1896 (No.1137) which includes a copy of the timetable for: 
Luzern-Fluelen Nos 1-15 (odd) 	Fluelen-Luzern Nos 2-16 (even) 
Luzern-Alpnach Nos 17-33 (odd) 	Alpnach-Luzern Nos 18-34 (even) 
Luzern-Ktissnacht Nos 35-41 (odd) 	KCtissnacht-Luzern Nos 36-42 (even) 
it also gives a timetable for Alpnach-Vitznau and reverse. 

It is well known that the TPO route numbers were liable to be changed 
every 6 months according to requirements, so presumably the boat trip 
numbers were liable to the same treatment. 

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain 
Printed by RPM ReDroeraDhics (Chichester) Ltd.. Chichester GB 
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46th year 

A WORLD FIRST FOR THE SWISS PTT 	 by M Rutherfoord 

When the new Zurich Sihlpost was officially opened on the 26th May 1992 
the PTT Vice-Director for Engineering, Hr H Herman, announced that the 
two Japanese CFCs coming into service would be able to separate A and B 
post by optical-electronic means, but that the required marks on the 
postage stamps were not yet available. 

This has now changed as the two stamps, shown enlarged below, are to 
be issued in January in time for the next rate change on the 1st February. 
Along the right-hand edge of each stamp is a line of square dots which 
can be identified by an electronic eye; 21 dots for the B post (Lake 
of Tanay, yellow-green I have heard) and 23 dots for the red A. 

The detector is made by Strack of Austria and uses a system where, 
instead of luminescent stamps, the perforations of the stamps are 
detected in the facing machines. If this method is successful it is 
certain that other countries will follow suit and issue stamps with 
subtle codes in them so that separation of A and B post can be carried 
out automatically. Only GB and France use luminescent tricks to carry 
out the separation of their post. 

I asked the PTT if the dominant horizontal and vertical lines of 
these two stamps were part of the identification process, but the 
answer was "No". Also the peculiar bars at the top of each of the new 
PJ stamps have apparently no deeper significance. Note that the 60c 
stamps shown are from the new Fr6.- booklets, i.e., with cut edges. 
The counter sheets will be perforated as usual. 

UPT.V PT TT, sne NRWST1146th vearlNo.121= 89-96 London Dec.1992 ISSN 0951-0001 
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MINUTES of the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the HELVETIA PHILATELIC  
SOCIETY held at the Victory Services Club, Seymour Street, London 

on WEDNESDAY 11th NOVEMBER 1992 at 6.45 p.m. 

Apologies for Absence were received from: Mr R.A. Hoyle, Mrs E.J.Rawnsley 
Mr D. Houtris, Mr R.S. Johnson, Mrs R. Dawson and Mr L.E. Stiles. 

Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on Wednesday 
13th November 1991 and published in the "Helvetia Newsletter" 
dated December 1991. It was unanimously agreed that the Minutes 
be taken as read. Adoption of the Minutes was proposed by 
Mr M. Hewson and seconded by Mrs A. Lee and carried unanimously . 

There were no matters arising from the Minutes 

Chairman's address:  The Chairman stated that the past year had 
been a good one from the viewpoint of the Society's activities 
but also a very sad one as several members had passed away. 
Mr Frank Bulstrode, who had been Chairman of the Society for 
over ten years, would be especially missed. The Chairman also 
informed the Meeting of the death of Miss R.N. Solly, a prominent 
member of the Northern Group which had just been advised to 
the Society. It was the Chairman's opinion that the highlight 
of the Society's year was the publication of Mrs Rawnsley's 
treatise on "The Transit Marks of Switzerland". He thanked 
Mrs Rawnsley for permitting the use of her material, Mr Payne 
for negotiating the production of the original plates and 
Mr Kuriger for the arrangements he had been able to make for 
bulk production which had enabled publication at a much lower 
price than had originally been envisaged. The Chairman expressed 
his gratitude for the considerable help he had received from 
Committee members and for all the hard work undertaken by the 
Society's Officers. They were the backbone of the Society 
which would not be able to function without them. The Chairman 
expressed his concern at the current problems of the British 
Philatelic Federation and it was agreed that these should be 
discussed later in the meeting. 

Hon. Secretary's Report: The Chairman reported that Mr Hoyle 
had informed him that, as he was away from the centre of activities 
it was difficult for him to give an overall report. He was 
willing to stand down if anyone from London wanted the post 
but, otherwise, he was willing to continue. There were no 
volunteers. Mr Hoyle had reported that the Northern Group 
had had a good year despite a slight fall in average attendances. 

Hon. Treasurer' s Report: Mr Kuriger circulated copies of the 
audited accounts and presented his report. 

The Treasurer is pleased to report that for the financial year to 31st August 1992 , 

there was an excess of income over expenditure amounting to 179.14. 

The membership has dramatically increased this year with 65 new members from the USA 
introduced by the American Helvetia Philatelic Society. In addition there have been 
10 new members from the UK and the overall membership has increased by 44 with 31 
members resigning, failing to pay their dues or passing away. 
The Society has had to change its bank as Barclays Bank decided to treat Clubs and 
Societies as "small businesses" which would have resulted in a charge for each 
statement entry plus a quarterly fixed amount. The Society now has a Girobank 
account. 

Points of interest in the accounts are as follows : 

- 	Income from the exchange packet has reduced once more mainly due to falling 
interest rates. 
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Interest earned from monies in the deposit account has been affected by the  

reduction of interest rates, and a change of policy by the bank regarding  

the type of deposit account available to the Society. An application for a  

new Girobank deposit account has been made.  

By reviewing the quantity of Newsletters required the Society has been able  

to minimise the increase in cost of production and postage.  

During the next year there are likely to be cost increases in printing, postage,  
rent of rooms; however the Treasurer would propose that all Subscriptions should  

remain unchanged for 1993. This will mean :  

UK £7  
Europe £8  
Rest of World £9  

I would like to thank Mr. Payne for carrying out the audit of the Society's accounts  

for the last year. This is in fact the eleventh year that he has been the auditor  

and hence he has expressed a desire that someone else be appointed. The Treasurer  

would therefore welcome any willing and capable member to volunteer for this annual  

task.  

Replying to queries from Mr Slate and the President, Mr Kuriger 
said that the figures coverd&the membership receipts from US  
members. The current number of Newsletters distributed was 350 
but this was expected to be reduced. The arrangements for deposit 

accounts had been changed. The account with Barclay's Bank had 
been closed and replaced with a Girobank account which gave 
better interest. The Trustee Savings Bank account had been 
retained for the Exchange Packet receipts. Adoption of the Hon. 
Treasurer's report and the Society's Accounts forthe Year 199192  
was proposed by Mr F. Pickard, seconded by Mr G. Hubbard and 
carried unanimously.  

7. Hon. Packet Secretary's Report  

Mr Slate drew comparisons between the current and the previous 
years. Last year , the value of the packets and the resulting 
sales had been higher than those of the preceding year. This 

 year, 168 booklets had been received with an increase in the 
total value on the same period last year of £950  thanks to a 
large lot of W1II material. However, more booklets were 
urgently needed. The insurance premium was the largest outlay 
being charged at 3.7C on the value of the material with a 
minimum premium of £250. The Chairman was reassured that, 
despite the increased cost of insurance, the Society would 
still obtain a reasonable return on packet sales. Adoption of 
the Hon. Packet Secretary's report was agreed unanimously. 

8. Election of Officers and Committee for 1992/93  

As no other nominations had been received and the existing 
members, other than the Auditor, were willing to stand again, 
it was unanimously agreed that the following be elected en bloc: 

Chairman: Mr C.P. Mistely 
Vice—Chairman: Mr G. Hubbard 
Hon. Secretary: Mr R.A. Hoyle 
Hon. Treasurer: Mr M.J. Kuriger 
Hon. Packet Secretary: Mr D. Slate 
Newsletter Editor: Mr P. Hobbs 
Librarian: Mr R. Hafner 

BPF Representative: 
Mr F. Pickard 

Committee: 
London: Mr D. Houtris, 

Mr R.S. Johnson 
Northern: Mr R.A. Hoyle, 

Mr D. Cairns 
West: Mrs W. Lamble _^^ 
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1919-20  
AIRMAILS  

from our fine stock  
FINE 

 

CHOICE OF THESE SCARCE ITEMS IN VARYING PRICE RANGES. *Denotes with 
 
our  

guarantee mark. **Denotes signed by Liniger or with Liniger Certificate.  

Mint  
$ 150.00  

$ 370.00  

$ 110.00  

$ 50.00  

$ 35.00  

$ 125.00  

$ 25.00  

$1350.00  

$1350.00  

$ 675.00  

$ 475.00  

$ 360.00  

$ 95.00  

$1100.00  

30c No. 1 superb.  

30c. No. 1 unmounted. *  

30c. & 50c. Nos. 1 & 2 with very minor imperfections .* 

50c. No. 2 very fine sheet margin copy.*  

50c. No. 2.*  

50c. No. 2 unmounted.*  

50c. No. 2 pair, horizontal crease.*  

Used  
30c. No. 1 superb, fully dated copy cancelled Clarens.* * 

30c. No. 1 superb, fully dated copy cancelled Töss.**  

30c. No. 1 fully dated copy cancelled Basel, insignificant thi n 
spot.**  

30c. No. 1 fully dated copy cancelled Lugano, creased. *  

30c. No. 1 superb copy corner cancellation (undoubtedly genuine ) 
but not dated and use during validity period not  
ascertainable.  

50c. No. 2 superb.*  

50c. No. 2 centre cancelled sheet margin block of four. Extremely  
rare.*  

Cover  

30c. No. 1 on absolutely superb cover (with Nos.148 & 150A) from Zug  
to Germany, intended and inscribed for Basel-Lörrach- 
Frankfurt flight. The sender did not know that the airline  
ceased operations a few days earlier due to regulations  
imposed by the Allies after the first world war (more  
detailed explanation with the cover).** 	 $3250.00  

50c. No. 2 on superb registered cover Used together with No.110  
(30c. not overprinted as the airmail stamp had not yet  
been issued). This represents a type of forerunner.  
Top item for the Airmail specialist.* 	 $ 600.00  

50c. No. 2 (with Nos.136 & 139) superb Military flight cover with  
octagonal airforce cancellation.* 	 $ 350.00  

50c. No. 2 (with two copies of 138III) flown from Zurich to Bern * 	$ 260.00  
50c. No. 2 (with Nos.l43 & 144) flown from Bern to Zurich. Cove r 

a little unclean. 	 $ 150.00  

50c. No. 2 (with Peace set No.143/145) on registered cover front . 

from Döbendorf to Bern. Very fine quality.* 	 $ 120.00  
50c. No. 2 (creased) on 1919 Peace set First Day Cover not flown but  

rare. The creased 50c. stamp is not counted in price. 	$ 240.00  

H. L. KATCHER  
The Amateur Collector Ltd . 

The Swiss Specialists  
PO Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England  
Dhnnn• C1A4 .' AR MQR 	 Gmv• (1R1 -3d7 R1Q7  

Our Great Strength Is  
The Ability To Supply  

Itemc OfhPr 1)PalPrc Cannnt  
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9. 	Any Other Business  

a) Corporation Tax  

Mr R.J. Clegg, a member in Worcester, had written querying 
why the Society paid Corporation Tax, commenting that other 
societies to which he belonged did not pay this tax and 
formally requesting that this subject be raised at the AGM. 
Mr Kuriger had written to Mr Clegg explaining the Society's 
liability and pointing out that societies that did not 
pay this tax could face future problems. This was confirmed 
by Mrs Bidmead who stated that she knew of such a society 

which was_now facing considerable problems. The meeting 
unanimously endorsed the action taken by Mr Kuriger.  

b) The British Philatelic Federation  

Mr Pickard had passed a copy of a letter to the Chairman 
which stated that the British Philatelic Federation Ltd 
was insolvent, that a replacement organisation,probably 
under the same name, was likely to be needed and requesting 
the completion of a questionnaire to obtain members' views. 
At Mr Hewson's request, Mr Pickard provided further details. 
The Society currently paid £90 per year to the BPF.  
Mr. Pickard believed it was necessary to make a fresh start  
and that the Society should return a completed questionnaire.  
Mrs Bidmead suspected that specialist societies did not  
benefit as much as local ones from the BPF. The Workshop was 
a significant activity which was not relevant to the Society. 
After further discussion, it was agreed that the questionnaire 
should be circulated to as many of the Society's Officers as 
was practicable and that those Committee members should decide 
on the response to be made. 

There being no further business, the Chairman declared the meeting 
closed at 7.40 p.m. 

The Society's Sussex Group suffered the grievous loss of one of its  
oldest and most regular members in the death on 27th September 1992  
of A John Pollard of Brighton. John had a wide interest, having been  
a one-time Secretary of the Brighton and Hove Philatelic Society.  
Although he had curtailed his collecting activities of late, neverthe-
less he continued an interest in Swiss Ambulants, of which he had a  
fine and extensive collection. He will be much missed and we extend  
our deepest sympathy to his widow, Joan. 	 J R H  

It is with deep regret that we announce the death of Miss R N Solly  
of Harrogate. A member of several societies, Miss Sally was one of  
the best-known figures in Yorkshire philately_and signed the Register  
of Distinguished Yorkshire Philatelists at the Convention in Wakefield  
in 1983. Miss Sally had been a regular attender at Northern Group meet-
ings for over 30 years and will be greatly missed by her many friends 
in Helvetia and Yorkshire. 	 R A H 

Our Honorary Member Mrs E J Rawnsley has now moved and would like all 
members to know that her address is now Bindwccd Manor, ,e+4,  Bognor Rd. 
Bognor Regis. s2O  Q.\ 5 w^ be ti.^ ^^  

The production of the facsimile of Mrs Rawnsley's Silver Medal Collect-
ion of Swiss Transit Marks merits appropriate housing. A suitable pro-
tective semi-hard cover is the Rexel 'Job Pile' No. 1340 which is 
available from all good stationers. 	 J R H 
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MEETING REPORTS - Northern Group. One of the most popular themes with 
Northern Group members must be railways, which afford an almost end-
less field for the philatelist, not just for the stamps with a railway 
theme but also for postal stationery and cancellations. For the postcard 
collector in particular the vast number of attractive old and modern 
cards offers never-ending scope for illustrating thematic collections. 
All these aspects of Swiss Railways were brought together in a most 

attractive way by Mr D Ripley in his display to Northern Group members 
in Leeds on 7th November. He began by showing all the Swiss stamps with 
a railway theme and described and illustrated with examples of the re-
search he had carried out in classifying the various types of TPO can-
cellations. The second half of his display began with thematic studies 
of the Gotthard Railway and the railways of the Bernese Oberland. He 
concluded with a large selection of old and modern postcards of many 
other Swiss railways including the Emmenthal-Burgdorf-Thun, RhB, Gorner-
grat, LS, MOB and Pilatus. 	 R A H 

Sussex Group meeting on 14th November. This was quite successful and 
most members brought material to illustrate the theme of the letters G, 
H and I. Thinking caps will continue to be worn, leading up to the next 
meeting on 20th March 1993 when the next three letters have to be illus-
trated. It is hoped to provide more meetings in 1993/4 and to welcome 
more members. There is now time for a small auction at meetings if 
members come with suitable material for disposal. 	 J R H 

FORTHCOcING MEETINGS 
January 9th, Leeds - A Mixed Bag, M Proctor. 
January 13th, London - Cinderellas, Perfins, etc., all Members . 
March 20th, Sussex - Letters J, K and L, all Members. 
April 17th, Chippenham - Seminar programme as announced last month. 

Display to The Royal Philatelic Society, London - A stunning display of 
the classic stamps and covers of the 19th century from Switzerland was 
given by our President, Mrs Alma Lee RDP, FRPS L, on 5th November. Cur 
Society members fortunate enough to attend the display knew only too 
well the feast that would be laid before the viewers, Fellows and Yembers 
of the RPS. Displayed in chronological order the stamps and covers showed 
a wide range of material from the Cantonal issues and concluded with the 
Standing Helvetias. Noteworthy is the fact that this is the second time 
in 10 years that Mrs Lee has been invited to display the stamps of Swit-
zerland, a true mark of the quality and knowledge obtained from such 
a collection. 	 F P 

Prop: Geoff Hubbard J tJ ROSTAMPS Tel: 071-794 8078 

P.O. BOX 940 
LONDON 
NW6 2JP 

Some kiloware is still available, see November HNL for details. 
A Buy/Bid list is in preparation of stamps, covers & stationery. 
Send a 24p stamp for the first list and rules. Lists prepared as 
material becomes available. Want Lists receive my personal atten-
tion. Credit card payments must include your number &.expiry date 
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Did you know? 
	

by M  Rutherfoord 

- that the famous 'Razor Blade' mystery has been solved after more than 
two decades of truly international study. A comprehensive article is in 
~reparation. 
- that following the article in the March '92 'Tewsletter by David 
Robinson I found another excellent publication, by G F Otley, 'British 
postal rates to Europe 1836 - 1676' which also covers Switzerland in 
detail. (See page 45, June 1992 for a review of this book.) 
- that Johannes Miller of Bern has issued, in_ 1991,   a full-colour priced 
catalogue of all Pro Patria stamps, postcards to 1960, lapel badges, 
coins and medallions, and all slogans, special cancels and MPO cachets, 
not forgetting stamp booklets. A very useful reference booklet, that 
contains unique information. 
- that the PTT has jumped on the 'Pin' (lapel badges) bandwagon fast 
with reproductions of various stamps in metal. The first was the 90c 
Comics, followed by the Sport and Circus stamps, but the most attractive 
ones are the PJ Cantonal Arms replicas. Some of the classics are also 
available. Order direct from the PTT Philatelic Bureau in Bern. 
- that the PJ organisation will issue not only their five 1992 Woodland 
stamps in pin form (in an attractive case for 45-fr), but also the 50c 
Melchior as a 15-fr (10+5) phonecard for their 80th anniversary. 
- that the new exhibition in the PTT Museum will be 'Architecture' by 
Jean-Michel Baechler of Fribourg with his prize-winning collection, in 
which new ways are tried of combining stamps and postal documents. He 
is an architect himself. 
- that Georg Landau of Sarnen has produced a remarkable 3-volume A4 
work on the 'Postal History of Obwalden' photocopied in a very limited 
edition; I saw the PTT library copy. He has spent years going through 
all the local newspapers for the past 100 years to glean information 
on each and every PO in the half-canton. His own considerable philatelic 
knowledge has helped, postmarks and many other items of interest are 
included, all very fully illustrated. A good example for other cantons. 
- that only by going to Bern 18 Btmpliz did I find that the new trial 
Registration label, as mentioned in last month's DYK, can also be ob-
tained non-R; i.e., as an ordinary SFS label for letters and parcels, 
see below. Note the weight of the item is always shown automatically. 
The printer is by ASCOM and the computer by Olivetti and, if successful, 
I guess that this system will be used in all main POs. 
- that to match the private mail distributors the PTT has had to relax 
its 20kg limit and now accepts parcels up to 30kg, for 26-fr, and in 
steps of 80c per kilogram. 
- that at the recent_SVP_meeting in Zofingen Jacques Hânsler of Morges 
gave a fascinating talk on his research on the first Swiss machine 
cancellations, those with the letters C, D, R & T in the flag, as ex-
pected no logical pattern could be found. His travels around European 
flea markets, thousands of kilometres including Lisbon, proved his 
philatelic dedication, and he was usually successful too with his finds. 
See the illustration below. 
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Our member Yr i H I Clayton, a keen collector of the 
station handstamps of Swiss private railways, recently 
found an unusual cancel 'Aubonne VD/-9 r.=AI 1970/A.A.G.' 
This small town, to the west of Lausanne, was served by 
a small local railway about 10km long linking it with 
Gimel and Allaman on the main line of the CFF Genve - 
Lausanne. Hence the initials A.A.G. in the handstamp. 
The railway, which opened in 1896, was closed in 1952. 
In the official railway timetable the railway has been 
replaced by a bus service which has a stop at 'Aubonne 
gare'. However, the cancellation of a stamp on a letter 
is dated 1970. Does this mean that the mail posted in 
certain boxes along a bus route can be cancelled by the 
bus company stamp in the same way as at railway stations 
on days when there is no collection by the post office? 
He would be grateful to anyone who could enlighten him. 

The Swissair article will be continued next month. 

* * * SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL OUR READERS * * * 

Now available, the new 
ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN CATALOGUE 1993  
in full colour, 512 pages. the official catalogue of the 
SBVH, complete with all stamps issued to the end of this 
year. Introduction in German and French.. 'The philatelic 
reference book for young and old' in the NEW 'Libretto'-
binding (thread stitched, opening flat) 	sFr. 20.--  

zumstein  

schweiz 
iechbenstein  

1993 

Still going strong: 
ZUIvISTEIN WESTERN EUROPE Vol. 1 (a-i) 1990/91  
All countries from Andorra to Italy, CEPT issues and address list of 
A.I.E.P. members. Introduction in English sFr.  
ZUMSTEIN WESTERN Üi ESTERN EUROPE Vol. 2  U-z) 1991/92  
All countries from Yugoslavia to Cyprus, with supplement of new 
editions and price modifications for Vol. 1. CEPT issues and address 
list of A.I.E.P. members. Introduction in English. 	sFr. 51.-- 
ZULSTEIN  EASTERN EUROPE Vol. 3  1992 
All countries of former eastern Europe. Address list of A.I.E.P. 
members. 	 sFr. 56.-- 
All prices without postage: 
Postage second class recorded delivery: S/L catalogue 	sFr. 7.30 

Europe, one volume sFr. 12.10 
A new ZUMSTEIN WESTERN EUROPE CATALOGUE Vol. 1 (a-i) 1 992/93 will be 
published at the end of November 1992. 
For all ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES please apply to your local stamp dealer or 
to our agent in Great Britain: Vera Trinder Ltd, 38 Bedford Street, 
Strand, London VC2E 9EU. 
For direct orders to ZUMSTEIN please use our postal account (Giro) 
BERN 30-334-1 for pre-payments, thank you. 
ZUMSTEIN & CIE. propr. Hertsch & Co., P 0 Box, CH-30C0 BERN 7, 
Switzerland or Telephone:(031) 22 22 15, or FAX (031) 21 23 26. 

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain 
>r,.; r+o,q h.r WPM Renrnaranhi cs (Chichester) Ltd.. Chichester GB 
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